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ADCXXA

Adcom's GFA-55511 is no longer made.
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Adcom's new GFA-5500 continues the legend.

The Adcom GFA-555II power amplifier has

been legendary among audiophiles and serious

music listeners. It set the standard for high end

sound at reasonable cost, consistently being

compared to amplifiers costing two and three
times as much. Now, after years of evolution-

ary development, its successor is available.

The new GFA-5500 provides 200 watts -

per -channel continuous at any frequency from

20 Hz to 20 kHz at 8 ohms. It continues the

Adcom tradition of delivering high current into

low impedance loads that results in extraordi-

narly pure, clean, musical sound reproduction.

But the big news is its use of the newest hybrid
MOSFET transistors, HEXFETS. These all -

new devices permit a more efficient circuit

board design that leads to shorter power paths

for improved sound. And the really good news
is that while providing all the punch and

muscle of MOSFETS, they have a remarkable

ability to sound as sweet as tubes.
So while audiophiles the world over may be

sad to see the end of the legendary GFA-555II,

music lovers everywhere can look forward
to hearing the sweet power of the GFA-5500.

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen. You will

hear the details that make a difference.

details you can hear
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal,
Quebec (514) 344-1226
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0 THE AR STORY

Acoustic
Research
invented the

modern home

loudspeaker in

1954.

For over forty years,

thew have been the

leader in bookshelf

loudspeaker design,

tecinology and

sound reproduction.

To 'his day, you can

not buy a better

loudspeaker for the

money. 

AR loudspeakers are designed for

optimum performance in real

world use.

Their sound patterns are designed

to interact with the boundaries in

your home - doors, bookshelves,

walls,furniture - so they are less par-

ticular as to their exact placement.

Their wide baffle design and exposed

dome drivers produce a wide and con-

sistent sound field, resulting in a proper

tonal balance from more listening
positions throughout the room.

Due to their true acoustic suspension

technology, they produce stunningly

powerful and accurate bass from rela-

tively small cabinet enclosures.

They are high -value, no compromise

loudspeakers engineered with the

essential materials and technology

needed to reproduce superior sound.

We wrote the book on the
bookshelf loudspeaker.

No company in the history of audio has done
more to improve the sonic accuracy of musical
reproduction in the home than Acoustic
Research.

For forty years, AR's sound philosophy has cen-
tered on the belief that technical innovation
would only be incorporated for the benefit of
tonal accuracy - not at its expense.

AR's design philosophy remains to this day, to
focus and improve on the fundamental speak-

er technology needed to reproduce music as accu-
rately and beautifully as the original source.

For AR, this means flat frequency response. Wide dis-
persion. Low distortion. High power handling.
Exceptional bass extension. Musicality.

AR began its journey to capture sonic accuracy in
1954 with the intro-
duction of acoustic
suspension technol-
ogy, an innovation
which truly revolu-
tionized the audio
industry. Prior to AR's
acoustic suspension
design, loudspeaker
technology primarily
utilized some form
of vented or baffled
enclosure where a

anical spring force was applied to the moving cone
to return it to its resting position. This spring force
tended to become increasingly non-linear in its
action as cone movement increased from either
higher output levels, lower frequency, or both.

In order to reproduce lower bass at higher output,
large woofers were needed, resulting in larger cabi-
nets. In addition, the large cones became more
massive, and in order to maintain reasonable effi-
ciency without an enormously costly magnet struc-
ture and voice coil assembly, cones had to be
designed with low density. The net result was the loss
of stiffness which resulted in driver "break-up" and
uneven frequency response with resonance, thus
trading one form of distortion for another.

AR's solution was the revolutionary AR -1, the first loud-
speaker to use the air compressed inside the sealed
enclosure to control the excursion (movement) of
the woofer. The woofer was given a very "soft"
mechanical suspension, including the now leg-
endary "half -roll" surround. The voice coil and mag-
net pole piece were redesigned for long excursion
while a very stiff cone was fabricated for rigid, piston -
like action. The woofer was then mounted in an air-
tight enclosure. The trapped air within the speaker
cabinet exerted consistent pressure on all points of
the woofer to precisely and evenly control and
dampen the woofer movement. The result of this
acoustic suspension design was reduced distortion
and greater bass response in a substantially smaller
speaker enclosure.
(Story continued at your AR dealer) 

AR Firsts Throughout The Years

The Acoustic Suspension Loudspeaker

The Dome Driver

The Belt -Drive Turntable

The High Current Amplifier

The Multi -Driver Vertical

Array Loudspeaker

The Liquid Cooled Driver

The Ambient Subsystem Loudspeaker

The Powered Partner

I

For the AR dealer nearest you, call 1-800-969-AR4U.
© 1995 Acouric Research, 535 Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510 CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Five of the ten outdoor speakers

we tested in "The Patio Challenge"
(page 58): clockwise from top,

the Pioneer CSL-70E. NEAR AEL-1.4.
JBL ProMAW. Bose Model 151,

and Polk Audio AW/M5. The
lawn sprinkler and garden hose are

from Smith & Hawken.

Photograph by Dan Wagner
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In- wall
version.

Weatherproof Music.
Factory -Direct Prices.

The smooth, natural sound of speakers by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH &
Advent) can now be enjoyed outdoors: on the patio, by the pool, even on boats. The
Outdoor is a compact, water-resistant speaker with accurate, wide -range sound. It comes
in two versions: one free standing (shown above, $27999 pr.); one for in -wall mounting
($32999 pr.). Both versions are very well made, with stainless steel hardware and gold-
plated connecting terminals. Use them in white, or paint them any color. Our speakers
are available only Factory -Direct and through cost-efficient Best Buy stores nationwide.

Call and find out why Audio says we may have "the best value in the world".

For a free catalog, or to order,
call 1-800-FOR-HIFI (1-800-367-4434)
311 Needham Street, Suite 204
Newton, MA 02164 Fax: 617-332-9229

fel'ir 40 lia

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

The Country's Largest Factory -Direct Stereo Company.

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"Ingenious and In -Expensive"

HTS-1 FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER DECODER

O
11,NpVA1 It .t1.

RLC-1 Review
Julian Hirsch
Stereo Review. Jan 95

4/11vaxim

RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES
If you own an older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want
the convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace
your current system. Next, add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically
acclaimed HTS-1 Passive Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give
you all the performance of a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or
distortion.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations of.... --et

Akarhtp intemonond

111 Second Ave N.E.. Suite 700A. St. Petersburg FL 33701
800 531-0631  FAX 813 896-7899

I I I II 1, 4 ,
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, FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MOVIE FAN.
41.41111110. We'

Four Weddings And A
Funeral

The Pelican Brief

'1302900

'1251305

Top Gun 0426908

Blown Away

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective
The African Queen
(Remastered)

Beetlejuice
Pink Floyd: The Wall

'1291301

124290F.

133580'
0633008

1293802

The Client
Philadelphia
Bladerunner: The

Director's Cut '1097906

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day '0233205

Cliffhanger '1149301

Demolition Man '1199306

Unforgiven (1992) '1084003

Maverick '1297209

The Fugitive '1197706

Close Encounters
of the Third Kind
(Special Edition) '1273002

Natural Born Killers '1327709

Wolf '1314905

Total Recall '1286103

CLUB FAVORITES
'1300409

'1251404

Aliens
Allen

0360909

0000208

Allen 3
The Exorcist

1042506

0600304

Monty Python And The
Holy Grail '0192005
The Paper '1285501

Rambo: First Blood
The Sound Of Music
Unforglven (1992)

Hard Target

Dragon:The
Bruce Lee Story
The Wizard Of Oz
The Firm

Ghost
Carlito's Way
A Few Good Men
The Abyss

'0650309
'0003905
' 1084003

'1179605

'1150705

0001404

 1154400

'0826008

'1229301

'1106301

' 0881102

LASER$100
DISCS EA.

PLUS 1 MORE Al 6REATEESATM

- -

CLEAR AND PRESENT
DANGER

1326305'

TRUE LIES
1327105'

Predator
Predator 2
The Silence Of The Lambs
Indecent Proposal
Robin Hood:
Prince Of Thieves
Batman (1989)

Batman Returns
Goodfellas
Back To The Future

Back To The Future
Part II

Back To The Future
Part III

Scent Of A Woman

My Cousin Vinny

THE SPECIALIST
1341700'

SPEED

1297407'

'036,-901

'0104307

0805309

'1142009

'0976803

'0642504
'1029909

'0969808
'0211409

'0921304

'0497008
'1121300
1033109

Conan The Barbarian '0220509
Home Alone 2:
Lost In New York

Patriot Games
Backdraft
The Last Of The
Mohicans (1992)

'1104900

'1051309

'0559005

'107'406

Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies - on laserdisc!
Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange, you
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs
in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping/handling) - and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
What's more, you can get still one more
movie for the low price of $19.95 and
have less to buy later (see complete
details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection - plus scores of
alternate choices, including many lower -
priced laserdiscs. And you may also
receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times a year. (That's up to 17 buying
opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection, do nothing - it
will be sent automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, just

mail the response card always provided
by the date specified. And you'll always
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may
return the selection at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after fulfilling
your obligation, you'll be eligible for our
generous bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy great savings on the movies you
want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details
of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If not satisfied, return
everything within 10 days at our expense
for a full refund and no further obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 Med

LASERDISC CLUB

Entertaining

America...

One Penner

at a Time.

S I A I; 5 I I

[Amu( Pail

JURASSIC PARK
1264001'

E.T.: The Extra -Terrestrial '0681106

In The Line Of Fire 1190107

The Bodyguard '1105907

Basic Instinct '1033208

On Deadly Ground '1251909

Star Trek:
The Motion Picture '0203505

Star Trek II:
The Wrath Of Khan '0201301

Star Trek III:
The Search For Spock '0201608

Star Trek IV:
The Voyage Home '0430603
Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country '1001007

Hook '0854307
Mad Max -The Road
Warrior
Highlander

'1261106

0382309

The Hunt For Red October '0825000

Die Hard '0367607

Die Hard 2: Die Harder '0041806

Bram Stoker's Dracula '1102904

Li,tterbot

Beverly Hills Cop 3 '1300201

Sleepless In Seattle '1154905

Citizen Kane (Remastered/
50th Anniversary) 3911107

Age Of Innocence '1207307

Jaws '3844605

Under Siege '1077908

The Prince 01 Tides '0847103

Guarding Tess '1299700

48 Hours (Remastered) '1315308

Rising Sun '1174804

The Last Action Hero '1154806

The Flintstones '1297308

Chinatown '0202507

Grumpy Old Men '1251503

2001: A Space Odyssey '0844308

The Naked Gun 33 1/3 -
The Final Insult '1286707

NEW RELEASES
Big

The Shadow
A Clockwork Orange
Ladyhawke
The Mosquito Coast
Richle-Rich

'1336601

1297001

'1356005

'1356302

'1356401

'1353705

Priscilla Queen of the Desert
Academy Award' Nomination:
Best Costume Design '1345206

The Pagemaster '1338409

32 Short Films About
Glenn Gould 1337005

The River Wild

Timecop

It Could Happen To You

'1336304

'1332204

'1332006

In the Name Of The
Father

The Running Man

Witness (Remastered) '1315407

Silvered°

Time Bandits (Remastered) '1330109

Bridge On The River
Kwal (Restored) '1143809

The Piano

Outland '1328103

City Slickers II:The Legend
Of Curly's Gold 1296805

'1247709

'1316108

'0181008

1237809

rColumbia House laserdisc Club
Dept. MGL, P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Ind.ana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in inis advertisement. As a member, I need buy
only 4 more selections, at regular Club prices in the next 2 years.

Send me these 3 lasers:Sirs for S1.00 each -plus $1.50 each shipping and handling (total $750).

B UY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATER!
El Also, send me my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.50 shippmg

which I'm adding to my $7.50 payment (total $2895). I then need bar o, 3

more (instead of 4) in me neat 2 years.

Please Check How Paying: 0 My check is enclosed
O Charge my introductory laserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
E MasterCard ' Diners Club 0 AMEX o VISA

A35/A37
A36/A38

El Discover

Acct. No. Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address Apt.

City State

Zip Phone No.)

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
I own a Personal Computer (I) E I own a PC with a CDROM f21 0 I pion to buy o PC with a CDROM PI

Note This offer a,lies to firsiPme laserdisc Club members or y. Limit one per household Columbia House reserves the
right to request  tt!:tionol in-f-rnanon, repo ony oplication 3oncel any membership. Offer limited to the contmentol U.S.
'excluding Alaska) Apckable sales fns odded to all orders 61995, The Columbia House Company OS -06/9S

-I
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JVC JAZZ
The 1995 JVC Jazz Festival
New York will be held from
June 23 to July 2. JVC Jazz
Worldwide will feature
events in Paris, Rome, Turin,
London, The Hague, and
Newport, RI. In the United
States, JVC Jazz on Tour
includes events in Atlanta,
Chicago, Dallas, and
Hollywood. For information
or a Festival brochure call
212-787-2020 or write to
JVC Jazz Festival, P.O. Box
1169, Ansonia Station,
New York, NY 10023.

This year the National
Arts Club, based in New York
City, created a new award,
the Governors Medal for
Patrons, for corporations and
individuals who support
the arts. The first recipient of
the Medal is JVC, honored
for bringing the JVC Jazz
Festival to American culture.

DSS SALES SOAR
Noting that it took four
years for the compact disc to
crack the million -unit sales
mark and eight years for
color TV, RCA announced that
one million Digital Satellite

BY BOB ANKOSKO
AND WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

System (DSS) receivers had
been manufactured and more
than 600,000 installed in U.S.
homes -a mere ten months
after the DSS launch last
summer. The company also
previewed its second -genera-
tion DSS receiver, due later
this year, featuring enhanced
on -screen graphics.

Meanwhile, Sony
announced its entry into the
DSS market with three
satellite receiver/dish pack-
ages: the single -output SAS -
BSI ($749), to be available in
June, and the dual -output
SAS-BD1 ($849) and SAS-AD1
($949), both slated for release
in August. The top -of -the -
line SAS-AD1 features a
low -speed data port, a
programmable recording
timer, and a programmable
remote control. Toshiba,
Uniden, and Hughes Network
Systems (HNS) are expected
to introduce their DSS
products next year.

A/V DIGEST
The winner in the sound cate-
gory of Discover magazine's
sixth annual Discover
Awards for Technological

AUTOSOUND: A BIG BIZ
So you think car stereo stuff is small potatoes. eh? Think
again. U.S. sales of mobile audio gear - including in -dash
cassette and CD players, CD changers, speakers, and ampli-
fiers - are expected to top $5.3 billion this year. according to
the Electronic Industries Association. Audio equipment
installed by automakers represents 60 percent of this total;

more than 95 percent
of domestic cars roll
off the assembly line
these days with a
stereo system of some
kind. As for the $2.2
billion worth of car
stereo components

/1illi expected to be sold
at retail this year, the

EIA anticipates sales of in -dash CD players to shine, with a
25 -percent increase over last year. Car CD sales continue to
climb - one in ten U.S. households already owns at least one
in -dash CD player and one in twenty a car CD changer.

Innovation was the ingenious
Bose Auditioner, a computer
system that enables engi-
neers to use architectural
specs to actua!ly hear how a
building, such as an audito-
rium or airport concourse,
will sound before it is erected
- and to adjust the acoustics
in the space. Among the
finalists were Snell's Digital
Room Correction System,
Yamaha's Silent Series
pianos, and SRS Labs' Vivid
3D Sound Retrieval System.
... Mitsubishi plans to
re-enter the audio market
next year with a line of A/V
receivers, amplifiers,
speakers, and possibly other
components.... Sales of
consumer audio equipment
reached a new high in 1994,
topping $8 billion wholesale,
according to the Electronic
Industries Association. The
figure includes aftermarket
car stereo and portable
components.

NET SUR;ANC,
Said to be the Internet's first
rock-and-roll magazine,
Addicted to Noise is now on
the World Wide Web at
http://www.addict.com/ATN/.

BMG Classics claims
creation of the Internet's first
dedicated resource for
classical music, "Classics
World," also resident on the
World Wide Web. Internet
users with a Web browser
can reach Classics World at
http://www.classicalmus.com.

PBS MUSIC
Bang-up musical coverage
on PBS this month includes
the annual FoLrth of July
special "A Capitol Fourth
(1995)," to be broadcast live
from the West Lawn of the
U.S. Capitol with fireworks
over the Washington Monu-
ment. The 90 -minute program
by the National Symphony
Orchestra conducted by
Erich Kunzel will feature pop
performers Leslie Uggams
and Rita McKenzie, soprano
Sylvia McNair, opera star
Gregg Baker, the U.S. Air
Force Singing Sergeants, the

Navy Sea Chanters, and the
Old Guard Fife and Drum
Corps.... On July 25 the Live
from Lincoln Center series
will present the opening
concert of this year's Mostly
Mozart Festival, to be
conducted by Gerard
Schwarz with the pianist
Alicia de Larrocha and the
violinist Gil Shaham as solo-
ists. On July 26 there will be
an "In the Spotlight" special
on Mary Chapin Carpenter.
Check local listings.

CLASSICAL NOTES
Among those granted
honorary doctoral degrees
by the Juilliard School of
Music this year are the
soprano Teresa Stratas and
the conductor/pianist Daniel
Barenboim.... BMG Clas-
sics/ RCA Victor Red Seal has
signed a long-term exclusive
contract with the conductor
Michael Tilson Thomas, who
succeeds Herbert Blomstedt
as the music director of the
San Francisco Symphony
this year. That orchestra is
leaving London Records to
return to RCA.... Following
the example of Elizabeth
Taylor, Cher, Catherine
Deneuve, Omar Sharif, and
Michael Jackson, the operatic
superstar Luciano Pavarotti
is launching a line of
celebrity fragrances. The
Luciano Pavarotti for Men
line of after -shave, cologne,
and so forth has already
been introduced in England
and is due any minute in the
United States along with a
women's counterpart.

BESTSELLERS
The RIAA announced that
the value of domestic ship-
ments of prerecorded music
and music videos exceeded
$12 billion in 1994, a record
20 percent increase over
the previous year. RIAA
figures also reveal that
Garth Brooks's "No Fences"
has sold 13 million units, the
all-time high for a country
album. Combined sales of
Brooks's RIAA-certified titles
now exceed 51 million.
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With Cinema DSP, you'll be amazed
at what comes out of the woodwork.

Bats screech overhead. Wolves howl in the distance. And
footsteps crunch across your living room floor.

No, it's not your imagination. You're hearing sounds placed
around the room, just as the director intended. III Only Yamaha

All courtesy of Yamaha Cinema DSP. The home theater 1 0
Cinema DSP

dimension. And sound effects, more graphic detail.

I I
I I

speakers. It sounds
so real, you'll swear

creates phantom
technology that gives dialogue more definition. Music, more

Eft ec

. sic/ you hear sounds in

mi

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers that Must

fully replicate the experience you get in multi -speaker movie
Kt' places you don'teven

have speakers.
theaters. It sounds so real, in fact, you'll swear you hear sounds
in places you don't even have speakers.

As you might imagine, a breakthrough like this is no small feat. It's accomplished by multiplying the

effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic.'
Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that electronically recreates some of

the finest performance spaces in the world. And Dolby Pro Logic is the technology responsible for
placing sound around the room, matching the dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.

Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home theater components

that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market
Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for what could be a very eerie demonstration. Maybe we can't talk

you into a system, but that doesn't mean we can't scare you into one.
For the sales location nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

coRantom Spe:.Iers

YAMAHA®

1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
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PARA Home Theater Specialists

Wen you're buying audio and video components.

its important to understand that its not enough to

buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

chosen for how they sound together. PARA is a

professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the high-

est standards in retailing

PARA stores will take the time to ask about

what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into

your current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are

educated to explain the newest technologies in

clear. friendly language. helping you get the

best value for your money

Let us help you choose the system that's lust

right for you

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA

dealer nearest you!

Pqn
Professional

AudioVideo
Retailers

Association

LETTERS

Troubleshooting
Daniel Kumin's article on AN system trou-
bleshooting in June was great! Thank you.
After reading it. even the most nontechnical
"can't fix anything" bumpkin with ten
thumbs should at least have the gumption to
look for what's wrong with his equipment
without fear of causing an earth -shattering
cosmic meltdown - instead of taking the
(probably not broken in the first place)
equipment to some fly-by-night repair em-
porium that will charge a princely fee for
replacing a 250 fuse. I have given copies of
the article to many of my friends, and they
love me for it and have put it to good use.

ROB SARGENT
Brooklyn, NY

FAD's AC -3 TheaterMaster
We appreciate David Ranada's comprehen-
sive review in June of the TheaterMaster,
the world's first high -end digital -to -analog
(D/A) converter with AC -3 surround -sound
decoding. We are gratified that he found the
TheaterMaster to be "loaded with outstand-
ing audio performance and exceptional ver-
satility."

Regarding his comments about the The-
aterMaster's ergonomics, it's true that some
of the setup procedures are not intuitive.
but we'd like to point out that these func-
tions are meant to be implemented one time
only, when you first install the TheaterMas-
ter in your system. After setup, daily use of
the TheaterMaster is as simple as turning
the unit on, selecting the desired input, and
adjusting the master volume control. Any-
one can operate it, even without seeing the
manual.

Finally, regarding AC -3 playback, we
share Mr. Ranada's view that "if you hear
one new audio technology this year, it must
be Dolby Surround AC -3." But since his
impression of AC -3 was formed using the
TheaterMaster, it is important to note that
AC -3 will not sound the same in all imple-
mentations. The TheaterMaster is a high-

end component, incorporating some of the
finest materials available and a no -compro-
mise design philosophy. Not all AC -3 de-
coders will sound like the TheaterMaster.

BEN Gosvio
General Manager

Enlightened Audio Designs
Fairfield, IA

Hearing Limitations
After reading Julian Hirsch's "Unrealistic
Expectations" in May ("Technical Talk"), I
thought about my experiences with stereo
equipment, especially speakers, over almost

twenty years. I listened to dozens of differ-
ent models in various price ranges. None of
them sounded "right"; all but two seemed
to have little bass, lots of midrange, and no
treble, no matter what the listening environ-
ment. I wondered what was wrong.

Then one day, when I started a new job, I
took a required hearing test. Imagine my
shock at finding that the frequency response
of my ears is only 100 Hz to 5 kHz, with
nothing at all below or above those limits
- the result of a youth filled with circular
saws, electric drills, and gasoline -powered
lawnmowers, and a summer factory job
without ear protection eighteen years ago.

I'm not advocating hearing tests for all
audiophiles, but as far as "unrealistic ex-
pectations" go, it doesn't matter how much
money one may be willing to spend in pur-
suit of perfection if one's own ears can't tell
the difference between "low-fi" and "hi-fi."
At least now I'll save money not buying
high -end equipment. DENNIS A. WATTS

Westfield, MA

Digital Home Theater
I enjoyed Michael Riggs's article on the
evolution of home theater systems ("Digital
Surround Comes Home," May), but I don't
understand why there was no mention of
Home THX. I'm still not clear on the differ-
ence between Dolby Pro Logic and THX.

CHRIS BURNS
Rockford, IL

Home THX controllers apply specific addi-
tional processing to the outputs of a sur-
round decoder, which could he either Dolby
Pro Logic or Dolby Surround AC -3. The
processing is designed to make the sound a
closer match to that heard by the engineers
who mixed the soundtrack. Thus, every cur-
rent Home THX controller or receiver in-
cludes a Dolby Pro Logic decoder that is
active whenever the THX Cinema mode is
engaged. For a complete explanation of
Home THX, see Tomlinson Holman's article
in our April 1994 issue.

Nick Lowe
Ron Givens (May "Popular Music" re-
views) should give Nick Lowe's "The Im-
possible Bird" another listen. Lowe has
teetered on the edge of country in the past.
and this time he's jumped in all the way.
exhibiting an outstanding country voice. I

admit that at first listen it's kind of like hav-
ing someone put pizza in your mouth when
you were expecting ice cream, but that does-
n't mean it isn't great pizza. Lowe's versatil-
ity is an asset - how can Mr. Givens fault
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"One System. Movies and Music."
INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW LS SERIES

HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER/AUDIO SYSTEM

"You want your home theater system to perform as well with music as it does with

movies. In fact, you've told me that you will continue to spend more time listen-

ing to music than watching movies. So to create the ultimate home theater, I

started with the LS90 loudspeaker, recognized for its audiophile -quality music

performance. Through innovative technologies, I can now give you that same

level of sound quality in the center speaker, the surround speakers and the pow-

ered subwoofer. Outrageously exciting home theater and audiophile quality per-

formance at affordable prices. One system. Movies and music." Matthew Pet

A. The LS90s. Here's a sampling of what Audio Magazine's Anthony Cordesman

said, " ...an exceptional ability to resolve complex dynamic passages...precisely

the kind of full -range speaker that today's buyers need."

B. The CS350LS. The ultimate center channel speaker is

timbre -matched to the LS90s for a seamless, wall-to-wall

soundstage and startling true-to-life sound.

C. The PSW200 powered subwoofer. Uses revolutionary

patented technology to give you maxi-

mum bass in an enclosure small

enough to fit into your furniture.

D. The LS f/x. The only high perfor-

mance surround speaker that allows you

to switch between bipole and dipole to

customize performance to fit your needs.

For more information on the LS Home Theater/Audio System, call

1-800-377-POLK or dial our toll -free dealer locator to find your nearest autho-

rized Polk dealer. Audition the ultimate- One system. Movies and music.

Dealer locator number

Polk
The Speaker Specialists '

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA
(41 0)358-3600. CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" ore registered trademarks
or Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

CI 1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10004



Onkyo's new DSP
Home Theater technology

offers ur
100% more

processing
capacity

trr.

.ramtalp- 0150. dfluctic .
Al /Mg

Onkyo introduces the next generation of Home Theater receivers and
amplifiers equipped with the new Motorola 56004 Symphony DSP chip.

The chip's 24 -Bit data path makes it far superior to
the I6 -Bit formats of other DSP processors. Running
at 50 MHz, the 56004 DSP can execute 25 million
instructions per second (MIPS) using three separate
buses to access commands and data simultaneously.
This makes it the ideal digital engine not only for
today, but for the future of digital sound as well.

The new Motorola DSP Chip
found in Ongyo Home Theater
components offers SO. INNS
increased processing capacity
over npichl DSP chips used
today.

The integrity of the Motorola 56004 Symphony DSP
is assured by the high quality design of Onkyo
components. Oversized transformers, individual

power supplies, discrete output stages, and full digital Dolby Pro Logic
decoding all combine to deliver flawless reproduction of the most
complex soundtracks.

him for not pumping out the same rock-
and-roll twenty albums in a row?

"The Impossible Bird" also demonstrates
Lowe's ability to write beautiful medlody
lines - what a lost art that is. What Mr.
Givens describes as "plain" are songs
played without all the Cheez Whiz process-
ing so commonly used by "songwriters" to
hide the absence of real melodies.

The only problem I see with the diversity
of Lowe's albums is the inconvenience to
record stores that need to categorize music.
but he crosses over with such authoritative
flair that maybe they could just put him in a
section labeled Indelibly Cool.

JEANNE YEAGLEY
El Segundo. CA

Laserellse Upgrade
Michael Riggs said in "Digital Surround
Comes Home" that there are no manufac-
turers who will add an AC -3 output to some-
one's existing laserdisc player. MSB Tech-
nology Corporation (14251 Pescadero Rd.,
La Honda, CA 94020; telephone, 415-747-
0271) will modify an existing laserdisc play-
er by adding an AC -3 output for $385 plus
shipping. A one-year warranty is offered on
the new output. MICHAEL KAZONIS

Amherst. MA

Michael Riggs replies: I was speaking only
of equipment manufacturers themselves. It's
good to know there is some place people
can turn to for this service, though. The ask-
ing price seems a little high given that only
a few dollars' worth of parts is required, but
no custom service comes cheap these days.

Cassette Head Alignment
In May "Letter. a reader asked why head
alignment is such a problem in cassette
decks. The reply stated that "part of the
problem is that the precision of azimuth
alignment required . . . is very high on the
narrow tape used for cassette recording."

Actually, the narrow track width isn't a
problem when it comes to azimuth align-
ment. All else being equal, the narrow
tracks used in audio cassettes make azimuth
alignment less critical. AL LOTZE

Brookdale, CA

Oops! You're absolutely right. The problem
is the slow recording speed of cassettes. not
the tape width.

DSS Convert
Regarding "DSS Pros and Cons" in April
"Letters," here is a "pro" for DSS! For the
last three months my DSS system has per-
formed as advertised, crystal-clear picture
and excellent sound without rain or snow
fade. During one storm we had 33 inches of
snow in 19 hours, and the picture never fal-
tered. I am getting an 80 reading on my sig-
nal meter, and that is up from 76 at installa-
tion. Maybe reader William Hinson's cable
system is first-rate, but ours is bottom -of -
the -line, and there was no upgrade in sight
(small rural systems are not very profit-



able). As you drive around our valley, it is
very evident that the satellite dish is in -
DSS, PrimeStar, and full-size - with cable
being the loser. DOUG STEPHENS

Paris, ID

Authentic "Messiah"
Jamie James, in his review of a King's Col-
lege Choir recording of Messiah (April),
complains that "for a while it seemed as
though the soprano arias were irrevocably
lost to countertenors, who are about as au-
thentic for Messiah as synthesizers." I knob
that countertenor Randall Wong has per-
formed Messiah, but I don't believe he has
recorded it. Actually, I don't know of any
recorded Messiah with a countertenor sing-
ing the "soprano" solos. Perhaps I need to
get out more.

Also, in classical "Quick Fixes" (same
issue), Mr. James states that soprano Nancy
Argenta is British. She is Canadian.

GARY A. DAY
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Is DAT Here to Stay?
In the April issue I noticed the absence of
any mention of DAT decks in either "New
Products" or "CES Showstoppers." You did
mention MD and DCC, however.

Is DAT here to stay, and is it a popular
system? I am considering the purchase of a
DAT deck to replace an open -reel tape deck
for recording jazz programs from FM radio.
DAT's high quality and 2 -hour playing time
are important considerations. Is the DAT
format a worthwhile investment, or is it be-
coming obsolete? JAMES A. RUSSELL, JR.

Dunbar, WV

Although new models come along relatively
infrequently, DAT is very well entrenched,
especially in professional audio. We don't
think you need to worry about its disap-
pearing anytime soon.

Finding George Shearing
Where can I purchase the five -CD boxed
Mosaic Records set, "The Complete Capi-
tol Live Recordings of George Shearing,"
that Chris Albertson' reviewed in April? I
have been unable to find it in the major lo-
cal record stores. GALVIN CHAN

San Jose, CA

It can he ordered directly from Mosaic at
35 Melrose Pl., Stamford, CT 06902; tele-
phone 203-327-7111.

Correction
The Niles OS -10 indoor/outdoor speaker
system, reviewed in the June issue, is avail-
able in black as well as white.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Which is
important

T -Rex

Okay, what does all that stuff on the left mean in your living room?
For starters, it produces the most three-dimensional soundfield
you've ever experienced. Greater processing capacity translates into more
dynamics, more reflections, more reverberations-parameters that define
how real everything will sound. At the same time, you'll be able to control
more of the factors exclusive to your Home Theater-room size,
ambiance, equalization, time delay, etc. All of which are extremely
important when a T -Rex, Harrier jet, or a runaway bus drops by to visit.

Never before has such realism been available in a Home Theater.
See your Onkyo dealer today.

ONKYO
Onkyo USA Corporation, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446 201-825-7950

CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hirsch -Houck tab tests
of New Stereo CartriOgeS

TN Experts rick 25 Ideal
Demonstration RecorOS

Arnold Schoenberg
Socrates in Emile

SIIIMMEM
Martin Bookman s
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Story Behind IN MOM

30 Years Ago
In his July 1965 editorial,
William Anderson described
the music he'd heard on an
excursion to the New York
World's Fair - Spanish
flamenco, Polynesian songs
and dances, a German brass
band, Caribbean calypso.
"We should all be prepared to
discover and enjoy many
more kinds of music than we
usually restrict ourselves to,"
he concluded.

New products this month
included the Kenwood TK-80
80 -watt receiver, with a
frequency response of 20 to
60,000 cps [Hz] ±1 dB, the
Uher 9000 stereo tape deck,
and Microtran's HD -15 bulk
tape eraser. In the cover story,
Julian Hirsch and Gladden
Houck examined eight new
stereo phono cartridges
ranging in price from $19.95
(the Dynaco Stereodyne III) to
$75 (the IMF MkIII ). As for
what to play with those cart-

Microtran's HD -15, 1965

ridges, Furman Hebb and
Larry Klein picked twenty-five
stereo demonstration records.
Among their favorites: Fritz
Reiner's RCA disc of Strauss's
Also Sprach Zarathustra.

Nowhere Man: Reviewing
"The Early Beatles," critic
Gene Lees wrote, "They sound
like an imitation of an
American rhythm-and-blues or
rock-and-roll group, and a
pretty dull one at that."

"
HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT YOUR OWN HI Fl SYSTEM

20 Years Ago
For July 1975, Peter Sutheim
and Larry Klein prepared
foldout flow charts for trouble-
shooting stereo systems. They
also advised: "When all else
fails ... try reading the
instruction manuals." The
cover showed associate
technical editor Ralph Hodges
demonstrating the techniques
to his daughter, Justine.

Among the new products this
month were Advent's Model
400 mono FM radio, Allison's
Model One speaker system
with two 10 -inch woofers, and
the Technics SL -1350 turn-
table, then the only
available automatic record
changer with a direct -drive
motor. In test reports, Hirsch -
Houck Labs looked into
Concord's CD -I000 cassette
deck, whose sound was
described as "above reproach,"

and the Koss Phase/2+2 four -
channel headphones, which
gave "a remarkable 'surround -
sound' effect."

In Best of the Month, Richard
Freed endorsed pianist Jean
Phillipe Collard's performance
of Faures Nocturnes on
Connoisseur Society ("a
distinguished release"), and
Noel Coppage was impressed
by Mickey Newbury's
"Lovers" on Elektra ("a
singular mystique of a high
order"). Elsewhere in the
review sections, Chris
Albertson pondered Marlena
Shaw's "Who Is This Bitch,
Anyway?" and concluded,
"She would love to be Roberta
Flack." And Paul Kresh was
spooked by a quadraphonic
Philadelphia Orchestra/Eugene
Ormandy album of familiar
overtures, noting that he
"feared it might never be
possible to move the living -
room walls back into place."

Goring the Ox Department: In
Letters, reader Thomas Magee,
of Mission Hills, California,
took exception to Steve
Simels's tongue-in-cheek
comparison of jazz great John
Coltrane to "a second -year sax
student wasted on Seconal,"

The Koss
Phase/2+2,
1975

noting that "If Mr. Simels had
said 'pre -I967 Pharoah
Sanders,' it would have been a
different story."

10 Years Ago
As part of the issue's CD
theme, Daniel Sweeney offered
an overview of the history and
likely future of compact disc

"The Early
Beatles," 1965

technology. In companion
features Fred Petras examined
a variety of second- and
third -generation players, and
David Ranada discussed the
advantages and disadvantages
of their digital and analog
output filters. New products

Stereo Review
TIM COMPACT DISC
/TS MEM 10 Mr 11.41C.C. COPP/CID.,
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previewed included Radio
Shack's Archer Video/Audio
control center, for switching
between up to six audio and
video components, and
Sansui's SV-M25 color video
monitor/receiver with a high -
resolution 25 -inch picture. Test
reports included the Rich
Acoustic 7B speaker system
and Sony's CDP-520ES CD
player, which Julian Hirsch
called "a top contender in a
crowded field."

Coming soon - Madonna
Unplugged at the Gap?
Reviewing "Wham! The
Video," critic Louis Meredith
dismissed it as another example
of "the trend toward blurring
the distinctions between
rock videos and commercials
for designer clothing."

- Steve Simels

Sony's CDP-520ES, 1985
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8 Critics' Choice Awards* and
5 Product of the Year Awards* in the past year alone,

and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

`Stunning!"
-The Inner Lot. Report on the h...sprit/BP

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic
marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest
bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
) Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
) (AVS'") air -flow ventilation system
) Ventilated Apical formers
) Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
) (PAL') pure -aluminum convex domes
_) Critically coupled diecast chassis

) Oversized damping chambers
) Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade'" Enclosures:
) Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full

perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
) I" thick MDF front and back baffles
) High velocity, low turbulence ports

=Ehmrciuigm
ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND

"Awesome!"
:Indio Mew Guide on the Lehp.se/BI

THE ULTIMATE IN
BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $499/EA.

These astonishing state-of-the-art
bi Solar speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

C 3mbine any of our bipolars with our
U tra-Clear.' center channels, amazing
ADP'" surrounds and astounding
P! powered subwoofers for the
atsolute finest in home theater!

The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen
tc these sensational speakers today!

CIRCLE NO 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD

t Atwell n a trademark of DuPont
AUDIJS1HEAM MPO BOX 2.110 NIAGARA FALLS 5V 1.1302 905. 631.1 tl0

IN CANADA PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC. 101 HANLAN RD WOODBRIDGE. ON 111. 35519051850-2889

* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
*Audio Video International Grand Prix Awards



DANGERS LURK!

hat's behind your wall socket can kill. It can kill per-

formance. It can kill equipment. But you can protect your

audio and video components with the MAX® 1000+ Surge

Protector/Line Conditioner - from Panamax. The MAX

1000+ filters out EMI/RFI noise, for cleaner sound & a

sharper picture. And it protects from surges and
spikes - even lightning strikes - so effectively Panamax

MADE IN

?ANNA-1(AX.
THE SURGE STOPS HERE.,

backs it with a lifetime, $5 million connected
equipment warranty! Don't put your

equipment in danger. Call Panamax for

more information on the MAX 1000+.

800-472-5555 ext. 3983.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Auto -reset -EMI/RFI filtration

Under/over voltage protection Sequential start-up & shut down

,8 AC outlets (2 with 10 second delay) LED volt meter and outlet diagnostics

150 MITCHELL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903  415-499-3900  USA & CANADA 800-472-5555  FAX 415-472-5540

Panamax, MAXIM and the Panamax logo are trademarks of Panamax. Inc All other trademarks and registered trademarks are of their respective companies ©1995 Panamax. Inc All rights reserved

CIRCLE NO. 31 OA READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS
McINTOSH

McIntosh's MR7084 AM/FM tuner

features a selectable Spatial

circuit that's designed to produce

a stereo effect from mono AM and

weak FM signals and to widen the

stereo image from strong FM

signals. You can store fifty AM or

FM presets in memory and cycle

 BOSE
Designed for use with sound -card -

equipped computers. Bose's

MediaMate powered speaker

system comprises two 7' 7 -inch -

tall enclosures. each of them

housing a magnetically shielded

217 -inch driver. One of the

platinum -colored cabinets also

through them by hitting the

Review button. which engages

a scan mode. Channel separation

in FM is given as 50 dB. Price:

51.300. McIntosh Laboratory.

Dept. SR. 2 Chambers St..

Binghamton. NY 13903-2699.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

contains a stereo power amplifier

with two inputs, a master 1,olume

control. a mix control (for blending

two sources). and a headrione

jack. Price: $339 a pair. Bose.

Dept. SR. The Mountain.

Framingham. MA 01701-9168.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

MARTIN-LOGAN 
Martin-Logan's 64 -inch -tall 3L3

speaker uses an electrostatic

diaphragm - a clear polyester -

film membrane sandwiched

between two conductive

perforated -metal panels -

to reproduce frequencies above

250 Hz and a 10 -inch woofer in

a sealed enclosure to handle

frequencies below that point.

Frequency response is given

as 30 Hz to 24 kHz ±2 dB.

horizontal dispersion as 30

degrees. seisitivity as 89 dB.

and power -handling capability

as 200 watts. Price: $3.195

with frame in oak (shown) or

black: other finishes are available

at extra cost. Martin -Logan,

Dept. SR, P.O. Box 707,

Lawrence. KS 66044.

 Circle 121 on reader service carc

 NUREALITY
Using patented Sound Retrieval

System (SRS) technology licensed

from SRS Labs. NuRealiti's Vivid

3D Theater processor is said to

create a three-dimensional effect

with only two speakers as well as

enhancing the realism of multi-

channel Colby Pro Logic surrourd

playback. Both mono and stereo

sources can be processed. A

Space control adjusts the

apparent width and depth of the

sound field. and a Center control

emphasizes the vocals or

dialogue. Price: S249. NuReality,

Dept. SR. 2907 Daimler St..

Santa Ana. CA 92705-5810.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

 FULTRON
Fultron's MX300 car amplifier is

rated to deliver 150 watts per

channel into 4 ohms or 240 watts

per channel into 2 ohms. both

continuous. Output in bridged

mono mode is 300 watts into 4

ohms. The MX300 has a low-pass

VALLEY
Napa Valley's modular Rocket 2

storage unit. made of Radiate

pine with a linseed -oil finish.

holds up to 280 CD's or 112

videotapes. The ready -to -

assemble kit consists of two

stackable Rocket 1 units, each of

which has two adjustable shelves.

filter that's continuously variable

from 40 to 150 Hz. a 120 -Hz high-

pass filter, and bass and treble

controls. Price: $440. Arthur

Fulmer, Dept. SR. P.O. Box 177.

Memphis. TN 38101-9988.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

Assembly requires only the

supplied Allen wrench and

screws. Price: $70. Rocket 1 units

are available separately for $40

each. Napa Valley Box Co., Dept.

SR, 11995 El Camino Real, Suite

300, San Diego. CA 92130.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

A ROCK SOLID SOUNDS
The Home Cinema Monitor (HCM)

series from Rock Solid Sounds

includes the 8 -inch HCM 2 ($99)

and 9 -inch HCM 1 (S199 with stand)

two-way front/surround speakers

and the 14 -inch -square Solid Power

Bass subwooter ($399). which

A CARVER
Carver's A -400x THX-certified

two -channel power amplifier is

rated to deliver 200 watts per

channel into 8 ohms. 300 watts

per channel into 4 ohms. or 600

watts into 8 ohms in bridged

mono mode (all with less than

A H45 TECHNOLOGY
With H45's battery -powered CD -

FM stereo transmitter, you can

play a portable CD player through

any FM radio - home or car -

without running wires. Just plug

it into the player's headphone

jack and tune the radio to one of

packs a crossover and a

70 -watt amp and is rated down to

38 Hz. The HCM 1 and HCM 2

come in black or white. Rock Solid

Sounds. Dept. SR. P.O. Box 8.

North Reading. MA 01864-0008.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

0.2 percent distortion). Dynamic

headroom at 1 kHz (8 ohms) is

given as 2 dB. Rack handles are

optional. Price: $485. Carver.

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 1237.

Lynnwood, WA 98046.

 Circle 127 on reader service card

ten frequencies to pick up the

signal. Available for $39.95

(plus S3 shipping) from H45

Technology. Dept. SR. 415 Clyde

Ave., Suite 106. Mountain View,

CA 94043;415-961-9114.

 Circle 128 on reader service card
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ilOPEfiN IpZI HOLUM/
ON NORTHWEST

e/7/

MO 111996 MUM 111X FROM 11W
Win a trip on Northwest
Airlines to see the 1996
JVC Jazz Festival in London,
Paris, Rome and The
Netherlands, plus a 1996
Subaru SVX LSi!

TO ENTER: Call 1 800 JVC-WINS.
Call 1 800 JVC WINS. Get a personal Match
& Win number. Bring your number to any
participating ...VC retailer, and compare it to
the JVC Jazz Festival Display. If your num-
ber matches, you've won the European
Holiday and tt e new, 230 hp, Subaru.

There are over 1,000 other prizes TVs,
Stereos, and lots more!

tip
Call 180C JVC-WINS. Get your personal
Match & Win number for the fabulous
Grand Prze.

Call now. You could be an instant winner.
Or bring -his entry form to your nearest JVC
retailer.

Hurry! All calls and entries must be
received by August 21, 1995.

61211NO PRIZE (1)
A trip on Northwest
Airlines to the 1996
JVC Jazz Festival in
London, Paris,
Rome and The
Netherlands and a
230 hp, Subaru SVX.
The 8 -day, 7 -night
trip for two includes
airfare, hotel, VIP
passes, an auto-
graphed Fender'
guitar, and more.
Approx. retail val.:
S41,000.

MIT PRIZE (1I)
A JVC Home Theater
including TV, VCR,
complete Stereo System P.,
Approx. retail val.: S3,379

%{
JVC
OP,

S'Er01110 PRIZE 00) THIRD PRIZE (50)
A JVC Mini
Stereo System.
Approx. retail
val.: S580.

r
A JVC Portable Stereo System.
Approx.
retail val.:

I S230.

FOURTH PRIZE (1,000)
JVC Jazz Festival Commemorative T-shirt. Approx. retail val.: S25.

IMO IN=

OFFIellil 2N1) eiltINCE S'WEEPS'TliKES' ENTRII FORM
Stereo Review(Please print, and bring to your nearest JVC retailer)

Name:

Address

City State

Home phone 

SUBARU
: ":... NORTHWEST

AIRLINES

.nhebned Sweepstake coal US resodents. 18 years of age or older,
. . ..

. b, I arnilres1 of JVC. its ad,.. ,. I service providers Sweepstakes subject to
11

,

,,c.a, RuEe,. ava,lahlt ..,, s,,,c1:ng a self Addressed, stamped er,tioye to JVC Jazz Festival Sweepstakes Official
FILles, P 0 Boa 5463. New Milford. CT 067M,5463 for receipt by 8/15795 Odds of winning any prr,e depend on num.
bar of entries recepved OH/MI residents only may learn the Match A Win nono number by sending a self,
andressed. stamped envelope to JVC Jae, Match 8 Won Number. P 0 Boa 5431 New Milford. CT 06776.5433. for
receipt by 8/1513S OH MI residents only may mad 2nd Chance Sweepstakes entry to JVC Jazz Festival 2nd Chance

- 1995 JVC Company of America Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
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HIFONICS
Hifonics offers six versions of

its Atlantis Series I car speaker

kit. each featuring two woofers

with grilles and trim rings. two

1 -inch soft- or aluminum -dome

tweeters with hardware for

surface or flush mounting, and

two computer -aligned passive

1 MTX
MTX's PSW-101B powered

subwoofer combines a 12 -inch

driver. an adjustable two-way

crossover. and a 100 -watt

amplifier in a 1634 x 18 x 183.1 -

inch cabinet finished in black ash

veneer. It accepts low-level inputs

and has a phase switch and an

output -level control. Bandwidth is

given as 36 to 150 Hz. Price: $400.

MTX. Dept. SR. 4545 E. Baseline

Rd., Phoenix. AZ 85044.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

crossovers. Shown is the HSDK4

kit ($315) with 4 -inch woofers:

rated bandwidth is 180 Hz to

25 kHz. and power -handling

capability is 60 watts. Hifonics.

Dept. SR. 501 Broad Ave. S..

Ridgefield. NJ 07657.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

I

WPM . -153.

 SAMSUNG
Samsung's VR-8905 four -head

VHS Hi-Fi VCR is cne of the first

equipped to receive the StarSight

on -screen program guide.

available in an estimated 98

percent of American homes for a

monthly fee. The service displays

a colorful grid listilg seven days'

RUARK
Ruark's Paladin speaker teams

a 1 -inch fabric/silk-dome tweeter.

an 8 -inch magnesium -basket

woofer. and a secoid-order

crossover in a 35 -inch -tall bass -

reflex cabinet finished in walnut,

oak (as shown. but with beige

grilles), or black ash wood

veneer. Low -frequency limit is

given as 38 Hz. sensitivity as 90

dB. and power -handling capability

as 150 watts. Price S2.500 a

pair. Ruark. distributed by Audio

Influx. Dept. SR. P.O. Box 381.

Highland Lakes. NJ 07422-0381.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

APOGEE
Available in a vertical or

horizontal (center-ciannel)

configuration. Apogee's 24 x 9 x

1117 -inch Ribbon LCR speaker

combines a 4 -inch corrugated -

ribbon tweeter, two 6' 7 -inch

woofers. and a first -order

crossover in a portei cabinet

finished in black ash (shown) with

worth of TV -program details and

facilitates one -touch recording

and one -button access to on -air

programs. among other features.

Price: $549. Samsung. Dept. SR.

105 Challenger Rd.. Ridgefield

Park. NJ 07660-0511.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

a black fabric grille. Premium oak

and mahogany finishes are also

available. Low -frequency limit is

given as 45 Hz. sensitivity as 89

dB. and maximum power handling

as 200 watts. Price: $800. Apogee

Acoustics. Dept. SR. 35 York

Ave.. Randolph. MA 02368.

 Circle 133 on reader service card
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to dile

INCLUDES
REMOTE CONTRO

-4312g;o0

Ape

JYC's RC-XC1 also features an AM/FM

04ital Tuner w/30 Presets, Cassette

Deck w/Synchro-Start Recording,

Multi -Bass Horn On/Off for adding

extra bass, and 4 Preset ET2 Settings

to customize your Nstening experience.

JVC
"TRIPLE TRAY"
PORTABLE CD

CHANGER

WHO
SAYS

CHANGE
DOESN'T

COME
EASY?

JVC s new Triple Tray feature makes changing
the music in our RC-XC1 Portable 3 -Disc

CD Changer as easy as changing
your mind Triple Tray's front -

loading operation gives you
clear access to all your
CDs, letting you replace
up to 2 discs while one

1 keeps playing. That means

t there s always non-stop
music, even when you stop

tJ change CDs. Triple Tray

'glair(
makes the RC-XC1 the easiest.

fastest CD Changer you can find
in a pertable package.

Along with unmatched convenience the RC-XC1
features a 1 -Bit D/A Converter that's an example of
JVC digital audio technology at its finest. So change
not only comes easy, it sDunds better too

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
41 Slater Drive, E mwood Park, NJ 07407
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Wetamorphosis
n 1915, the mathematician E. T. Whit-
taker devised an extraordinarily inter-
esting proof. He demonstrated how a
band -limited function can be com-
pletely reconstructed from samples.
His work, which was published in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, minutely redirected the course of
an embryonic technology. Eighty years
later, that technology is a giant. and it is
colliding with another technological giant
with a force that is irrevocably changing
both of them, and the rest of the world
as well.

The very abstract principle Whittaker
devised was seized upon by engineers
and applied to the problem of sending
signals and storing information. Nyquist
and Shannon, for example, showed how
audio signals could be digitized, then pro-
cessed, transmitted or stored, and repro-
duced with great accuracy. Their work
advanced analog audio technology over
the magic threshold and into the realm of
digital audio.

The advantages of digital audio are ev-
ident to anyone who has ever listened to a
compact disc. But audio CD's are decep-
tively simple and do not nearly reveal the
dramatic changes that digitization will ul-
timately bring to audio technology. Spe-
cifically, once audio is digitized, it be-
comes data, and the recorders and players
that process that data are, of course, com-
puters. When the distinction between au-
dio hardware and computer hardware van-
ishes, and when audio, previously a hard-
ware -based technology, is brought into
the software domain of computing, the
opportunities multiply. The two technolo-
gies blend and share inventions, and the
smaller audio industry gains access to the
largesse of the computer industry's R&D.
In other words, as far as audio is con-
cerned, it's a whole new ball game.

The audio compact disc improved on
the long -play record in the same radical
way that the wheel improved on walking.
More than just a replacement, it opened
up entirely new possibilities. A CD can
store any kind of digital information, and
lots of it. The CD-ROM, now a fixture in
most home computers, has triggered an
entire multimedia revolution. It reinvent-
ed the way information is archived and
published, and it created a new entertain -

SIGN AL S
BY KEN C. POHLMANN

nient industry. The bon King CD-ROM
sold more than 200,000 copies in the first
quarter of this year, for example, and
some Hollywood films, such as Johnny
Mnemonic, are now produced for simulta-
neous theatrical and CD-ROM release.

Of course, while computer users enjoy
accessing every imaginable kind of data,
they also enjoy writing it; the CD -R
(short for recordable CD) has been devel-
oped to fill that need. The price of a com-
puter CD -R drive is dropping quickly,
heading straight for $1,000, and the price
of a blank CD -R is predicted to hit $10 by
the end of this year. Given enough com-
puter memory and the appropriate inter-
face software, using a CD -R drive is as
uneventful as using a floppy or hard drive.
What's being recorded to CD -R? All the
digital audio and video programs that in-
creasingly occupy the data buses of home
computers.

And once you have a computer that's
fast enough to process huge amounts of
data (such as digital audio and video),

V -hen the distinction

between audio

hardware and computer

hardware vanishes,

opportunities multiply.

and CD -R dri\ es that can read and write
huge amounts of data, you immediately
develop an incredible craving for even
more data. Thus online services are grow-
ing by leaps and bounds. Given a service
such as America Online that has an Inter-
net or World Wide Web gateway, you
gain access to an immense global data-
base. Software, text, photos, videos, and
everything else can be sucked into your
computer and saved. Sounds like a busi-
ness opportunity? You bet it is. Many
American corporations (as well as univer-
sities, governments, libraries, museums,
and individuals) now have Web "pages"
brimming with multimedia information,
and they are anxious for you to click on
them.

So where is audio in all of this? Lost in
the shuffle? Hardly. Audio is pre-eminent

in the computer world. There's hardly a
home computer being built these days
that doesn't have a sound card. Comput-
ers have become articulate, with .WAV
files that say hello, goodbye. and every-
thing in between. More important. audio
has tapped into the brightest of all the
computer -generated gold mines. Consider
the supposedly arch -conservative record
labels, many of which have Web pages.
Log onto http://www.classicalmus.com,
for instance, a site run by Bertelsmann
Music Group, and you can step into a CD
Store and browse through art work, reper-
toire, artist rosters, and ordering informa-
tion for more than 1,500 current classical
music releases.

Clearly, once there is a secure method
of accomplishing financial transactions
over online services, it will be a simple
matter for record companies to sell their
music directly to you. Why bother to go
to a record store and buy a prerecorded
disc? Cut out the middleman. Just log on,
preview the selections you're interested
in, then click on the download button.
The company takes your credit-card num-
ber and downloads the album's data,
complete with cover art, liner notes, vide-
os, and so on. You could burn the data to
CD -R or another medium.

But actually, why bother to save the
data at all? If the entire library of record-
ed music is always there, online, 24 hours
a day, why not leave it in central storage?
If you want to listen to an album or watch
a movie, simply click on it and enjoy -
you'll be billed later. No more broken
jewel boxes, storage -space problems, theft
risk, aching back when you move, etc.
Clearly, at that point, audio and comput-
ers will have indivisibly merged. The true
meaning of audio and video digitization
will be realized. No LP's, no CD's, no
turntable, no compact disc player. Just a
computer wired for AOD (audio on de-
mand) and VOD (video on demand). Can
you handle it. or is it too radical?

The first computers used analog tech-
nology, gears and cog wheels that literally
cranked out simple numerical results.
Similarly. the first audio technology was
analog in nature, and powered by a crank.
When those technologies stepped into the
modern digital era, their evolutionary
paths were destined to join. That transfig-
uration has begun. It's simply a question
of exactly when the technologies will be-
come indistinguishable. That's not a guess,
or even a prediction. It is a certainty. o
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Bose® Lifestyle® Music And Home Theater Systems.

The New Standard In Audio.

It seems impossible. How can a room full of rich, lifelike stereo

sound come from a system as small as the one in this picture?

The answer is inside Lifestyle® music and home theater systems.

Bose patented technologies take everything good about the

sound of a concert or movie, from the clarity of the music to the

excitement of sound effects. And re-create it from a system so

small, it's practically invisible in a room.

That is, until you turn it on. Suddenly, speakers you may have

overlooked, and a music center that blends into your decor

Time magazine certainly did when it recently selected our

Lifestyle® 5 system as the only stereo on its Ten Best Products list.

But to believe the sound, you have to hear Lifestyle®

music and home theater systems yourself. To find out which

Lifestyle® System is best for you, and for names of Bose retailers

near you, call 1-800- 444-BOSE ext.544.

seems impossible really does exist!

Sometimes what

Better sound through research,



USER'S REPORT

Na Static at All:

Digital IVusic Express (DIVX)
- BY REBECCA DAY

INhen I first heard about digital
cable "radio" a few years
back, I didn't even bother to
find out whether my cable -
TV company carried it. My
local public -radio jazz station

is excellent, and it's the only music
station I listen to regularly. Even when
the cable company started advertising
Digital Music Express (DMX) last fall
for $9.95 a month, I tuned it out.

Then, while checking out the moun-
tain of remote controls at a friend's
apartment in San Francisco, I came
across one for DMX. I asked, with
some skepticism, how he liked the
digital music service. He loved it, he
told me. No DJ's, no commercials,
just solid, CD -quality music. He
turned it on. Hmm. No static or multi -
path: the sound was crystal clear. "So
how do you know what's playing if
there's no DJ?" I demanded. With a
"gotcha" grin, he told me to press the
VIEW button on the remote and point
it toward the DMX box on top of his
TV. The message "Retrieving data"
appeared in the display panel on the
top of the remote, and "Title: Bag's
Groove" popped up. "Yeah, but who's
. . . ?" Press it again, he interrupted,
and "Artist: Duke Pearson" appeared
in the display.

I was hooked. How many times had
I heard a song I really liked on the ra-
dio just to have some distraction pre-
vent me from hearing the title and
artist? With DMX, you can get the
song and album titles as well as the
name of the performer or composer at
any time by simply pushing a button.
What a concept!

I called my cable -TV company a
couple of weeks later to order the
DMX service, which is provided to
cable operators by Los Angeles -based
International Cablecasting Technolo-
gies (ICT). The salesperson told me I
could install the system myself if I
wanted to (I did), so I stopped by the
cable company's offices and picked up
a cable -TV -like DMX box, an appro-
priately named DMX-DJ remote with
a large LCD window that shows two
lines of text, a splitter (to divide the
cable feed for DMX and TV), two co-
axial cables, and two RCA cables.

Installation was very straightfor-
ward. Following the instructions in the
DMX owner's manual, I connected
the main coaxial cable running from
my wall jack to the splitter, and from
there I ran one coaxial cable to the
DMX box and one to the cable -TV
box. Then I ran the supplied RCA ca-
bles from the left and right output

jacks on the DMX box to my preamp.
No big deal. After everything was
hooked up, I followed the manual's in-
struction to push a couple of buttons
on the box to engage an automatic set-
up routine. A rotating cursor appeared
in the box's LED panel to indicate that
the procedure was under way. When
the panel went blank, DMX should
have been ready for action. But when I
turned on my A/V system there was si-
lence. I double-checked all of the con-
nections and ran through the trou-
bleshooting tips in the manual. Still no
sound. So I returned the DMX box to
the cable company, and they gave me
another one. "That never happened be-
fore," said the mystified cable -TV
technician after he inspected the box.

I connected the new box to my AN
system in a matter of minutes. The
manual says to connect the RCA ca-
bles from the DMX box to any line -
level input, with repeated warnings
not to connect them to a phono input. I
had plenty of line inputs to choose
from on my British -made preamp be-
cause I had unplugged several source
components earlier in the day to move
some equipment around. I plugged the
DMX cables into the jacks labeled
Disc because they were easiest to
reach. After the setup routine was
complete once again, I turned on my
AN system. Humnunm. Oops - I'd
forgotten that the Brits call the phono
input Disc! I quickly yanked out the
plugs and reinserted them into the
line -level A/v input.

With that little snafu behind me, I
retired to the couch, selected A/V on
the preamp's remote, and settled back
for some CD -quality music. When I
keyed in a channel number on the
DMX remote I immediately noticed
an unacceptable hum along with the
music. I double-checked the connec-
tions, and everything was fine. Sus-
pecting a grounding problem -a fair-
ly common occurrence when a cable -
TV feed goes through an A/V system
- I paid a visit to my local specialty
audio store in search of a solution. The
salesman recommended a small black
box from Mondial Designs called the
Mondial Antenna Ground Isolation
Circuit, or Magic for short.

I bought the $99 device and con-
nected it between the main coaxial ca-
ble and the input to the splitter. The
device, which also contains a surge
suppressor to protect system compo-
nents against voltage spikes, is de-
signed to electrically isolate the AN
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,Lift

11008118 The P
Qaebd Ilea

OPT lilt'
Green DayWSW Dookie
(Repose) 027.likA 4
Christian McBride: Gain
To K (Verve) 06863

Gdrsdd, Symphony No. 3
(Nonesuch) 00110 0

Steely Darr Aja
00409

Freedom

from long

commitments.

The Buddy Holly
Collection MCA 84047

Prince: The Hits 1
(WB/Paisley Park) 02228*

Toni Braxton
(La Face) 00420

The Bonnie Rant Collection
(Warner Bros 00569

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713

Fleetwood Mac: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796

The Essential Charlie Parker
(Verve) 00902

Vivaldi Greatest Hits
(RCA) 00956

Oath Brod= The
SatitlY) 08878

Stone Temple Pilots: Core
(Atlantic: 00981

Jethro Tull: Thick M A Brick
(Chrysalis: 01023

Tina Turner: Simply The Best
(Capitol) 01195

James Brown:
20 All -lime Greatest Hlts
(Polydorl 01342

Pavarotti And Friends
(Lona,,,, 01451 0

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(Fant(1., 01520

Jkni Hendrix: The Ultimate
Experience MCA) 01527

Sathil-Pepa: Very Necessary
(London) 01595

Gershwin Plays Gordian:
The Piano Rolls
(ElektrartSonesuch) 01675

Freedom to
save more the

longer you stay
- up to 7o7o.

Snoop Doggy Dogg:
Doggystyle
(Interscope) 01692 *

Black Sabbath: Master Of
Reality (Warner Bros I 01863

Torn Petty & The
Heartbreakers: Greatest Hits
(MCA: 02390

John Michael Montgomery:
Kickin It Up
(Atlantic Nashville) 02402

Counting Crows:
August And Everything After
(DGC) 02409

Sarah McLachlan:
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
(Ansta1 02536

Opera's Greatest Moments
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 02581 6

Eric Clacton: From The
Cradle (Repose) 06025

Ace Of Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354

=s Greatest
Vol. 1

(Atlantic) 02594

The Mavericks:
What A Crying Shame
(MCA) 02601

NM Inch Nails:-
The Downward Sand
(Interscope) 02767 *

Ricerca:
My Heart's Delight
(London)

Kiri Ts ICanavia:
Kin Sings Porter
(MO 02968

Frank Sinatra: Duets
(Capitol) 03039

Oaks& Southemplayalistic-
adillacmialk (La Face) 03062 $

Elton John: Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road (Polydor) 03076

Elton John: Greatest Hits
(Pc4Ydol 03077

Live: Throwing Copper
(RadroactrveMCA) 03085

Beethoven, Symphonies
Nos. 5 & 6 "Pastorale"
(DG 40 'Karmen Gold') 03127 C

The Joy Of Bernstein
(CG) 03212 0

The Who: Tommy
(MCA) 03223

A11 -4 -One (Adana) 03267

Norman Brown: After The
Storm (MoJazz) 03282

Jon Secede: Heart, Soul & A
Voice (SW 03323

Vince GIN: When Love Finds
You (MCA) 03350

GreitlettrHinstA) 03399
Louis All -Time:

'?=The Singles
In(A&M) 04393

Supertrana: Classics
(14 Greeted Illts)(AAM)04891

John Mellencimp: Denim
Naked (Mercury) 04906

Thug Lite: Volume 1
Unterscopel 04920 $

BLACKstreet
(Intersccpe) 04922

Cecilia Barton: Mozart
Portraits (London) 04923

Soundgarden:
Badmotortinger (ABM) 05637

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best Of
The Songbooks: The Ballads
(Verve) 05713

The Tractors (Arista) 05721

Van Clibum In Moscow
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 05748

The Best Of Ray Charles: The
Atlantic Years (Rhino) 05755

Joshua Redman: Mood Swing
(Warner Bros.) 05645

Barry White: All -Tiros Greatest
Hits (Mercury) 05866

Brooks 8 Dunn: Wallin' On
Sundown (Ansta) 05888

George Howard: A Home Far
Away (GRP) 05891

For the Price of

NOTHING MORE

TO BUY, EVER!_

Also available on cassettes
Amy Grant: House Of Love
(A& M) 05902

Seel (1994)
(Warner Bros/Sire) 05907

Weever (UGC) 06943

Nand Griffith: Flyer
(Elektra) 05982

Barry Minim SIngin' With
The Big Bands (Arista) 05980

I

I
I

I

Werra: Hill: Truth
(Novust 05992

Aleberna: Greatest Hits. Vol. III
(RCA) 05996

Dave Matthews Band: Under
The Tide And Dreaming
(RCA( 05998

The Riepingtons Sahara
(GRP. 06008

James Galway: Wind Of
Change (RCA) 05960

Anita Baker: Rhythm 01
Love (Raba) 05980

Megadeth: Youthanasia
ICaprtial 06272

The Best Of David Sanborn
(Reprise) 06274

Sicynied Rynds (MCA) 06290

Barbra Streisand: Hello Dolly
iPtclips) 06314

3illy Ray Cyrus:
Storm Ir The Heartland

(Magary) 06328

MN! Fiedler And
The I3oston Pops
Orchestra- Salute
To Disney IDGI 06329

:aft Lorber: West Side
Stones (Verve) 06330

TLC: CruySexyCool
(LaFareVArista) 06352

Too Short: Cocktails
(Jrve/Dangerous Music)

06395 *

In 711DZZibir.OEZieFit
sk (Warner Bros.) 06401

Soundgarden:
Superunknown
(A&M) 02515

Chant:
-he Benedictine
Monks Of Santo
Domingo de Silos
:A r(,02957
-Mberta Flack:
.Roberta
Atlantic) 06015

Tracy Lawrence:
I See It Now
)Abanbc) 06017

KronoeClrWttet:

ifionesT F"Yers 06064 0

The JUdds: The Essential
Collection 01 Number One Hits
(RCA) 06137

Naas: Sham My Wald
(EMI) 06141

Phil Peny: Pure Pleasure
(MCA GRP', 06152

Clint Black One Emotion
(RCA) 06155

The Notorious BIG.:
To Die (Bac Boy/Arista)0741)

Beverly Hills. 90210-
The College Years/TV Sdtrk.
(Gant) 06168

Jeff Foxworthy:
You Might :3e A Redneck If,,.
(Warner Bros 06173

The Manhattan Transfer:
Tonin' )Atiaitir l 06175

Pavarotti: The Early Yeas, Vol. I
IRCA Victor Gold Seal) 06200

Brandy (Allanbc) 06266

Acoustic Aichemy: Against
The Grain (GRP) 06270

Bryan Adams:
Live* Live! Live!
(ABM) 06497

The Tribute To Elvis:
It's fow Or Never
(Mercury Nashville:

06498

Keith Murray:
The Most Beautifullest

Thing In This World
:Jive) 06506

GRP All -Stir Big Band:
411 Blues (GRP) 06846

Extreme: Waiting For The
Punchline .ABM) 06869

Neal McCoy: You Gotta Love
That! (Atlarbc) 06904

George Duke: Illusions
Warner Bros.) 06926

Pat Meth/cry Group:
We Live Here (Geffen) 06938

Elton John:
Made In
(RociceVPRErnd 06583

Bon Jovi:
Cross Road (Greatest Hits)
(Mercury) 06183

Barry White: The Icon Is
Love :AVM 06185

SRI

Freedom to

explore

all kinds of music.

Woodstock '94 (Aam) 06315

Changing Faces
(Atlantic) 05892

Sash's Snaltspa Ws Five
O'Clock Somewhere
(Geffen) 069600

The Chieftains: The
Black Veil (RCA Victor)

Christopher Villlimns: Not A
Perfect Man (Giant) 08117

Belly: King (RepriseGre) 08122

World Of Morrissey
(Sire) 06125

Collective Soul (Atlantic) 08133

The Best 01 New Order -
(Divest/Warner Bros.) 08153

Matthew Sweet: 100% Fun
Zoo Entertainment) 09166

Jamie Walters (Atlantic) 08218

Spyro Gyre: Love 8 Other
Obsessions (GRP) 08224

SOUNDTRACK SMASHES
The Sound Of Music/
Sdtrk. (RCA) 00046

AladdlmSdtrk.
(Walt Disney) 00411

The Liar King/Sdtrk.
(Disney 03533

The Kira; And 1/Sdtrk.
(Broadw iy Angel) 00892

Reality Bites/Sark.
(RCA( 02555

Above The Rim/Sdtrk.
(Intersccal 03156 $

The Crow/Sark
(Atlantic) 03173

Dumb 8 Dumberradtrk.
(RCA) 04842

Dazed And Confused/
Sdtrk.
(Giant/Warner Bros 1 04944

Jason's Lyrtc/SdIrk.
(Mercury) 06268

Pulp Fiction/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 063961

Boys On The Side/Sdtrk.
(Ansta) 06893

South Pacific/Sdtrk.
IRCA) 32871

The Big Chill/Sdtrk.
33970

Fantasia/Sdtrk.
(Walt Disney) 17060 g/

Saturday Night Fever/
Sdtrk.
I Polydor) 34887

at
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Wake=
Bedtime Modes
(Mevenc/Sire) 05356

Aerosmith
Big Ones (Greatest Hits)

06271

Nirvana: Unplugged In
New York (OGG) 06284

1111

Freedom to
stay as long as

you want, after
you buy just one.

The Doors: LA. Woman
(Electra) 00215

Eric Cimplon:
The Cream Of Clapton
(Polydor) 06241

David Bowls:
Dm Stardust
(Rykortisc) 10603

Boyz N Men:
Cooleyhighhannony Motow

10930

The Best Of Miles Davis
The Capilo93lue Note Years
(Elbe Note) 11000

R E M.: Monster
:Varner Bros 06164

Peter Gabriel Shaking The
Tree -16 Golden Greats
!Geffen, 11089

Aaliyah Age Ain't Nothing
But A Number (Jive) 14701

George Strait: Lend On
(MCA Nashville) 15841

The Best Of A,etha Franklin
,Atlantic) 20078

Paul Simon: Negotiations
And Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros.) 20461

Boyz II Men. II
06028

ESERVICEN

Vanessa Williams:
The Sweetest Days
Me 06335

The Best Of Sting 1964-
1994: Fields Of Gold
(A&M) 06357

The Very Best of Yes
,Atiotv 20671

Aerosmith Get A Grip
20814

Eric Clanton Timepieces-
Greatest Hits 41,kii 23385

Eagles: Greatest Hits
1971-1975 23481

Eric Clapton: Unplugged
(Warner Bros.) 23690

The Beet Of The Beach Boys
(CaPitio6 23946

BerleBoys:  Carmunicallon
ID4F401) _

24717 $

Foreigner The Very Best..
And Beyond (Mantic) 24722
Gin Blossoms:
New Minerabie Experience
(A&M) 24884

hallo: The Low Spark Of
MO Heeled Boys
(Wand) 25169

Supertrarnp: Breakfast In
Amenca 25246

Lucien° Pavarotb:
PINIWOOI In Central
(London)

For the Price of

NOTHING MORE

TO BUY, EVER!

Also available on cassettes

6 9
Start with Buy ONLY 1 at the Then get 2 Enjoy 9 CDs

6 FREE CDs regular Club price more CDs of your for the price Of 1
now within a year choice, FREE

A shipping and handling charge is added to n selection.

NOTHING MORE TO BUY, EVER!

Jinni Hendrix Experience: Are
You Experienced? (MCA) 25457
Eagles. Hotel Calibrate

30030

The Steve Miller Band: Greeted
Hits 1974-1978 (Capitol) 33199

Moody Blues: Legend Of
A Band (Greatest Hits)
iThresholit, 34284

Stew Winwood: Chronicles
{Island) 34501

John Coltrane: Glenn Ster4589
Atlantrl

The Cranberries.
No Need To Argue
(Island) 06258

Mary J Bilge: My Life
06362

The Unplugged Collection:
Vol. 1 Warnei 6,, 06393

B.B. King: Blues
Summit (MCA) 34700

Bryan Adams:
So Far So Good
1A5Mi 34771

Alan Jackson: Who
I Am iAnsta) 34793

Allman
Brothers Band:

A Decade Of Hits 19504979
(Polydor 35031

Female), Between The
Sheets (Warner Bros.) 35074

C.arreres, Domingo 8
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors-
In Concert (London) 35078

The
ction

Rodgers 8 Hammerstei
40015nColle (MCA)

Met* Crtie: Decade Of
Decadence (Electra) 40298

The Best Of The Dooble
Brothers (Warner Bros.) 43738

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Wand) 53501

Bob ',briny: Legend
(Island) 53521

Martin Gaye: 15 Greatest Hits
(Motown) 53534 e

The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest Hits
(MCA 53849

Andrew Lloyd Webber -
The Premiere Collection
(MCA 53868

Whitney Houston
The BodyguardrSdIrk.
A' 54213

I

Start Saving! Mail This Postage -Paid Card Today.
1 ise accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 6 FREE selections as indicated. Under the terms of this offer, I agree to buy gdU selec-

: . r: at the regular Club price ($14.98 to 515.98 for CDs: 58.98 to $9.98 for cassettes) within a year. I will then receive 2 more choices FREE! That's 9 for
price of 1. engt hotline more to bur. ever! I understand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed for each selection.

2. Send my selections on (check gag only): 0 CDs O Cassettes

3. Real no thew 6 Ms now (indicate by number): A 2 -CD set (d) counts as 2 selections.

4. I am always free to choose from any category, but I are most interested in the music category checked here (check gee only:

1 0 MKT SOUNDS 2. 0 COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK 4 0 SOFT ROCK 8 POP 5 0 Ci AciSICALO)
Barry Marrow Alan Jackson Aerosmdh Sheryl Crow Luciano Pavarott
Frank Snatra Reba McEnbre Van Haien SAN James Galway

6 0 JA72 7 0 METAL 8 0 B&B/DANCE 9 0 ALTERNATIVE
Pat Metheny Megarieth Boyz II Men The Cranberries
Joshua Redman Testament Mary J Bkge Green Day

Mr

5. Mrs

0 Ms

Address

(PLEASE PRINT) First Name

City

Phone
Area Code

State

Initial Last Name

Signature

Zip

APt

(1) Mentos who clean 0 Assicm es One listening interest eel ire serviced Or eve WAG Classeal Music Serene  We reserve the nght to request additional
information. react any acohcatoi or cancel any members*,. Limited to nee members. Local taxes, A any. wit be added. Offer availabie In continental USA
and under SWAM anargemere in Alaska and ilwool. Offer not available in Puerto RKO. APO or FPO. Offer and product selection may .y in Canada.

Instant

50°A -
Off
Bonus

BMG MUSIC
SERVICE

Fro, fine
you L' Ur cassette
at the regular Club once,

you're entrtled to buy
another of equal or

Ismer value at hell price.

Comedian residents mall
reply to:
BMG Music Serene
Be 7010
Mrssissaup ON L5A 413

8
i
&)

EGDFL

Trisha Ysarwood: Thinkin'
About You (MCA) 080483

Yellow)ackets: Collection
(GRP) 08225

Kenny G Breathless
(A: 54317

Harry Belalonte:
Greatest Hits (RCA) 54508 0

En Vogue: Funky Divas
(East West) 61717

=Counidovm To
(Capitol) 63340

Belle Mier: Experience The
Ellane-Grealeet lilts
(Mantic) 64291

Van Mattison: Moonderme
(Warner Bros.) 64585

Elvis Presley: The tionber
One Hits (RCA) 72190

The Jahn Lerman Collection
73627

The Pace: Every Breath You
Take-The Singles
(A&M) 73924

Sleety Den: Gold (MCA) 74339

Frank Sinew: Sinatra
Reprise: The Wry Good Yaws
(Reprise) 80304

ZZ Top: °rosiest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 83411

Stevie Wonder:
Conversation Peace

(Motown) 08069

Best Of The Grateful
Dead. Skeletons From The
Closet) Warner Bros.) 83892

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple (Atlantic) 24738

Neil Diamond: 12 Greatest
Hits PICA) 84050

Nirvana: In Ulm
(Gen 90124

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
(1-rhertY) 93710

The Manhattan Transfer7
=: Down In
Rhino) 00146*

The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best MCA, 00790

Allman Brothers Band:
The Fillmore Concerts
(Poinkr, 011590

Rod Stewart.
The Mercury Anthology
(Mercury) 01161 O.

The Band: The Last Waltz
(Warner Bros.) 01636 *

David Bowie:
The Singles 1969.1993
(Rykodisc) 01659 *

Yannl:
Live At The Acropolis
(Private Music) 02477

Andreas Vollenwelder:
Eolian Minstrel
(OAK, 01651

The Impressionists:
A Windburn Hill Sampler
(Windham Hill) 02617

iliNk Wham: Vapor Dr
(Mindharn HA)

awings

Ray Lynch: Deep Breakfast
(Windham Hill) 02634

In Search Of Angels/Scerk.
(Windham 05885

David Arkenstone:
Another Star In The Sky
(5 06221

Roos: iquid
Snake (Matilda) 05225 Z

Dead Lanz: Craft:40We
Dream (Narada) 06232

Oysten &wag:
Global House
(Windham Hill) 013156

Paul Winter: Wolf Eyes-
A Retrospective
(living Music) 20401

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Repnse) 53190

Yannl: In My Time
(Pnvate Music) 63900

Classed: Banba
(Atlantic) 83647

Windham Hill:
The First Ten Years
WIniharn H.111 02628

/Otero: Ten Years
09643

Here's how your Club works:
6-1-2 Formula

CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.
 P L, 6 FREE CDs Or cassettes) nght now horn the many great

choices in this ad.
 Bay *ft 1 selection at the regular Club price (currently $14.98

0 $15 98 for CDs, $8.98 to $9.98 for cassettes) within a year.
''-: ..- 2 more MIL That's 9 for the pace of 1 (plus ship
sing and nand.Ing !or each selection) with E538E8 OCILlialtLeire0

LISTEN WITH NO RISK. You may take 10 days to listen to your
introductory selections and look over the accompanying terms of
Club membership.

If you're not completely satisfied. simply return your selections
at our expense - with no further obligation.

SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME Discover how
convenient rt is to shop with BMG Music Service.
 You'll get our exclusive Club Catalog about every three weeks

(19 shopping opportunities a year), filled with hundreds of chOrc-
es in a variety of music categories. plus music news. artist inter-
views and recommendations from our experts.

 So easy Every issue offers a Featured Selection in your
preferred music category. If you want the Featured Selection,
don't do a thing - yak II receive rt automatically.

 Yew chafe! If you wait other hits from the Catalog - or none
at all - just return the Notification Card prowled
by the specified date. You'll have at least 10 days to decide.

 No pressure! If you should have fewer than 10 days to reply
and re-i an unwanted Featured Selection, simply return it
at ' se.

SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN. From day one, for every selection
re, you may choose another of equal

o! out that's not all.
jrLt . BMG Music Service member. the,

I more you save - up to 50%, 60%. eves 70% - with our
special sales and discounts.

We're sure you'll enjoy your exclusive Club benefits. But if you ever
want to cancel, lust write and tell us. It's your choice
anytime - after you buy your one regularClubonce selection.

 Why wait? loin DOG Music Service now and start saving.

MUSIC
MSIRVICEN

If the reply we is Week% please write to.
BMG Music Service. P.O. Box 91001.
Indianapolis. IN 46291-0002
* Parer. Adinsory-Carrans emlint sines and cis armod

2D1) set (=ads as 2 seectionsi
Not smileeie on cassette.

Dog and horn we trademarks of General Electrx
USA The BMG iceo is a widen. or BMG Misr veer
noernarks used e the adendement we no w000ny or
dams VW.. owners DAG Music Senoce.
6550 E 930 St.. Indanspolis IN 462191194
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USER'S REPORT
system from the cable -TV system to
prevent ground -induced noise while
still maintaining a ground connection
that meets electrical code. (Sometimes
you have to install two devices after
the splitter instead, one before each
cable box, according to Mondial's
president. Tony Federici.) When I
fired up the system, the hum was
gone, just like . . . well, magic. Now I
was ready for some channel surfing.

Surfin' DMX
DMX offers thirty channels of mu-

sic with enough variety to satisfy just
about every musical taste. (For even
more variety, ICT recently launched a
direct broadcast satellite system called
DMX Direct, which is expected to de-
liver 120 channels by the end of the
year; right now it delivers about
eighty.) You select a channel either by
punching in its assigned number on
the remote or by tapping the up/down
tuning buttons. A sticker on the back
of the remote tells what kind of music
is found on each channel. The remote
has a convenient LAST button to call
up the previously tuned channel as
well as STORE and PRESET buttons
that let you save up to ten favorite
channels in memory for instant recall.
I don't use the preset function, though,
because it's confusing to have to re-
member, say, that the Blues channel,
No. 30, is No. 8 in preset mode.

As I mentioned earlier, to find out
what's playing at any time you simply
press the VIEW button on the remote.
The MORE button is used to scroll
through additional information such as
the album title and the name of the
artist or composer. You also get a
DMX catalog number for the current
selection, which is the key to a new
home shopping service (it should be
available by the time you read this)
with an 800 number that listeners can
call to place credit-card orders for
CD's, videos, and books.

Thankfully, the DMX remote can
also operate your cable -TV box - all
you have to do is punch in a code
that corresponds to the box's manufac-
turer. In my case, some peculiarities
emerged - the DMX LAST button,
for example, turns my cable box on
and off - but I've learned to adjust.

I listen regularly to three DMX
channels - Classic Jazz, Traditional
Blues, and Classic Rock - and occa-
sionally I check out Lite Jazz, Big
Band/Swing, 50's and 60's Oldies,
Symphonic, Chamber Music, and ei-

ther Modern or Traditional Country.
I'm disappointed in the Folk Rock
channel because most of the artists are
obscure and it has more of a rock or
country flavor than folk. (I'm told that
I'd probably like the folk channel car-
ried on DMX Direct better.)

While I don't usually listen to DMX
for long stretches at a time, when I
have done so there didn't seem to be
excessive repetition. That's probably
because DMX maintains a library of
between 700,000 and 800,000 titles.
And despite what many people as-

sume, the selections aren't arranged in
a "loop" like the music channels of-
fered on airplanes. According to ICT's
chairman and CEO, Jerry Rubinstein,
eighteen variables determine when
and how often a selection plays, and
the amount of repetition depends on
the channel. The Hottest Hits channel,
for example, sees a lot more rebounds
than the Great Singers channel. I have
observed some oddities and overlap,
though. A segue from Bob Dylan's
Subterranean Homesick Blues to John-
ny Horton's North to Alaska on the
60's Oldies channel didn't quite work
for me, even though both tunes are
from the 1960's. And you'll find Dy-
lan on both the Folk Rock and 60's
Oldies channels. It pays to scan the
channels before settling in with one.
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The sound quality of DMX is clear-
ly superior to radio, offering ultra -low
distortion, freedom from static and
noise, and CD -like frequency response
and dynamic range. The program de-
livery, however, is subject to dropouts
- brief periods of silence - when
the digital signal transmission is inter-
rupted. Rubinstein says that sun spots
can be the culprits, particularly in the
fall, causing up to 3 minutes of drop-
out time a year. Other dropouts are
usually the result of problems on the
cable provider's end, he says. Once I
counted seven dropouts, of 2 to 5 sec-
onds each, over a period of 21/2 hours.

DMX is a great source of back-
ground music for dinner parties, but its
entertainment potential is its biggest
asset as far as I'm concerned. Think of
the games you can play with DMX:
Name that tune, that artist, that album.
Try to figure out the title of a song no
one knows by listening to the lyrics.
Change channels and see who can
guess what channel it is.

Warning: DMX can take a toll on
your bank account. Monthly subscrip-
tion costs run anywhere from $8.95 to
$12.95, determined by the cable com-
pany, but what really gets me in trou-
ble is buying all the CD's I decide I
can't live without after getting a taste
of them on DMX. Not that I'm giving
up the radio - I still wake up to it and
listen to it in the office and in the car,
and I still support public radio. But
DMX is definitely a keeper.

Digital Music Express,
11400 West Olympic Boulevard,
Suite 1100, Los Angeles, CA 90064
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"You know what. Mister? I don't think we're being taken
someplace to he in a 'double-blind test.'"
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FREE
Stereo
Catalog

 Convenient shopping - over 1(X)
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

 Quality you can count on - Sony.
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver.
Polk. Advent. Infinity. Bose, NHT,
Panasonic. Mitsubishi. and more

 The information you need -
including product descriptions.
consumer tips, specifications. and
our exclusive comparison charts

 Call for your free copy! You'll be
glad you did

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009

to Midnight (Eastern time). 7 days a week

or mail this coupon

Name

Addn, Apt 

Stale Lip

CRUTCHFIELD
Crutchfield Park. Dept. SR. Charlottesville. V..\ 22906j

A110 a
BY IAN G. MASTERS

The Subwoofer Connection
0My Dolby Pm Logic receiver does not

have a subwoofer output terminal. Is
there any other way / could connect a

subwoofer without having to replace my
receiver? KURT JOHNSON

Folsom. C \

AYes. Virtually all subwoofers these days
have speaker -level inputs to which your
receiver's main speaker outputs can be

connected. And in the case of passive sub -
woofers. which don't have built-in amplifi-
ers, that's the only way to hook them up. In
most cases, you feed the signal from the re-
ceiver to the subwoofer first, and from there
to the main front speakers; whatever cross-
over network is needed is in the sub.

Powered subwoofers (those with onboard
amplification) accept either a line -level sig-
nal - whether from a dedicated subwoofer
output or the pre -out signal of one of the
front channels - or a speaker -level signal.
With some receivers, the easiest way to
make the connection is to run cables from

to the subwoofer.
Be careful, though. Some receivers wire
their A and B speakers in series. rather than
parallel. to keep the total impedance up. In
that case you'll have to make direct parallel
connections to the same terminals feeding
the main speakers.

High Current
[IWhen I was looking for a new receiver,
the dealer told me I should he less con-
cerned about the output wattage than

about whether it had good high -current per-
formance. Would, for example. a 50 -watt re-
ceiver with high -current capability play loud-
er and better than, say. a IOU -watt unit with
otherwise similar specifications?

GARY HOWARD
East St. Louis. IL

AHigh current capacity is important main-
ly if the amplifier has to drive a very
low -impedance or reactive load. so the

answer is. it depends. Few speakers pose
problems in themselves for typical amplifi-
ers or receivers, but connecting more than
one set in parallel can tax the output stages
of many. Since today's amps are essentially
constant -voltage devices, dropping the load
impedance tends to raise the current de-
mand. and not all amplifiers can handle it.
But if you're running a single pair of speak-
ers, and they're within the amplifier manu-
facturer's specified impedance range, you
should have no problems. Note, too, that for
a given load impedance, more power also
means more current. Although it's by no
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means impossible for a 50 -watt amplifier to
have greater current capability than a 100 -
watt model, it is unusual. Your best clue is
in the power ratings for impedances of 4
ohms or less, if available.

Speaker Spikes
0My speakers are quite heavy and stand

on spikes. In my last house the floor was
carpeted. but in my new location the

speakers are on a hardwood floor. and I'm
afraid the spikes will damage it. Would
placing a piece of cork under the spikes to
protect the floor make a significant differ-
ence to the sound? Or is there another solu-
tion? MI.ADEN RAIXWANOVIC

Winnipeg. Manitoba

Al imagine that the spikes would eventu-
ally go right through the cork and dam-
age the floor anyway. Until that happens,

the supposed benefit of the spikes - better
physical coupling between the speaker en-
closure and the floor, and thus more stable
operation - would be defeated by the cork.
Not everybody agrees that spikes do much
good (they might even make the sound worse
by exciting resonances in the wood floor).
but any effect is likely to be subtle, and I
doubt that it would justify ruining a hard-
wood floor. Have you tried removing the
spikes? Alternatively, you might try apply-
ing felt to one side of some pennies and
placing them under the spikes (felt down, of
course).

Spinning the Carousel

0

/ watched with horror as a friend's wife
opened their carousel CD changer and
proceeded to load discs by moving the

carousel tray by hand. backwards and for-
wards. disregarding the disc -skip button en-
tirely. Could she damage the mechanism by
doing this? GEORGE HIRSTIUS 11

Kenner, LA

AShe can't be doing it any good. but as
long as she doesn't have to force the tray
to move, it will probably survive. Still, it

can't hurt to suggest to her that ignoring the
disc -skip controls might cause damage.

Matching Old Speakers
0My large three-way speakers have served

me well for thirty years. but now I would
like to add a second pair of speakers at

the other end of my 12 x 30 -foot living room.
I realize I don't need such massive speakers
as add-ons. but I'm finding it difficult to
locate speakers with the same smooth re -

CIRCLE NO 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD



How to get a surround sound

home theater for just $99...
Confused about heelue theater? It's no wonder with all of the hype on the subject. The simple truth

is, you don't need an expensive Dolby® or THX® decoder to get great sounding Home Theater.

Chase's award winning 5 channel HTS-1 Decoder works with your existing stereo, is easy to use,

and even makes "Wireless Home Theater" a reality at last!.

By Bob Rapoport

\ HA I IS 1111511 I SI 'IL.

Movie theater sound systems and soundtracks are set
up to provide 5, 6 or even 8 distinct channels of
sound. These systems surround you with sound, and
recreate the "FEEL" of the movie, putting you in the
middle of the action. For most people, it is thrilling.
In the last few years, audio manufacturers have come
out with expensive and complex multi -channel sound
systems which try to do the same thing in your living
room at home, hence the term "home theater".

The home video version of the same movie has a
stereo soundtrack with only 2 channels of sound, left
and right. An additional "surround channel" is
recorded "out -of -phase" with the main stereo signal.

AWARD WINNING DESIGN
At the 1994 Summer Consumer Electronics show in

Chicago, the H7S4 won the Design

and Engineering Award for being one

of the bat and most innovative new

products of 1994. This award -winning

design from Chase Technologies is a

breakthrough fir it's ease of use, afiard-

ability and outstanding performance.

The new award -winning HTS-1 Decoder

Chase has designed a simple and affordable decoder
that features "PASSIVE MATRIX" circuitry, avoiding
costly and noisy signal processing. The H'I'S -1 is the
only decoder available today that does not require you
to buy a new amp for the rear channels, although it
has outputs for extra amps as well, so upgrading is
easy. It also decodes all the surround sound movie
formats, with no noise and no distortion of any kind.
As one revio pot it. "PRI I I \I VI!"

WHAT IS A "CENTER CHANNEL'

AND DO I NEED 117

One of the speakers at the movie theater is placed
behind the screen, in the center. This speaker keeps
voices and certain special effects locked on screen. In
a home theater system, using a center channel has the
same effect, adds impact to the special effects, and
helps localize voices. Since the stereo soundtrack
does not contain a dedicated center channel, the
Chase decoder extracts the sum of the left and right
channels, known
as the mono sig-
nal, and directs it
to a center chan-
nel output on the
decoder. This
channel does
have to be
amplified sepa-

The "DIALOG" powered center channel
has a built-in 10 watt amp, is a "Point
Source Design", and is shielded so it
won't distort your TV picture S99

rately, so Chase makes a special self ampli-
fied center channel speaker called the
"Dialog". les built-in 10 watt amplifier has
just the right amount of power to amplify
the mid -range voice signals and on -screen

special effects.

- t

"Surround So tnd Makes Movies Come to Life"

Some people will want to use the speaker in their
TV as the center channel, just as they always have..
This works, but because the tv speaker is surrounded
by a big cabinet and has a lower power amp, the effect
might not be as dramatic as when the Dialog is used.

1.1114:11111--14011

Some of the best audio critics in the U.S.A. have
raved about the new Chase system:

"FIRST RATE.... A SURROUND
EXPERIENCE THAT IS

INVO_VING AND NATURAL.
AUDIOPHI.E PURISTS WILL PREFER IT"

WIDESCREEN REVIEW
MARCH '95

"GRADE A I PREFERRED IT TO DECODERS SELL-

ING ',OR $3,000 AND UPS'

AUDIO MAGAZ NE
DEC '94

"THE HTS-1 CAN DO QUITE A JOB OF RE-CREAT-
ING A 3D THEAT1ICAL EXPERIENCE, SOUND WAS

CLEAN AT ANY LEVEL!

HIGH PERFORMANCE REVIEW
SEPT '9z

The ELF -1 is a perfect "POINT SOURCE" style rear chan-
nel effects speaker, clearly out -performing all of the
Bi-Polar designs when it comes to localizing off -screen
sounds just S99 oer pair including brackets.

HOW CAN AN IN -EXPENSIVE DECODER

OUT -PERFORM THE ACTIVE. SYSTEMS?

By kcal'. simple. Active systems use signal pro-
cessing to decode and separate the surround and cre-
ate the center channel. Then they add time delay, and
noise reduction, both of which we believe are unnec-
essary and add a lot of noise and distortion and
reduce clarity and detail. By using passive circuitry,
the Chase decoder has no noise or distortion, so you
hear all of the surround effects clearly. It's full band-
width design out -performs the filtered, active systems.

10VIRED AND WIRELESS REAR CHANNEL 07110 \ s

Chase ma. es two kinds in speakers lur tile rear chan-
nels. First, the ELF -1, in black or white, comes com-
plete with mounting brackets and is very affordable.

Next, Chase is one of the first companies in the world
to make 900 MHz wireless speakers for use as the rear
channels. If running wires across your living room is
not an option, for a little more
money, you can use the Chase
WS -5500 wireless system.

The WS -5500 is the new
900MHz wireless speaker sys-
tem from Chase. It offers
100% truly wire -free perfor-
mance without signal wires or
power colds! Chase is the
first manufacturer in the world
to make "WIRELESS HOME THEATER" a reality,
so if you ;lave been waiting for this kind of solu-
tion, the wait is over! The system comes with 2
wireless speakers with built-in amps, and a trans-
mitter to broadcast the rear channel signal.

30 Day in Home Audition. l'he best place to
evaluate the HTS-1 is in your home. Try the HTS-1
or any Chase product for 30 days, and if you're not
satisfied for any reason, return it for a full refund.

AVAILABLE IN

BLACK OR WHITE

Please refer to key code STR111 when ordering.

HTS-1 Decoder S99. S10 S & H

ELF -1 Rear Channel Speakers S99pr, 510 S&H
(Spec yy Black or White)

Dialog Powered Center Channel Speaker $99.

$8 S&H

WS -5500 Wireless Speakers $279pr $12 S&H

(Specity Mack or White)

W MB -5500 Wall Mount Bracket for Wireless Speakers
S5Opr S8 5 & H. (.Sp.( ilv Bleed or 1Vhite.)

1-800-531-0631
imAm -OH El

"or, pen'par Iry check right MIT the phone"
Florida residents add 7% sales tax.  CA residents add 8.25% sales tax

alloir 21 dem lor Minn

t It=C:1 ANC. (7,C,11,=MIN
111 Second Ave.. N E Suite 700A. St. Petersburg. FL 33701

FAX 813 896-7899  E-MAIL ChaseTeck@aol.com
CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD k opi i01; PO'l hel,



BPI() - S550 ea. BP20 3799 ea. BP8 - S399 ea.

The breathtaking performance of Definitive 's awardwinning bipolar speakers makes your music and movies come alive!



Definitive's
BP 10 &BP20

Win AudioVideo
GrandPrix Award!

- Audio Video International

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology
when you hear the absolute sonic superiority
of Definitive's revolutionary BP8, 10 & 20

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Our double Speaker -of -the -Year
triumph is absolutely unprecedent-
ed. But of course, Definitive is the
leader in high -end loudspeakers
and our BP8, BP10 and BP20 are
sonically superior to any conven-
tional speaker, regardless of cost.

These American -made, advanced
technology bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems combine lush
spacious soundstaging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolu-
tion and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-like bass (to
below 20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -position
convenience. The dramatic result is
superb music and movie reproduc-
tion so real that it has been called,
"an incredible sonic miracle!"

Experts agree that Definitive's complete bipolar home the-
ater systems, built around our bipolar towers, are "brilliant...
astounding... clearly the best sounding systems available."

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Ultimate Home Theater
Combine the BP8s, lOs or 20s with

our C/L/R 1000, Cl or Cl jr. center
channel, BP1 or BP2 bipolar surround
speakers and optional PowerField
subwoofer for the ultimate in sound
for music and home theater.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and

"Expert Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Tech
I 1105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21 117
See our dealer list on page 30 (410) 363-7148



sponse - I don't want them to clash with
each other. Any thoughts? HARRY RUSSELL

Staten Island, NY

AYou may never obtain a perfect match,
especially given the age of your existing
speakers. As with everything else, there

are fashions in sound quality, and many old-
er speakers sound quite different from to-
day's products. To obtain the best match, I
suggest finding something reasonably close
- speakers from the same manufacturer
may or may not be a good bet - and then
equalizing them to approximate the tonal bal-
ance of your existing speakers. This would
involve adding not only an equalizer but a
second stereo amplifier, but that might be a
good idea anyway.

Razor Treble
°Why is it that when I play a CD on my
stereo system the sound is good, hut
when I play a prerecorded cassette of

the same material the treble comes out as
sharp as a razor blade? The system is fairly
inexpensive, but I doubt that's the problem.
What's going on? ALVIN LINDSAY, JR.

Navasota, TX

AIt's no news that a CD sounds better than
a cassette, especially a commercially re-
corded one. With rare exceptions, the

music you buy on tape sounds inferior to
what you could record yourself, partly be-
cause most prerecorded cassettes use inex-
pensive tape and partly because they are du-
plicated at very high speed. The specific ra-
zor -like sound quality you describe suggests
to me an undecoded Dolby recording (al-
though I would not normally expect sound
that unpleasant in such a case). Your inex-
pensive system may not have Dolby circuit-
ry, or it may be misadjusted: either way, you
end up with overly bright sound. If there is
no decoder, there's not much you can do. If
it's misadjusted, a trip to the service center
is probably in order.

Analog Masters
iiI reah;e clue when i see -AAD- on a
CD it means that the original master and
the intermediate stages were analog and

only the final product is digital, and that
"DDD" means it's digital throughout. I find
that DDD recordings sound much better. but
there are still recordings being made that
are AAD. Why aren't all CD's today fully
digital? ADAM MORGAN

South Haven, MI

AConverting a studio to digital recording
can he an expensive proposition, and
there are still lots of recording compa-

nies that have not made the switch. Also.
many producers simply prefer to work in the
analog domain, even if the final product will
be a digital CD. I recently visited a studio
operated by one of the digital heavyweights
- Sony Music, no less - where the re-
corder of choice was a twenty -four -track an-
alog deck running at 30 ips with no noise re-
duction of any kind.

There's no reason an analog master can't
have virtually the same response and dy-
namics as a digital recording - certainly
the sound coming out of the above -men-
tioned studio was spectacular. The muddi-
ness we associate with older analog record-
ings often stems from signal degradation in
the multiple generations following the mas-
ter, or sometimes from overly aggressive
signal processing. But a first- or second -
generation analog tape can be excellent. As
long as it's transferred to digital early in the
chain, the resulting CD can often be just as
good as one that started out digitally.

Tub*, and Transistors

0

I'm fascinated by the claims for the sonic
superiority of vacuum tubes made by
some writers (and by the skepticism of

others). Would it he advisable to have a
power amplifier/preamplifier combination
using tubes in one and transistors in the
other? If so, is one combination better than
the other? CESAR F. DIZON

Quezon City, Philippines

AThe tube -vs, -transistor debate goes way
back and will probably be with us as
long as anybody cares to make vacuum

tubes. My view is that it is possible to make
excellent audio gear using either type of
device, but that it is easier, cheaper, and far
more practical to use solid-state compo-
nents. Assuming you do get a piece of tube
equipment that meets your performance de-
mands, it should work well with a transistor
component, and it makes little difference
which is which,

TV Surround

0

/ know that all the information for sur-
round sound is contained in the left and
right channels, yet in my experience when

movies are broadcast the surround doesn't
come through. Is there some sort of encod-
ing that can he done at the transmitter so
that we could receive surround sound?

STEVE MARTIN
Northbrook. IL

AAs long as the movie was encoded with
Dolby Surround to begin with, and the
TV station is actually broadcasting in

stereo, you should be able to decode the sur-
round information - there's really no way
for a TV station to remove the surround en-
coding from an existing soundtrack. An in-
creasing number of TV programs are also
encoded in surround sound. If you're having
trouble getting the sound you want, your TV
set may be the culprit - quite a few have
very limited stereo separation, and the clos-
er a signal gets to mono, the more of it will
be directed to the center speaker. Also, some
cable -TV systems retransmit everything in
mono, regardless of how it was broadcast.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to O&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Definitive Technology®
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Definitive's
PowerField 1500

Wins the
Subwoofer of

the Year Award
Our extraordinary new PowerField' 1500 features
a 250 -watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic

crossover and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995
"Showstoppers" - Stereo Review

Definitive's PowerField 1500 has
triumphed, winning Subwoofer of
the Year in the Audio Video Grand
Prix. We set out to build the world's
finest sounding subwoofers, and we
have done it. Experts agree that we
have achieved the perfect synergy
of powerful, earth -shaking bass for
home theater and a refined and
expressive musicality.

All three Definitive powered sub -
woofers feature our PowerField
Technology, monocoque cabinets,
high -power high -current amplifiers,
fully adjustable electronic cross-
overs and massive 15" or 18" drivers.
The result is the absolute ultimate in
subwoofer performance, awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Our Audio Video Grand Prix and CES Design & Engineering
Award winners deliver ultimate bass performance to you.

Perfect Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, the PowerFields have
high and low level inputs and outputs,
adjustable high pass, low pass and
volume controls (plus phase controls
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee
perfect blending with any system and
superior bass response in any room.
Super Subwoofers from $699

Three extraordinary Definitive
powered subwoofers are now avail-
able: the PowerField 15 (185 -watts
RMS, 15 -inch at $699), PowerField
1500 (250 -watts RMS, 15 -inch at $995)
and PowerField 1800 (500 -watts RMS,
18 -inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
I 1105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148
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Speaking of

Speakers
Ihe weakest link in any audio system
is the loudspeaker. Fundamentally,
a speaker's role is to reproduce re-
corded music (or speech), which was
originally converted into electrical
form in a totally different acoustical

environment. Even if we assume that the
electrical system is perfect (including the
recording and playback medium, now al-
most exclusively digital and, even if not
quite perfect, many orders of magnitude
better than the best speaker). we are left
with the more or less intractable problem
of reconstructing the original sound in its
entirety. The most nearly perfect speakers
that can be imagined simply cannot recre-
ate the sound field of any concert hall in a
different acoustical environment.

All right - so it can't be perfect. Can
it sound so real that most people can't tell
the difference? Not in any way that I can
imagine, although minor miracles can he
wrought by digital signal -processing
(DSP) techniques. In general, if the listen-
ing environment is significantly different
from the recording environment, no one
would have much difficulty telling that he
was not hearing the original live program.

We all know that loudspeakers differ
widely in their sound qualities. Most of us
have some favorite speakers and probably
a greater number that we wouldn't have
in our homes on a bet. Surely among those
speakers are some that are better than oth-
ers (depending on how you define "bet-
ter"). Unfortunately, it is not easy to quan-
tify a speaker's sound quality in any mean-
ingful way.

There is a basic problem with assessing
- and measuring - speaker sound. We
can control the information going into the
speaker (such as test signals or music).
But though it has a single, well-defined
input, a speaker's output is different at
every point in the room (including each of
the listener's ears, which is how we expe-
rience stereo) and heavily dependent on
the physical configuration of the listening
environment. How do you get any useful
information out of that situation?

In a word, carefully! It is risky to leap
to conclusions about a speaker's perfor-
mance. Although every speaker has liter-

TENNICALTEBY JULIAN HIRSCH

ally an infinite number of outputs into the
room, some of which are measurable, and
a certain sound character of its own (as
modified by the surroundings), each lis-
tener's brain also weighs the information
reaching it in its own fashion and comes
to its own conclusions on the merits (or
otherwise!) of the speaker's total output.

Performing a complete set of acoustic
measurements on a loudspeaker is a her-
culean task and ultimately beyond our ca-
pabilities. Recognizing that, I have over
the years developed a limited series of
tests that serve to verify some of the com-
mon operational specifications of a speak-
er (impedance, sensitivity, and so forth)
and, to a limited degree, its acoustic per-
formance. And, of course, I listen, both
before and after making the measure-
ments. Typically, I use a given speaker
over a period of several weeks and listen
to it with a variety of music. Since there
are usually several speakers on hand at
any one time, a limited amount of direct

Unfortunately, it

is not easy to quantify

a loudspeaker's

sound quality in any

meaningful way.

comparison is also involved. I do not
have a "standard" reference speaker for
this purpose, nor do I think that would be
practical, given that the reviewed speak-
ers range from small, inexpensive models
that can be held in one hand to some that
I cannot lift up and that occupy a large
part of the available space. (And there is
the problem that after a while one may
start to take a particular set of speakers as
a true reference, against which others,
consciously or unconsciously, are judged;
no speaker is really good enough for that.)

I have developed a combination of sev-
eral measurement procedures that give
me a good "feel" for a speaker's acoustic
performance. By standardizing the test
conditions as much as possible, I can
make reasonable comparisons between
speakers that are no longer available for

listening, and when the manufacturer sup-
plies his own measurement curves (which
we request, but rarely receive) we can
usually verify that we are both addressing
the same acoustic reality.

For years our basic speaker response
measurements have been made with a
swept -frequency sine -wave test signal,
with a superimposed one -third -octave
"warble" to minimize the effects of room -
boundary reflections on the data. This
technique works well at middle and high
frequencies but is invalid at low frequen-
cies where room standing waves become
appreciable. To get around this problem,
we measure the woofer response sepa-
rately with the microphone close to the
driver cone, which effectively gives an an -
echoic response, unaffected by the room.

Next we overlay the two curves on a
light box and adjust them for the best
possible overlap (usually over a two- or
three -octave range). A tracing of the result
is what I call a "composite corrected fre-
quency -response" curve. Although ficti-
tious in a certain sense, this curve is an
indicator of the speaker's inherent perfor-
mance, with a minimum of modification
by the room boundaries.

The Audio Precision System One test
system gives us another handle on the
frequency response of a speaker. Using a
special pseudo -random noise signal, it
can greatly reduce the effects of room -
boundary reflections on the measurement.
This "maximum length sequence" (MLS)
response is limited to frequencies above
300 Hz, but in a 300 -square -foot room it
gives a reasonable picture of a speaker's
anechoic frequency response (normally
measured on -axis at a distance of 1 or 2
meters). Usually (but not always, unfortu-
nately) the MLS and composite response
curves have much in common and appear
to define a speaker's frequency response
about as well as can be done under less
than ideal conditions.

Listening is the bottom line of the eval-
uation process. Although it does not al-
ways reveal even some obvious anom-
alies of the measured response, it is (or
should be) the final arbiter of the evalua-
tion process. In the end, the individual
who is going to live with the speaker
must make the decision, preferably giving
more weight to personal experience than
anyone else's opinion or recommenda-
tion. Test reports may help, but when the
time comes to part with your money. the
choice is yours to make.
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EXPERIENG V°, 3D SOUND FREE!*

AMAZING NEW 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

NuReality is proud to introduce a

revolutionary development in audio

technology-the Vivid 3DTM series

of sound

enhancement

products.

Thanks to

patented SRS ( 0) ® technology,

Vivid 3D systems retrieve ambient

information lost by traditional stereo

processing to create 3D surround

sound from only 2 speakers.

EASY TO INSTALL.

Vivid 3D products are easy to install

with your existing audio system. You

can use Vivid

3D products

to enhance virtually

any audio

configuration-from

a portable CD player with only 2

speakers to a full 5 speaker surround

sound system. In addition, Vivid 3D

products are fully compatible with

surround sound

technologies,

such as Dolby

Pro Logic!

"I could not believe my cars...
all I can do is enjoy it and stop
wondering how it was done."

-Leonard Feldman,
Audio Magazine'

The award -winning

Vivid 313 Plus adds a new

level of audio excitement to

portable and component

stereo systems.

SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE.

NuReality offers a complete family of

Vivid 3D products with prices starting

under 5100. To order or for more

information, call Nu Reality at:

1-800-5031-8o86

114., late
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4411°
RETAILVISION

1944 Mu=
Rest Product

DISCOVER A NEW

DIMENSION Of SOUND.

With a backlit LED

indicator, the 3D Space

display shows you the

current level of SRS

processing.

The SRS On/Off

control turns SRS

processing on and off.

Center brings up the

information in the center

of a recording, such as a

lead soloist or vocalist.

You can use the Vivid

3D Studio's built-in
amplifier, or bypass the

internal amplifier to use

your existing amplifier

system.

40
INNOVATIONS

The Input Source control

lets you select Mono when

using mono audio source

material, and Stereo for

stereo source material. In

Mono mode, the Vivid 3D

Sudio synthesizes a stereo

signal from a mono source,

and then adds SRS 3D

sound processing. In

Stereo mode, the Vivid 3D

Studio creates SRS 3D

sound from a stereo

source.

Space adjusts the width of

a sound image.

Vivid 3D products employ

award -winning SRS

technology licensed from

SRS Labs. This leading -

edge sound technology

has earned the following

patents:

U.S. Patent No. 4,748,669

U.S. Patent No. 4,841,572

*This specially recorded CD recreates the experience of 31) sound from any CD player. The demo CD is available
for a 55.95 shipping and handling charge which can be fully credited toward the purchase of a Vivid 31) system.
This offer applies only to Vivid 31) prodLcts purchased directly from NuReality. International orders do not
include freight charges, duty or VAT.

  Ql1,,IC ccerptcd tiom a review of the SRS () technology Iron, the April 1992 issue of Audio Magazine. The Vivid 31) sound enhancementsystem won the Retail Vision "Rest Product" award in May 1994, and
the Intimations award from the International Consumer Electronics Show in lune 1994. 1995 NuReality. All rights reserved. SRN is a registered trademark of SRS Labs. All product names are trademarks or registered

trademaka of their respective holders. SR3
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Virago Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Mirage is the company that first
popularized the concept of
"bipolar" loudspeakers, which
use identical sets of drivers,
driven in phase with each oth-
er, on the front and rear of the

cabinet. The Canadian manufacturer
has recently enlarged its family of
bipolar speakers with the introduction
of three handsomely styled, moderate-
ly priced systems.

Heading the group is the M -1090i, a
columnar speaker covered on all four
sides by a black elastic cloth "sock"
grille. The top and bottom surfaces are
wood, finished in glossy piano -black

DIMENSIONS
111/2 INCHES WIDE. 45% INCHES HIGH,

911 INCHES DEEP

WIIONT
71 Pot

FINISH
BLACK HIGH -GLOSS (BLACK GRILLE)

PRICE
$1,200 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
MIRAGE. DEPT. SR. 3641 MCNICOLL AVE.,

SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO MIX 105

lacquer. The "footprint" of each speak-
er is remarkably small - less than a
square foot. The basic driver configu-
ration consists of a 61/2 -inch molded
polypropylene cone with a butyl -rub-
ber surround and a 1 -inch vapor -de-
posited titanium dome tweeter, both
located at the top of the speaker, one
set on the front panel, another on the
back. A bass vent is near the bottom of
the rear panel. The speaker's recessed
input connectors, just below the vent,
are two pairs of gold-plated binding
posts joined by jumper strips. They are
compatible with bare wires, lugs, or
banana plugs (single or dual). With the
jumpers removed, the system can be
biwired or biamplified.

Like other bipolar speakers, the M -
1090i is designed to produce a nearly
omnidirectional pattern of coverage in
the horizontal plane, with slightly re-
duced output to the sides (but much
more than one would get from a di-
pole speaker, such as a panel model,
whose front and back outputs are out
of phase with each other). For best
performance, a bipolar speaker should
be freestanding, placed at least 18
inches in front of a wall and well away
from the side walls (Mirage also rec-
ommends using spiked feet if the
speakers are to be installed on a car-
peted floor). A properly designed and
installed bipolar loudspeaker system
can create a distinctive sense of space
that is a hallmark of the genre, result-
ing from the slightly delayed reflec-
tions from the wall behind it.

Mirage's specifications for the M -
1090i include a frequency response of
32 Hz to 22 kHz ±3 dB, both on -axis
and 30 degrees off -axis, with "usable
bass response" (-10 dB) down to 28
Hz. The system's sensitivity is given
as 85 dB sound -pressure level at 1 me-
ter (anechoic) or 89 dB in a normal
room. (Since the anechoic measure-
ment effectively applies to the output
from only one set of drivers, it would
be expected to be about 3 dB lower
than a room measurement, which
would include the outputs of both
sets.) The rated nominal system im-
pedance is 6 ohms, with a minimum
of 4 ohms. Recommended amplifier
power is from 50 to 175 watts per
channel.

We installed the Mirage M -1090i
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speakers roughly as recommended, al-
though circumstances required them to
be several feet in front of the wall be-
hind them (which did not degrade
their performance in any way we
could detect). The averaged room re-
sponse of the two speakers indicated
exceptionally good bass extension,
with the normal response irregularities
of a room environment. From about
300 Hz on up, the output was very
smooth, sloping gently downward
with increasing frequency. The overall
change in response from 300 Hz to 20
kHz was about 6 dB.

We measured the front woofer re-
sponse with close microphone spac-
ing. It was flat within ±3 dB from 20
Hz to 1 kHz, sloping downward above
2 kHz. The woofer and room -response
curves overlapped over a range of al-
most three octaves, from below 300
Hz to just over 2 kHz (apparently the
crossover frequency to the tweeter).
Combining the two responses yielded
a composite curve that was flat within
±3 dB from 20 to 800 Hz, sloping down
smoothly by about 5 dB from there to
12 kHz and rising again by about 6 dB
at what appeared to be the tweeter res-
onance in the vicinity of 15 kHz.

Since these measurements, though
consistent with each other and with
what we heard, were inevitably influ-
enced by the room environment (as
they would be, though perhaps differ-
ently, in your listening room), we were
interested to see the results of quasi-
anechoic measurements using the
MLS capability of our Audio Preci-
sion System One test system. At 1 me-
ter, on the front tweeter axis, the MLS
response decreased above 2 kHz to
about -5 dB at 6 to 7 kHz, rising to its
original reading at the tweeter reso-
nance peak (13.7 kHz). We measured
virtually identical response at 2 meters
as well.

The tweeter's horizontal dispersion
was typical of 1 -inch metal domes,
with little change in output, relative to
the axial response, below 10 kHz and
about a 14 -dB drop at 20 kHz at 45
degrees off -axis. Group delay, which is
a function of phase linearity, was very
uniform from 2 to 20 kHz (less than
150 microseconds variation overall)
and clearly showed that the transition
from woofer to tweeter was at 2 kHz.

System impedance was essentially
as rated, with a minimum of 4.3 ohms
at 180 Hz, a bass rise to 13.5 ohms at
63 Hz, and readings in the 6- to 10 -
ohm range at most frequencies above
500 Hz. Sensitivity measured 86 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter

The Mirage M-10901

loudspeaker had the

believable imaging and

airy quality that are

characteristic of good

bipolar reproducers.

with a 2.83 -volt input of random
noise.

We measured the woofer distortion
as a function of frequency, with an in-
put of 4.3 volts (corresponding to a
90 -dB SPL output). It ranged from 0.3
to 0.6 percent between 100 Hz and 2
kHz, rising to 2 percent at 70 Hz and 7
percent at 30 Hz. In single -cycle pulse
power -handling tests, the woofers bot-
tomed at 600 watts input to the speak-

er's 6 -ohm impedance at 100 Hz. At
higher frequencies our power amplifi-
er clipped before there was any signif-
icant audible sign of distress from the
drivers.

Our listening experience with the
M -1090i was totally positive and con-
sistent with the test data. It had the be-
lievable imaging and airy quality char-
acteristic of good bipolar reproducers,
plus a sweet, musical quality that audi-
bly confirmed the smoothness of our
measurements. It came as a pleasant
surprise to find that the low bass was
as audible as it was measurable. Play-
ing test CD's, we established that
while 17 Hz and 20 Hz sounded pretty
much alike (obviously low in frequen-
cy but with enough harmonic content
to dilute the effect considerably), 31.5
Hz filled the room with clean, ear -pop-
ping bass -a surprising achievement
for the modest driver complement
(and size) of the pair of M -1090i
speakers.

Our final assessment of these speak-
ers was completely favorable. If we
had not already been convinced of the
advantages of bipolar speakers, this
experience would have converted us.
At any rate, if you are in the market
for new speakers (and are not commit-
ted to placing them close to the wall),
listen to these, or others of similar de-
sign, before making a final choice.
You won't regret it.

RAD to %-
ED PLATEfL
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Ili&K V-125 Powered Subwoofer
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

AIthough Miller & Kreisel
(M&K) manufactures a full
line of loudspeaker systems,
the company is perhaps best
known for its powered sub -
woofers. One of the newest

among them is the V-125.
The V-125 is relatively large and

heavy compared with some of the oth-
er subwoofers we have tested recently.
Its nominally 12 -inch driver (the actu-
al effective cone diameter is about
101/2 inches) faces forward behind a
removable black cloth grille that cov-
ers the entire front of the all -black
cabinet. Unlike many other subwoof-
ers, the V-125 is magnetically shield-
ed, enabling it to be used close to a
video monitor or TV set. The fully
sealed enclosure also contains an am-
plifier rated at 125 watts output.

In addition to a large heat sink for
the internal amplifier, the V -125's back
panel is well populated with connec-

tion terminals and controls. This is an
unusually versatile powered subwoof-
er, with RCA -jack inputs for line -level
signals from a preamplifier or an AN
receiver's subwoofer output, as well
as spring -clip wire connectors for the

DIMENSIONS
151/4 INCHES s IDL, 181/2 INCHES HIGH.

201/4 INCHES DEEP

PERISH
BLACK

WIIONT
52 POUNDS

PRICE

MANUFACTURER
MILLER 1 KEl.IS IL. Stn ND CORP.,

DEPT. SR, 10391 JEFFERSON BLVD.,

CULVER CITY, CA 90232

right- and left -channel speaker output
signals of a power amplifier or receiv-
er and similar connectors for outputs
to a pair of satellite (main) speakers.

Among the controls on the back
panel is a toggle switch that reverses
the phase of the subwoofer output rel-
ative to the main program signal. The
manual discusses the procedures for
setting this switch, which must be
done after the system is set up and
operating. There is also a knob that
smoothly varies the subwoofer's low-
pass filter cutoff frequency between 50
and 125 Hz (with approximate calibra-
tions at 50, 60, 75, 100, and 125 Hz).
Another knob adjusts the subwoofer's
level to blend properly with the output
of the main speakers.

A handy feature, whose use is op-
tional, is a built-in high-pass filter,
accessible only through the speaker -
level inputs, which excludes program
content below about 80 Hz from the
main speakers. M&K suggests experi-
menting with this operating mode,
since its effect on the sound quality is
related to the bass capabilities and im-
pedance characteristics of the main
speakers.

The V-125 has no power switch (al-
though a small red LED on the rear in-
dicates that it is turned on), and M&K
recommends that it be left powered
continuously. The heat sink becomes
only slightly warm in extended opera-
tion, and the only clue to the amplifi-
er's continuous power drain is its 2 -
ampere slow -blow power -line fuse.
Presumably the standby power con-
sumption is small enough to have a
negligible effect on your electric bill.
The V-125 comes, by the way, with
one of the most complete subwoofer
installation and operation manuals we
have seen.

We plotted the V -125's frequency
response with close microphone spac-
ing, resulting in an essentially ane-
choic measurement. A family of curves
was generated, one for each of the cal-
ibrated low-pass cutoff frequencies, on
a single graph. The maximum output
occurred at about 60 Hz, sloping down
at about 6 dB per octave from there to
our lower measurement limit of 20
Hz. At the highest setting of the fre-
quency control (125 Hz), the output
was flat within 6 dB from 28 to 125
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Hz. The crossover slope, at frequen-
cies above about 100 Hz, was approxi-
mately 36 dB per octave. That's an ex-
ceptionally steep cutoff, which should
aid appreciably in making the sub -
woofer nonlocalizable by ear.

We measured the distortion of the
V-125 with its level set to give a 100 -
Hz sound -pressure level (SPL) of 90
dB at a distance of 1 meter. The distor-
tion was a minimum of 0.35 percent at

The M&K V-125 has an

unusually steep (36 -dB -

per -octave) low-pass

crossover, adjustable for

cutoff frequencies

between 50 and 125 Hz.

70 Hz and remained less than 1 per-
cent from 50 Hz to well beyond the
top crossover frequency of 125 Hz. At
lower frequencies the distortion (prin-
cipally odd harmonic) rose to about 10
percent at 25 Hz. Atypically, there was

no obvious waveform clipping from
amplifier overload, presumably fore-
stalled by M&K's Active Headroom
Maximizer circuit.

As the crossover control was turned
down, the output remained constant
below 40 Hz, while the higher fre-
quencies were smoothly attenuated
above the selected cutoff frequency.
The difference between the two lowest
curves (cutoff at 50 and 60 Hz, respec-
tively) was negligible.

We operated the M&K V-125 with a
pair of small speakers whose low -fre-
quency response was adequate down
to about 80 Hz, so we used that ap-
proximate setting of the crossover
control. The V -125's control flexibility
simplifies its adjustment, although we
did not experiment extensively with
positioning and polarity switching.

That flexibility makes the M&K V-
125 well suited to use in a wide vari-
ety of installations. Although its low -
frequency "reach" was not quite as
deep as that of some subwoofers we
have used, its output was audibly
strong and clean down to 30 Hz and
still useful into the 20's. And few oth-
er subwoofers can match its ease of
installation, setup, and operation. It is
a very appealing choice for anyone
seeking the powerful rumble of a

high-performance subwoofer at a rea-
sonable price.
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Sherwood 1111-405011 A/II Receiver
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Today's A/V receivers provide tre-
mendous benefits, but they also
tend to be relatively large and ex-
pensive and are often too com-
plex for most people to operate
effectively. The inexpensive Sher-

wood RV -4050R takes a different
course. It makes no attempt to simu-
late different hall environments or to
dazzle (and often bewilder) us with an
array of knobs, buttons, and multicol-
ored displays, many of which would
rarely, if ever, be used by the average
buyer. But it does have an above -aver-
age AM/FM tuner, front -channel pow-
er amplifiers rated to deliver 60 watts
per channel, and a Dolby Pro Logic
decoder. In its Pro Logic mode, the
power rating falls to 50 watts per front
channel, but since it then operates in
a three -channel mode (left, center,
right), the total output capability across
the front becomes a hefty 150 watts.
In addition, the rated output of its sur-
round (rear) channel in Pro Logic op-
eration is 20 watts.

The Pro Logic system also provides
the so-called "Dolby 3 Channel"

mode, which extracts the center chan-
nel but leaves the surround channel
folded into the front left and right -
useful for those who have no practical
way of placing surround speakers in
their rooms. The Dolby Pro Logic sys-
tem in the RV -4050R includes an auto-
matic input -balance circuit and a ran-
dom -noise test -signal generator to fa-
cilitate balancing the speaker levels.

The RV-4050R's front panel con-
tains a single fairly large knob, resem-
bling the tuning or volume control of a

DINIONSIONS
171/4 INCHES WIDE, 43/4 INCHES HIGH,

11 INCHES DEEP

WIIIONT
18 POUNDS

PRICE
$270

MANUPACTURIR
SHERWOOD, DEPT. SR, P.O. Box 428,

LA MIRANDA, CA 90637-0428

conventional receiver, and marked
VOL/TONE/BALANCE. Although not as
densely populated as the front panels
of some other A/V receivers, it also
contains a number of pushbuttons of
various sizes and shapes, all of whose
functions are clearly identified.

Instead of the large and colorful dis-
play window found on most A/V re-
ceivers, however, the RV-4050R's op-
erating readout consists of a 1 x 21/4 -
inch fluorescent display in the middle
of the panel. The principal information
shown is the frequency and channel -
preset number of a selected AM or
FM station or (in small characters) the
name of any program source selected
by one of the seven large rectangular
buttons below the display. Other small
characters appear as required to indi-
cate functions that may be activated
during operation of the receiver. A
horizontal display of one to seven red
squares appears below the frequency
display. The inputs are identified as
FM, AM, VCR1, VCR2, TAPE MONI-
TOR, TV/AUX, and CD. The VCR2 in-
put is through front -panel jacks in-
tended for hooking up the audio and
video outputs of a camcorder.

The left portion of the panel con-
tains the power switch, a headphone
jack (which silences the speaker out-
puts when phones are plugged in),
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"This Is The Best $199
You Can Spend On Yourself."
SoundWorks - our amplified speaker

system may well be the most exciting
product ever designed by Henry Kloss - and

the most affordable. Never
before has so much high
quality, wide -range,
natural, "big" sound come
from such a small, afford-
able system. It is ideal for
hundreds of applications.

Henry Kloss SoundWorks consists of
two satellite speakers (app. 31/2" x 3
1/2" x 3 1/2") and a compact,
subwoofer cabinet that encloses
a 4" woofer, a 3 -channel
amplifier, equalization and
crossover electronics, as well as a
control panel.

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magneti-

cally shielded so they can be used very
close to a TV or computer monitor. They
contain a remarkable 2" speaker driver with a
long-throw/wide-range design that reproduces

"Sound Works has the most natural
musical timbre'" The New York limes

high and mid frequencies down to 150 Hz,
without the need for a "midrange" driver.
SoundWorks comes with satellites finished black,
or in "computer -beige." They can be used as is,
hung on v,alls using their back -panel slot, used
with their mini -stands, or they
can be attached to a computer
monitor with our velcro kit
(supplied).

"...head and shoulders
above the others..."

MacUser magazine

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a

little bigger than a shoe box:
5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only
non -directional bass so it can
be placed in out-of-the-way
places - behind your TV set,
under your desk, or in back of
furniture. It contains a 3 -channel amplifier that's
been precisely tailored to match the speaker
drivers. Its control panel includes a stereo mini -
jack input for connecting to a computer or a

Amplified Sul, . 'lire speaker system

portable CD player, a "set and forget" bass level
control, and connecting terminals for the
satellite speaker wires. It also has an input for a
12 volts -so you can plug
SoundWorks into the cigarette lighter
in your car or boat!

The Sound.
In terms of frequency range, tonal

balance, stereo imaging and overall
sound, SoundWorks compares very
favorably with component music

systems costing far more. It
just doesn't seem possible
that a system so small could
produce a sound so "big."
But it does.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price,

and because of its magnetically shielded
satellites, SoundWorks is ideal for use as
a multimedia speaker with any
computer. It fits easily into smaller
rooms - like kitchens, dens. dorms and
bedrooms. Its 12 -volt capabilities make
it perfect for boats, campers and cars.
And with our optional canybag, you
can travel ith it.

The Price.
You can buy South/Works only direct from

Cambridge SoundWorks, or at cost-efficient Best
Buy stores, for only $199". We haven't heard a
system for anywhere near its price that we think

anuLui6....exceptionally good...
saunas temfic." Audio magazine

sounds nearly as good.

We Eliminate The Risks.
With our 30 -day risk -free home audition,

you can listen to SoundWorks the right way -
in your home, with your music. If you aren't

happy, return it within 30 days for a
full refund. We even reimburse your
original UPS ground shipping charges
in the continental U.S.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Cambridge SoundWorks products.

are available only direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks

and at our Factory- ( BEST
Direct Speaker Walls in over
200 Best Buy stores

11%j
nationwide.

Because SoundWorks is so compact, and because it
works on 110 or 12 -volts, it's perfectfor cars. RV's
and boats. With our optional canybag ($49"), it
makes an ideal musical traveling companion. You
can even play the system while it's in the canybag.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street. Suite 102 IL. Newton. MA 0210-;
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

35 Cambnige S.,und%t mks
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TEST REPORTS
up/down tuning buttons, and two but-
tons that select the tuning mode and
store station frequencies in the chan-
nel -preset memory for instant recall.
The RV -4050R can store as many as
thirty AM and FM frequencies in any
order. It also has a presetting feature
that automatically sweeps up the FM
band and stores the frequencies of the
first thirty receivable channels.

Now for that single large knob. It
can be rotated continuously through
about thirty light detents but no stop.
Its primary function is as a volume con-
trol. In normal operation, rotating the
knob clockwise causes a row of seven
red lights to come on sequentially
from left to right in the display to
show the approximate volume setting.

To the left of the knob are three
slender buttons, marked BASS, TRE-
BLE, and BALANCE. If you want to ad-
just low -frequency response, pressing
the BASS button turns the knob into a
bass control. Normally, only the center
dot of the display will light, showing
that the response setting is flat. As you

turn the knob clockwise, the dot
moves sequentially to the right, over a
maximum of three steps, indicating a
bass boost. Similarly, a counterclock-
wise turn moves the dot to the left
(and the bass response down). The ac-
tual number of different bass respons-
es is six in either direction. A few sec-
onds after a change is made, the dis-
play and the knob return to their nor-
mal functions. The treble and balance

MEASUREMENTS
TUNER SECTION

All data for FM only except frequency
response.

Sensitivity (50 -dB quieting)
mono 19 dBf
stereo 35 dBf
Noise (at 65 dBf)
mono -73 dB
stereo -68 dB
Distortion (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0 17%
stereo I 4% (mostly pilot -carrier leakage)
Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) . I dB
AM rejection 65 dB
Selectivity
alternate -channel 80 dB
adjacent -channel 17 dB

Image rejection 44 dB
Pilot -carrier leakage
19 -kHz -40 dB
38-khi -40 dB
Hum (120 Fin -70 dB
Channel separation
100 Hz 42 dB
1 kHz 52.5 dB
10 WI 46 dB

Frequency response
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz 1-0.8 dB
AM 53 to 2.5 kHz +0, -6 dB

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All data for two -channel stereo operation.

Output at clipping ( I kHz)
8 ohms 63 watts
4 ohms 90 watts

Clipping headroom (re rated output)
8 ohm. 0.2 dB
Dynamic power
8 ohms 76 watts
4 ohms 128 watts

Dynamic headroom (re rated output)
8 ohms 1 dB

Distortion at rated power
(60 watts, 1 kHz) 0 035%
Sensitivity
for I -V.att output into 8 ohms) 26 mV
Noise (re I watt, A-wtd) -75.5 dB
Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
tone Ltmtrols centered +0, -0.8 dB
Tone -control range
100 Fl/ ±I I dB
10 kill ±I0 dB

adjustments are made in the same
manner. The bass control, by the way,
produces responses reminiscent of
those from a graphic -equalizer band
centered at 100 Hz. It boosts or cuts
frequencies near that point while leav-
ing the deep bass relatively unaffect-
ed. The treble control is conventional,
producing shelving responses.

At any time, you can check the bass,
treble, or balance setting by pressing
the associated button; a few seconds
later, the display returns to its normal
(volume) indication. Finally, succes-
sive operations of the SURROUND but-
ton switch the receiver from its two -
channel stereo mode to Dolby Pro
Logic, to Dolby 3 Stereo, and back to
conventional stereo.

Other than the vcR2 and headphone
jacks, all the inputs and outputs are on
the rear apron. Standard phono jacks
are used for the signal inputs and out-
puts and for the DigiLink connectors,
which can join the RV -4050R to other
compatible Sherwood components for
unified system operation. Spring clips,
usable only with stripped wire ends,
are provided for all speaker outputs as
well as the antenna connections. An-
tenna inputs are provided for 300- and
75 -ohm FM antennas and the fur-
nished AM loop antenna. There is one
switched AC outlet.

If you think that the front -panel
controls offer insufficient operating
flexibility, take a glance at the RV-
4050R's remote control. It is actually a
system control, also operating compat-
ible Sherwood CD players and tape
decks. Although many of its fifty-five
buttons are for CD and tape functions,
most are dedicated to the receiver.

The remote control is the only means
of adjusting the levels of the surround
and center channels and switching the
level -balancing test signals on or off.
It duplicates the functions of all the
receiver's front -panel controls while
adding such extra features as tempo-
rary muting of the audio outputs and a
sleep timer, which automatically shuts
off the receiver after an adjustable pe-
riod of 10 to 90 minutes. My chief
criticism of the remote control is that
all its buttons are the same size and
shape, and almost all are the same col-
or (black).

The specifications for the RV -4050R
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Introducing Ensemble IV
The Most Affordable Sub/Sat Speaker

System Ever By Henry Kloss.
Ensemble IV is an ultra -compact, very

affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system
designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH and
Advent). It maintains the
precise octave -to -octave
tonal balance of our original
Ensemble system, which

Henry ass Audio magazine said, "may
be the best value in the world."
It doesn't have quite the
deep bass extension as the
original Ensemble, and it
won't play as loudly. But in
terms of performance for the
dollar, we believe it has no
serious rival.

The Classic Ensemble
Sound.

We believe the single most important
factor in designing a musically accurate
speaker is tonal balance. A properly designed
speaker should not put any extra emphasis on
one octave versus another. Henry Kloss
spends an extraordinary amount of time
"voicing" his speaker designs for precise,
octave -to -octave tonal balance. The result is
that Ensemble IV has an overall sound very
similar to the more expensive members of the
Ensemble family. What it sacrifices is the
lowest half -octave of deep bass, and power
handling capability.

Ensemble IV Home Theater is identical to the basic
Ensemble IV system except that it has five satellite
speakers instead of two. its perfect for use in surround
sound systems with Dolby Pro Logic®. Price $37999

Great Sound, Anywhere.
Ensemble IV's satellite speakers are small

enough to fit in the palm of your hand (4" x
4" x 3 5/8"). And its subwoofer is about the

The Msemble IV
Subwmfer/Satellite

Speaker system

size of a shoebox (6 1/2" x 8" x 12"). Since
the subwoofer can be put in out-of-the-way
places-behind drapes, under furniture -
Ensemble /V can fit into any room, no matter
how small. It's perfect for use in apartments,
dorms, offices, dens, kitchens and bathrooms.

The Satellites.
Each Ensemble IV satellite incorporates a

unique wide -range, long -throw three inch
driver capable of reproducing notes down to
150 Hz, without the use of a second driver.
Magnetically shielded, they won't distort your
TV or computer screen. Each satellite is
finished with a scratch -resistant, textured
charcoal surface, and comes with a premium
metal grille instead of the inexpensive fabric
used by many other speakers in Ensemble
IV's price range. Because of their size, they'll
fit just about anywhere. Wall -mounting
hardware is included.

The Subwoofer.
The lowest bass notes are reproduced by

Ensemble IV's shoe box -sized subwoofer. It
uses a remarkable 5 3/4" bass driver with dual
voice coils. The driver is mounted in a true
acoustic suspension cabinet. It fires into a
second "tuned bandpass" cavity within the
cabinet which filters out unwanted higher
frequencies. The careful engineering of this
design allows Ensemble IV to combine deep
bass response with high efficiency. Henry

Klc ss says, "Ensemble IV is the smallest
an I most affordable system I can design
for use with any amplifier or receiver and
stil provide deep, really satisfying bass."
Sir_ce low frequency bass is non-
dicctional, the subwoofer can be hidden
be -find or under furniture.

Factory -Direct Savings.
Cambridge SoundWorks products are

available only direct from us, or through
ccst-efficient Best Buy stores nationwide.

Because of our efficient distribution,
you get unbeatable quality and
performance for your dollar. After
you hear Ensemble IV, we think
you'll agree that it sounds as good
or better than speakers selling for
hundreds more. It comes complete
with 100' of
speaker

wire, a wire
stripper/cutter,

a Hook -Up Guide
and our Guide To
Surround Sound.

We Eliminate The Risks.
Ensemble IV is backed by, our 30 -day Total

Satisfaction Guarantee. Try it in your home,
with your music. If you don't like it, return it
for a full refund. We even refund your original
regular ground UPS shipping charges.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Cambridge SoundWorks

products. are available only i, BEST
direct from Cambridge

,

SoundWorks and at our nr
Factory -Direct Speaker Walls in
over 200 Best Buy stores nationwide.

CAMBRIDGE
Sot IN WORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 102 ji.., Newton. MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
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TEST REPORTS
are generally typical of today's receiv-
ers with respect to its tuner and pream-
plifier characteristics. Perhaps the
most obvious distinction between its
specified performance and that of
more expensive receivers is that its
power ratings are based on a 0.5 -per-
cent distortion level, but, as our mea-
surements show, those ratings are
quite conservative. Particularly note-
worthy is the receiver's strong output

into 4 -ohm loads - up almost 50 per-
cent from that measured into 8 ohms.

In addition to its very adequate per-
formance and low price, the RV-
4050R's most striking feature is its
one -knob control. I consider simplici-
ty without sacrifice of essential perfor-
mance to be a cardinal virtue. To
achieve it at a bargain price is a further
indication of good engineering.

I recall testing one other product

with a similar one -knob control sys-
tem. The Swedish Audio Pro tuner/
preamplifier of 1981 was a pioneering
effort in this direction, and it worked
very well indeed. It had no power am-
plifier, however, and its price was
more than $1,000 (in 1981 dollars!).
Compare that with the Sherwood RV -
4050R and its $270 price, and you
may better understand my enthusiasm
for the Sherwood.

Sherwood's RV -4050R is about as
Spartan as an A/V receiver can get.

Even the Pro Logic surround -channel
delay is fixed at 20 milliseconds, and
the surround speakers are connected
in series (so you need two to get any
surround output at all). It has no music -
enhancement processing modes, no
connections for a second pair of main
speakers, no dedicated subwoofer
output, no on -screen display, no S -video
connectors, no universal programmable
remote control. But considering the
RV-4050R's price, all those omissions
are reasonable and, except for the
subwoofer output, not likely to be
missed by most users just starting
out in home theater, for whom this
receiver is ideally suited.

The back panel is correspondingly
simple, with the various audio input
connectors conveniently arranged in
horizontal array. The video connections
for the two rear -panel A/V inputs
(there's one on the front panel as well)
are fairly well separated from their
corresponding audio jacks. The remote
control is monotonous in layout and
coloration, with the Dolby Pro Logic
off button placed rather strangely.

I liked the elegance of the multipur-
pose front -panel knob. I wish, though,
that its volume -control steps were a bit
more finely spaced than the approxi-
mately 2 -dB steps provided. These, in
combination with the 2 -dB steps for
the surround- and center -channel level
controls, mean that you may find it
difficult to get a really tight (within 1
dB) level match among the speakers in
surround operation. Also, the volume
indicators in the display were too few in
number and too small to be discerned
from more than a couple of feet away.

SECOND OPINION
Sherwood 1111-4050R Audio/Video Receiver

As if to make up for its front- and
rear -panel austerity, the RV -4050R
really delivers in terms of performance.
Its Dolby Pro Logic measurements and
sound quality were right up there with
what we typically see from receivers
priced two to three times higher. The
measured surround -channel noise level,
in fact, was notably low and gratifyingly
below audibility in our listening tests -
a distinct improvement over what we've
found with many other A/V receivers.
A measured 1- or 2 -dB advantage here
can mean the difference between audible
and inaudible noise from the main
listening position.

The response deviations for the left
and right front channels-caused mostly
by a high -frequency rolloff that reaches
about 0.5 dB down at 10 kHz-are part
of the receiver's basic performance
and do not completely disappear when
it is switched out of Pro Logic mode.
The center channel rolls off more rapidly
above 10 kHz, at which point it is down
by 1 dB, having passed through the
-0.5 -dB point at 5 kHz. These response
errors were large enough to be barely
audible during careful listening tests
but are not serious, particularly in light
of the typical quality of soundtracks.
In fact, the slight rolloffs may serve to
reduce harshness when some sound-
tracks are played back at theater -like
levels.

Although the RV-4050R's rated and
measured front -channel outputs might
seem a little low compared with those of
larger - and more costly - receivers,
remember that the Sherwood's 60 watts
per channel will produce peak sound
levels only 3 dB lower than could be
obtained from a receiver that delivered
120 watts per channel. That difference

might be audible at very high volumes,
but it would be small and certainly not
proportional to the difference in price. In
that light, the Sherwood RV -4050R is a
genuine and highly recommendable
bargain. - David Ranada

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE

Frequency response (tone controls centered)
left, right ....20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.02, -1.01 dB
center 20 Hz to 18.3 kHz +0.03, -3 dB
surround 54 Hz to 6.7 kHz +0.07, -3 dB
Output at clipping
(channels driven individually)
left, right 60 watts
center 60 watts
surround 15 watts

Noise (re 1 -watt output, A-wtd)
left, right -73.1 dB
center -75.3 dB
surround -72.2 dB
Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz, 1 -watt output)
left, right 0032%
center 0.029%
surround 0.24%
Surround decoder input -overload
margins (at I kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) 1 dB

center (re 1.414 -volt input) 2.75 dB
surround (re 1.414 -volt input) 2.75 dB
Surround -channel noise -reduction
calibration error
re Dolby level (247.5 mV) 0 dB
Channel separation (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven >55 dB
left output, center driven >28 dB
left output, surround driven >37 dB
center output, left driven >41 dB
center output, surround driven >39 dB
surround output, left driven >39 dB
surround output, center driven >45 dB
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The Critics Love Ensemble Speakers.
You'll Love Our Factory -Direct Prices.

"Ensemble II pelfonns
sofar beyond its price and
size that it can be
compared only with much
larger speakers at
substantially higher
prices." Stereo Review

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble
speaker system may be "the best value in the
world." And Stereo Review said, "It's hard to
imagine going wrong with Ensemble." Dozens of
critics and thousands of customers have
applauded our Ensemble,
Ensemble II and Ensemble III
speaker systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH
and Advent), they became best
sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -
range music reproduction - at
Factory -Direct prices.

Ensemble
Our current Ensemble is an

improved version of our original dual-
subwoofer/satellite speaker system. It
maintains the dual subwoofer design, which
allows for maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers
in a room (and how those speakers interact with
the room) has more influence on the sound
quality of a music system than just about
anything. Ensemble's ultra -slim subwoofers give

you more placement flexibility than any system we
know of, and are most likely to provide the perfor-
mance you want in the real world.. in your
room. Having two, compact subwoofers lets you
move them around, experiment, and find that
placement that gives you exactly the sound you
want. This is one of the reasons Esquire describ-

ed Ensemble by saying "you
get 30 days to return the
speakers or keep them, (
but you'll keep them."

New Woofer And Tonal
Balance Controls.

Ensemble maintains the tonal
balance, frequency range and quality of
construction of the original. There are two basic
changes.

1. Ensemble now uses a new 8" woofer with
a very long "throw" for more linear cone
excursion and more accurate bass. An integral
heat sink provides improved power handling.

2. Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same
speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high frequency controls.

The midrange control lets you choose the
same output in the key
800-1600 Hz octave as
in the original, or you
can emphasize it by 2
dB. Ensemble satellites

have relatively less
output in this
range to avoid
the "boxy"
sound of many
speakers. This
results in an
"open" sound
on large-scale

symphonic works.
For small -scaled music, the higher output
position proves a "warmer" sound.

A three -position high frequency control can
subtly increase the system's "airiness," or reduce
any tendency towards "edginess."

We believe cur Ensemble system competes
head-on %%ith speakers selling for hundreds more.
Available with black -laminate subwoofers for
$62999. or with xinyl-clad subwoofers for $54999.

Ensemble II
Ensemble II is an improved version of our

best-selling system. It's more affordable than
Ensemble because it uses one cabinet for both
subwoofer speakers. Ensemble II maintains the
tonal balance, frequency range, power handling
and construction quality of the original. But its
satellite speakers use the same new tonal
balance controls as Ensemble's.

Ensemble II also has a new flared subwoofer
port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2"
long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into
a second chamber fitted with the flared port,
which provides smoother air flow, eliminating
extraneous noise on strong bass notes.

We think Ensemble II outperforms other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. $4399.
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Ensemble III
Ensemble III is our most com-

pact, most affordable subwoofer/
satellite speaker system. Its satel-

lite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 6 1/2"
!. 3" and its subwoofer is 8" x 8"x 15".
Compared to Ensemble II, Ensemble ill

gives IT a little in power handling, low bass
range, and efficiency.
Unlike the "cube"
satellite speakers
you'll find in most
similarly priced
systems, Ensemble
I/I's satellites are
two-way speakers.
Ensemble
61/2" woofer
uses two
voice cobs in
a cabinet \'ith
a flared port
for smooth
air flow.

With most
recordings
Ensemble III 1011 sound virtually identical to
Ensemble II. It simply won't play as loud. Its
construction quality is normally found only in
much more expensive speakers. Price, including
connecting wire, cutter/stripper, Hook -Up Guide
and Doloy Surround Guide, is only $32999.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are

backed by our 30 -day Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Try them in your home, with your
music. If you don't like them, return them for a
full refund. We even refund your criginal regular
ground UPS shipping charges.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Cambridge SoundWorks products. are

available only direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks and STat our Factory -Direct Speaker °
Walls in over 200 Best Buy
stores nationwide.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

31 I Needham Street, Suite IO2 )1.. Newton. NIA 02164
1-800-367-4439 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-9939
Outside C.S. or Canada: 617-332-595o

Cambridge Sound1V;rks Ensemble r, a rrs,tered trademark ot
iamtridge SoundWorks. In. KI.F1 t, a trademark KLH. In, AR and

Advent are trademark, ol International lemen In. (ambrid,:e ScandWorks
is not affiliated ith KLH. Athol Cr AR
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TEST EPICS

Rotel 11B985THX five -Channel

Power Amplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Rotel might not be as familiar to
the general public as some other
brands, but it is well known to
serious audiophiles for the quali-
ty and value of its comprehen-
sive line of audio products. Al-

though manufactured in the Far East,
the company's products are designed
and engineered in Great Britain.

The RB985THX five -channel pow-
er amplifier is a recent addition to the
Rotel product line. As the model num-
ber indicates, it is approved by Lucas -
film to carry the THX logo on its pan-
el. Each of its identical amplifier chan-
nels is rated to deliver 100 watts into
an 8 -ohm load, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
at less than 0.03 percent distortion.

The RB985THX is a fairly large
amplifier, whose 35 -pound heft puts it
into the middleweight class (by my
definition, liftable but not something
you would like to carry for a distance).
Its exterior is all black, with extensive

ventilation slots on the top, bottom,
and side surfaces. The five amplifiers,
each with four output power transis-
tors mounted on a single heat sink, are
operated from a single power supply
built around a large and heavy toroidal
transformer. Unlike many other power
amplifiers, the RB985THX has a well -

DIMENSIONS
1734 INCHES WIDE, 41/4 INCHES HIGH,

141/2 INCHES DEEP

%MONT
35 POUNDS

PRICE
$1,000

MANUFACTURER
ROTEL OF AMERICA, DEPT. SR.

54 CONCORD ST.,
NORTH READING, MA 01864-2699

filled interior, with several large cir-
cuit boards and a notably clean, un-
cluttered layout.

The amplifier's front panel gives
few clues to its special qualities. Aside
from the THX logo, a pushbutton on/
off switch, and a small, red pilot light,
its only visible feature is a vertical row
of small LED protection -indicator
lamps numbered 1 through 5. A pre-
liminary examination of the amplifi-
er's interior revealed at least fourteen
fuses, and there may have been other
protective circuits that were not easily
identifiable. Our tests were without
mishap, however, so we were spared
the need to identify or correct any
problems.

The RB985THX's rear apron, on
the other hand, tells you unequivocally
what it is meant to do. Along its lower
edge are three groups of multiway
speaker -output binding posts (which
accept wires, lugs, or banana plugs).
Above each group are the correspond-
ing gold-plated input jacks (standard
phono jacks). At the left and right
sides of the rear panel, the speaker
outputs and signal inputs are identified
as for the surround and front channels,
respectively. In the center of the rear
apron is a group consisting of two sets
of speaker -output jacks and a single
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In The Mid 70s We Created
Home Theater. Now We've Created

A New Way To Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge

SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)
- have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced the
first home theater
audio/video
systems -
complete with big -
screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems Factory -Direct,
and through cost-efficient Best Buy stores, you
can save hundreds of dollars. We believe
the products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures

three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable two-

way speaker. $79g9.
Center Channel is

essentially identical

to a Cambridge SoundWorks
:,4:mble satellite (but with magnetic shield-

ing). $14999. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra -
low, ultra -wide design that is ideal for placement
above (or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $21999.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole

radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby La-
boratories recommends dipole radiator speakers

for use as surround speakers. The
Surround has a very high

power handling ca-
pacity and is often
selected for "high
end" surround
sound systems.
Audio, describing a
system that
included The
Surround said,

"In many ways the surround sensation was
every bit as good as far more expensive in-
stallations." $39999 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's best
value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249" pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofcr by

Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a neavy-
duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspen-
sion cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a

built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was ofrainable at a room -shaking
level...they open the way to having a 'killer'

system for an affordableprice."$699".
Our Slave Subwoofer uses the

same woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with
the Powered Subwoofer.
$29999. The new
Powered Subwoofer 11

uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399".

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home

theater speaker systems that consist of center

channel, surround
and main stereo
speakers. The combina-
tion we show here is our
best seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer
satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers),
our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best
surround speakers, The Surround. You could
spend hundreds more than its $1,167" price
without improving performance.

For information on other home theater
speaker systems
- or on any of
the products we

IINEE?!!1

make and sell - call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your
free color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are
backed by our 30 -day Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Try them in your home, with
your music. If you don't like them, retum
them for a full refund. We even refund
your original regular ground UPS shipping
charges.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Cambridge SoundWorks products. are

available only direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks and
at our Factory -Direct Speaker
Walls in over 200 Best Buy
stores nationwide.

CAMBRIDGE
_RIMIDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

31! Needham Street, Suite 102 11.. Newton. MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

d. I Cambridge SoundWorks REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Camhrid: e SoundWorks. Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH. In, AR and Advent

are trdemarks el International lensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not
affiliated with KLH. .{diem or AR.
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Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why
Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world.
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"This is the
best $199" you
can spend on
yourself and
your computer."

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

low
1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SoUN DWORKS

311 Needham Street. Suite 102 IL Newton NIA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
Cl 955 Cambridge SoundWorks

HST REPORTS
input jack, all designated for the center
channel. All the speaker binding posts
are color coded (red, green, blue, or
black) to identify their function and
simplify installation.

Like some other Home THX-certi-
fied components, the RB985THX also
has a computer -style DB25 multipin
connector on its back panel. If your
surround processor or preamp is a
Home THX model that also has such
a port, you can connect it to the amp-
lifier with a single cable, eliminating
the five separate RCA cables that
would ordinarily be required. No more
double- and triple -checking to insure
that inputs and outputs are properly
matched - a five -channel home the-
ater hookup actually becomes easier
than an ordinary two -channel preamp/
power -amp connection.

We tested the RB985THX while
driving three channels simultaneously,
but since they are identical, we made
measurements on only one of them.
Driving all five channels to reasonably
high levels was not practical for logis-
tical reasons (simply because it's hard
to find room for five bulky, heavy, and
hot load -resistor assemblies in a rela-
tively limited space).

The standard FTC preconditioning
period of 1 hour with the channels dri-

NOM IIRMINNIIP

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements made on one channel with
three channels driven.

Output at clipping (I kHz)
8 ohms 150 watts

4 ohms 300 watts

Clipping headroom (re rated output)
8 ohms 1.8 dB

Dynamic power
8 ohms 160 watts

4 ohms 312 waits

Dynamic headroom (re rated output)
8 ohms 2 dB

Distortion at rated power
(THD+N. 100 watts)
8 ohms 0.045%

Sensitivity
( for I -watt output into 8 ohms) 100 mV
Noise ( I -watt output. A-wtd) -100.2 dB
Frequency response

2(1 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01. -0.1 dB

The Rotel RB985THX

is a real powerhouse of

an amplifier, able to

pump a total of as

much as 1,000 watts or

more into 4 -ohm loads.

yen to one-third of rated power made
the amplifier rather warm, but not un-
comfortably hot. Later, when it was
driving 4 -ohm loads (the lowest load
impedance Rotel recommends for use
with the RB985THX), its exterior be-
came still warmer, though not danger-
ously so.

As our test data show, the Rotel
RB985THX is a real powerhouse of an
amplifier, rated quite conservatively. It
easily met or surpassed its specifica-
tions, with no external indication that
it was anything unusual for a conven-
tional amplifier of its size to deliver (at
times) as much as 500 to 1,000 watts
into 4 -ohm loads. I am quite sure that
if sufficient high -power load resistors
had been available it would have per-
formed consistently with all five chan-
nels operating simultaneously.

Actually, the use of identical ampli-
fiers for all channels is probably over-
kill for a home theater installation,
since unless the surround speakers are
quite a bit less sensitive than the front
speakers they should never require as
much power (and certainly not for
enough time to require such a robust
amplifier as the RB985THX). Other
applications can be imagined, howev-
er, in which having five separate high -
power amplifier channels available
would be handy, especially when the
entire package is no larger (and not
much heavier) than an ordinary stereo
receiver.

Considering what it does and how
well it does it, the Rotel RB985THX
is an excellent value. Past experience
with Rotel products also suggests that
it is likely to keep on performing well
for a long time.
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USER'S REPORT

Ceruvintga Sensurround Powered

System 6 Home Theater Loudspeakers
DAVID RANADA TECHNICAL EDITOR

Cerwin-Vega's large line of home
theater speaker systems actually
consists of various combinations
of relatively few different com-
ponents. Since each component is
available separately, and there is

no list -price advantage to buying them
by the whole system rather than indi-
vidually, you can mix and match to
your heart's - and wallet's - content.
But you can eliminate much of the
shopping drudgery by accepting the
company's choices in its preselected
systems, one of which is the Powered
System 6 tested here ($1,695 total).

Doing duty as the System 6's main
front left and right speakers and as
surrounds are two pairs of FIT -S5 sat-
ellites ($330 a pair). The HT -55 is a
small sealed -box design using a I -inch
polycarbonate-dome tweeter and a 5 -
inch "midrange" driver. Cerwin-Vega
doesn't call the latter a woofer be-
cause the low frequencies in the sys-
tem are handled by an HT-10PWR
woofer module and because the HT -S5
itself has a built-in low -frequency

(high-pass) filter with a specified
rolloff of 6 dB per octave below 125
Hz. In the home theater context, such
a rolloff is a good idea because it re-
duces the distortion caused by pushing
too hard at low frequencies a driver
that cannot handle them. Crossover to
the tweeter occurs at 7 kHz. Sensitivi-
ty is given as 91 dB sound -pressure
level (SPL) at 1 meter with a I -watt
input, impedance as 8 ohms.

The satellites' black woodgrain, 6 -
pound enclosures measure a smallish
61/2 x 91/4 x 61/4 inches. All the sepa-
rate manuals for the speakers in the
system include a warning not to "sus-
pend, hang, or wall mount" any of the
satellites or the center -channel speaker
"with any brackets, cables, chains, or
hooks." Instead, they are to be placed
on bookshelves or stands, with set -top
placement for the center speaker also
allowed. The HT-S5's do, however,
come with their own wall -mount
brackets, which are presumably okay
to use as long as you follow the
mounting instructions. Amplifier ca-

bles attach via spring connectors to all
the speakers in the system except the
woofer.

The HT-MDC center -channel speaker
($235) does not match the satellites ei-
ther in driver complement or, it turns
out, in sound. It does contain a 1 -inch
polycarbonate-dome tweeter but has
two 5 -inch cone midranges. It also ap-
parently does not have the HT-S5's de-
liberate low -frequency rolloff. That is
reasonable considering that when the
speaker is used in conjunction with a
Dolby Pro Logic decoder in Normal
mode (as it should be for the HT-
MDC), frequencies below 100 Hz in
the center channel would ultimately
end up being reproduced by the woof-
er box anyway. Rated sensitivity of the
HT-MDC is 90 dB SPL, and its nomi-
nal impedance is 8 ohms. Finished like
the satellites, in black woodgrain, the
11 -pound HT-MDC measures 111/2 x
6-1/4 x 61/2 inches.

The most complex component in
the system is the HT-IOPWR powered
woofer module ($800). It contains an
amplifier rated at 100 watts driving a
10 -inch, dual -voice -coil woofer with a
die-cast aluminum frame mounted in a
vented (bass -reflex) enclosure. The
vent is on the front of the 55 -pound
box, which measures 181/2 x 13 x 161/4
inches standing up, although it can be
used flat on its side as well. Also on
the front of the enclosure is the woof-
er's volume -control knob (which has a
maximum dial marking of 11!) with a
position -indicating LED, another LED
indicating that the internal amplifier
"has reached maximum power output
and volume should be reduced," and
the infrared sensor window for the
supplied remote woofer -volume con-
trol. Since the handy remote has only
two buttons (WOOFER-UP/WOOFER-
DOWN), its control codes are prime
candidates for programming into one
of those universal remotes that come
with some VCR's, TV sets, and A/V
receivers.

The HT- I OPWR's back panel has
two input options: line -level phono
jacks or speaker -level multiway bind-
ing posts. Both input connections have
corresponding parallel -connected, loop -
through outputs. That means that there
is no high-pass filtering on the line -
level outputs as there is with some
other powered woofer modules. It's
not essential in this case because of
the low -frequency filtering in the sat-
ellites and the splitting -out of center -
channel bass that occurs in Dolby Pro
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Logic's Normal mode. But the lack of
such filtering may make the HT-
10PWR a less -than -optimum match
for some other speakers. The back
panel also has a knob for varying the
woofer crossover frequency between
45 and 150 Hz, as well as a polarity -
flip switch. AC power enters via a 6 -
foot line cord with a two -prong plug.
A switch sets the woofer for off, on, or
automatic operation. When set to auto-
matic, the woofer senses the presence
of an audio signal and within 3 sec-
onds turns itself on (power -off timeout
is a generous 15 minutes).

Setup was typical for a home theater
speaker system - you get lots of
practice in wire stripping. The speak-
er -placement diagrams in the manuals
were good guides, though I prefer to
have the surrounds more directly to
the sides of the listening area than they
indicate and to have a wider left -right
spacing in the front. We used our nor-
mal layout: front left and right speak-
ers on stands away from the walls,
center speaker either on a low stand in
front of the TV screen or on top of the
screen, and the surrounds elevated on
high shelves directly to the sides of the
main listening position.

Cerwin-Vega's diagrams and the
manual's text emphasize corner place-
ment of the woofer module, which
happily coincided with where the HT -
I OPWR measured and sounded best in
our listening room. A swept sine wave
showed that the woofer delivered us-
able output down to 25 Hz, though
vent noise started to become obvious
about an octave higher (48 Hz). The
noise was masked by most normal
program material, however, becoming
apparent only on pipe -organ pedal -so-
lo passages. The low -frequency rein-
forcement provided by corner place-
ment. in conjunction with the 100 -watt
amplifier built into the woofer, en-
abled us to produce very high bass
levels on soundtracks without ever
lighting the clipping indicator.

You might think that since the HT -
S5 satellites' low -frequency rolloff
point is given as 125 Hz that the HT-
10PWR's crossover setting should be
set to that frequency, too. But in our
listening room I got the best "join"
with the crossover frequency set to its
maximum of 150 Hz. Even then there
was a slight dip in overall system re-
sponse at around 200 Hz. A one -third -
octave measurement of the HT -S5 sat-
ellites' response revealed why that oc-
curred: Placed as we had them, away

from any walls, they actually started
rolling off at around 250 Hz. Nonethe-
less, after careful level -matching of
the woofer with the front satellites, I
was able to obtain a response that var-
ied only ±2.5 dB from below 40 Hz to
approximately 2 kHz.

At higher frequencies the satellites
had a swaybacked response character-
istic, dipping to a minimum of about
-5 dB (relative to the level at 1 kHz)

With the System 6's

HT-10PWR woofer

module in a corner, we

were able to get

very high bass levels

on soundtracks without

ever lighting its

clipping indicator.

and extending over a broad region
from approximately 3 to 8 kHz. Such
a lower -treble trough is a very com-
mon coloration, possibly because it
can reduce the harshness characteristic
of many pop vocals, which are often
recorded using microphones having
the opposite characteristic (a lower -
treble boost). It also removes some of
the natural "bite" of massed classical
strings, however, and promotes a gen-
eral tendency to steeliness and sibi-
lance. All these effects occurred with
the HT-S5's but were more audible on

music recordings than on soundtracks.
The satellites were also surprisingly di-
rectional in the vertical plane for two -
driver speakers, and for best sound the
front satellites should be placed or
aimed as close to ear level as possible.

Pink noise panned across the front
speakers plainly showed that the re-
sponse of the HT-MDC center speaker
was distinctly different from that of
the satellites. Listening to recordings
and making response measurements
showed that it was also decidedly bet-
ter. Its low -frequency rolloff didn't be-
gin until 150 Hz, and its on -axis re-
sponse above that frequency was an
excellent ±2 dB up to around 15 kHz,
with not a trace of a treble dip. It also
exhibited considerably less measur-
able and audible distortion than the
HT -S5 satellites between 150 and 200
Hz. The tonal mismatch of center to
satellites resulted in slightly less pre-
cise imaging in surround operation
than in plain two -channel stereo, with
just the left and right front satellites
operating, when imaging was very
good.

The Powered System 6's overall
sound quality was good for its price,
aided in no small measure by the fine
performance of the HT- I OPWR woof-
er module. But I'd be willing to bet,
without testing, that a custom Cerwin-
Vega system substituting two HT-
MDC speakers for the front two HT -
S5 satellites would actually be, at
$1,835 ($140 more than the Powered
System 6), a much better buy. Three
HT-MDC speakers reproducing the
front channels would yield both a
closer sonic match and significantly
more neutral sound.

Cerwin-Vega, Dept. SR. 555 E. Easy
St.. Simi Valley, CA 93065

"For crying out loud, Vernon, flip the suhwoofer polarity switch!"
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THE WINNER!

inc iim Annual

Rodrigo Cart

caption contest

0011

"If it weren't for my extra -long -throw voice coil. she'd
probably leave me for someone with a bigger magnet."

ound the trumpets and all salute Douglas W.
Alderman, of Novato, California. Dr. Alderman is
the winner of the eleventh Rodrigues Cartoon Cap-
tion Contest, and his winning entry is printed under

the drawing above.
As we have in previous years, in our issue of January

1995 we published a drawing by our regular cartoonist,
Charles Rodrigues, and invited readers to submit captions
for it. The prize for the one the judges consider to be the
funniest is $100 and the original drawing.

The editors of STEREO REVIEW thank Dr. Alderman and
the thousands of others who entered the contest. The quality
of the captions submitted this year was unusually high. En-
tries came from across North America and from such exotic
places as Hong Kong; Curitiba, Brazil; and Jarna, Sweden.

As in most previous Rodrigues contests, this year the mu-

sical composition mentioned in the most entries was Tchai-
kovsky's 1812 Overture. Audio stars Amar Bose, Julian
Hirsch, Henry Kloss, and Matthew Polk were mentioned
along with Newt Gingrich, Speaker of the House. (Get it?)
Many entries mentioned marriage counselors, cumbersome
sleeping arrangements, who gets to be the right channel, and
making beautiful music together.

We are grateful to our previous winners, who served as
judges: Thomas Briggle (Wadsworth, Ohio), Michael Bin -
yon (Weaverville, California), Bruce Barstow (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania), Matthew Mirapaul (Wilmette, Illinois), Marc
Welenteychik (Richmond, Virginia), Douglas Daughhetee
(Birmingham, Alabama), Kelly Mills (Raleigh, North Caro-
lina), Diane Sullivan (Grand Falls, New Brunswick, Cana-
da), Brian Hoffman (New York City), and Ron Haynes
(Nashville, Tennessee).

This year's winner, Dr. Alderman, is a dentist and a cap-
tain in the Coast Guard at present working in medical ad-
ministration. He has been a subscriber to STEREO REVIEW
for more than twenty years and is a dedicated audiophile
who constantly upgrades his equipment. His interests in mu-
sic are wide, ranging from rock, the Eagles, Abba, and Cher
to John Denver. As he grows less interested in pop hits on ra-
dio, Dr. Alderman listens to more and more classical music.

A few runners up in this year's contest are printed below.
If you find one of these funnier than the winning caption,
please don't tell us about it. If your entry is not among the
runners up this year, we wish you better luck next time. We
will announce next year's contest in January 1996.

- William Livingstone

RUNNERS UP

"You're very astute. Most people don't notice that
I'm wearing a hairpiece." - Edward Noroski, Budd Lake, NJ

"We started out as a console, but we've grown apart over
the years." - Steve Nazor, Riverside, CA

"I guess it's no big secret. Blanche and / have been
out of phase for years." - Jim Rolando, Missoula, MT

"On a beautiful day like this we just toss the speaker
grilles and go alfresco. Let the neighbors talk."

- Roger Vance, Crescent City, CA

"We have a spare pair in case you and the wife want to
join us for some surround sound later"

- Eugene K. Althen, Black River Falls, WI

"They came with instructions, but I never read those."
- Pete Christianson and Jim Gerkin, Scottsdale, AZ

"And the other thing / don't like about weekends is that
the satellites are home from school."

- Richard A. Prentice, Charleroi, PA

"Relax, Fred. Lots of men hare occasional problems with
impedance. Just look in the Yellow Pages for a therapist who
is THX-certified." - Dan Geneen, Appleton, WI
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1)1 WA UNE
E i YOUR AIME THEATER
IF YOU LISTEN REAL CLOSE, late at night you can hear home theaters popping up
like mushrooms all over the country. The boom is in full swing as Americans from
coast to coast discover the movie, TV, and pure -music delights available from to-
day's best home audio/video systems and media.

Whether you're starting from scratch or iweating or upgrading an existing setup,
there are probably steps you can take to upgrade your home theater performance.
That may mean nothing more than fine-tuning what you've already got to extract
its best performance, or it could suggest adding or replacing a component or two.
However you approach the task, a few moments (or even hours) spent contem-
plating how to optimize your home theater experience can pay big dividends.

NO -COST UPGRADES
THERE ARE some potential improvements that won't cost you even a thin one.
First and foremost, with home theater sound, as in real estate, the three most im-
portant elements are location, location, and location.

1 GETTING CENTERED
Let's start with the center speaker -
assuming your system includes one (if
not, see below) - by which we mean
a single loudspeaker located smack-
dab on top of (or directly below) the
video screen, dead center (or, better,
behind the screen if you're the lucky
owner of an acoustically transparent
front -projection screen). If your center
speaker is anywhere else, move it.
Systems that use two center speakers
on either side of the screen or, worse,
rely on built-in TV speakers as "dual"
centers are just plain wrong: Only one
thing can be in the center of anything
else, and in the case of home theater
sound we want a single speaker cen-
wed on the screen and as close to it as
possible. Center speakers mounted
back from the front of the screen, such

ism an in -wall design or a conventional
Y speaker on a shelf above and behind

the TV are usually poor solutions -
too far away and almost always sub-
ject to bad reflections from the top of
the TV, the walls, and other surfaces.

Most speakers designed for center -
channel operation are horizontal -lay-
out models that simply sit on top of
the video monitor. That's usually the
optimal arrangement, but you'll prob-
ably get slightly clearer more defined
dialogue and other center -channel
sound if you also slide the speaker for-
ward just a bit, so that its cabinet actu-
ally overhangs the front of the screen
by a half -inch or so. That will slightly
reduce reflections from the screen.
which have a surprisingly big impact
on the speaker's sound.

1 FLANKING MANEUVERS
Next, the main left -right pair. These
speakers should be placed so that their
midrange/tweeter axis is no more than



a foot or so higher or lower than the
center speaker (lower is usually bet-
ter). If the flanking speakers are verti-
cally misaligned by more than a foot,
sounds that pan across the front will
seem to jump around, and the "being
there" illusion will suffer. Most floor -
standing speakers naturally radiate at a
nearly ideal height (if your screen isn't
too far off the floor); bookshelf speak-
ers will need stands. If your current
stands are too low, replace them or
augment them with milk crates - or,
of course, a classier solution of your
choice.

The left and right front speakers
should also be fairly close to the
screen edges if that is practical. With
a big -screen TV or a medium -size
screen in a small room, that may put
the speakers almost against the set;
with a smaller screen, such as a 25 -
inch TV at a 10 -foot viewing distance,
you'll have to "cheat" and put them a
couple feet or so away from the screen
to get a decent stereo spread. But
don't go too far, or you may start to
lose integration between picture and
sound. Remember that the surround
speakers will contribute to the percep-
tion of spaciousness, so if necessary
err on the side of closer together rather
than farther apart - just the opposite
of most folks' instincts.

3 TRIANGULATION
In many systems you find that imaging
and smoothness of panning are en-
hanced if you arrange the front trio so
that all three speakers are almost ex-
actly equidistant from the "sweet
spot" in front of the screen. If you
think about the geometry a bit, you'll
see that that means placing the speak-
ers on the arc of a circle whose center
is your nose, pulling the left/right pair
inward anywhere from a few inches
to a foot or two, depending on room
size and viewing distance. It doesn't
always work magic, but in many in-
stances I've found that this simple
tweak pulled everything together quite
dramatically.

4 SPACING OUT
Surround -speaker positioning may not
be the most important factor overall,
but it's frequently the one with the
most room for improvement. Ideal
placement will vary depending on the
type of surround speaker you're using.
Dipole surrounds (which I think are
quite worthwhile) should be on the

side walls, roughly even with the lis-
tening position, and closer to the ceil-
ing than the floor. That's far from al-
ways possible, however, and with di-
rect -radiating speakers (like the com-
pact bookshelf models frequently
deployed for surround duty) it may not
even be desirable.

Take some time to experiment: Turn
off or disconnect the front speakers
and play a movie with a lot of ambient
sound and several strong surround ef-
fects while listening to the surrounds
alone. Repeat while trying different
arrangements of the surround speak-
ers. Listen for the smoothest, "spaci-
est" sound - that is, the sound that
has the least tendency to "pull" the ear
to one or another surround speaker.
It's important to try for roughly
equidistant placement of the surround
speakers from the listening position.
Otherwise the "precedence effect" will
tend to pull the sound to the closer
side no matter what you do - even in
a system in which you can balance the
outputs of the surround speakers indi-
vidually.

Some setups to consider trying with
direct -radiator surround speakers: on
the side walls aimed backward toward
the corners, on the floor against the
side walls and aimed upward at the
wall/ceiling junctions, and on the rear
wall splayed outward and upward to-
ward the side-wall/ceiling junctions.

But pretty much anything your inge-
nuity can devise that works is "right"
here; listen carefully, and be creative.

5 WOOF, WOOF
Because of the strong influence of
room resonance modes and boundary
reinforcement on low -frequency
smoothness and extension, systems
employing outboard subwoofers can
benefit greatly from relevant place-
ment experiments. Putting the sub
near but not fully in a corner usually
works best.

But for the adventurous, here's a po-
tentially useful and instructive sub -
woofer -placement trick: Put the sub -
woofer where you normally sit - that
is, in the prime listening/viewing posi-
tion (you'll probably have to move
your couch or chair out of the way
temporarily). Hook the subwoofer up
and repeatedly play a scene or track
with relatively steady, deep, and pow-
erful bass. Now move about the room,
listening for (and marking) the spots
where you hear the smoothest, most
extended, yet clearly defined bass,
while rejecting the ones where mid -
bass boom or thinness are apparent -
you'll hear some, trust me.

The best spot you find is where the
subwoofer should go permanently
when you reclaim your rightful place
on the sofa (Barcalounger, whatever).
But note that to obtain fully valid
results you'll really need to crawl
around the room on your back like a
beached turtle, so that your head and
ears are roughly where the subwoofer
would be - standing up drastically
changes things, as you can readily
demonstrate. I therefore strongly ad-
vise that you perform this routine
when you are alone and unobserved!

0 REFLECTIONS
Before we leave speakerdom altogeth-
er, I want to suggest one more experi-
ment. Room reflections play havoc in
most audio systems, so anything we
can do to control them helps. (Book-
shelves, filled with real books, are
very desirable, as randomly sized
books make excellent diffractors.) In a
typical home theater the single most
destructive reflection is that of the
center speaker off the ceiling to the
primary listening position. Try this
(you'll need an accomplice): While
sitting at the prime position, have your
assistant hold a mirror about a foot
square (or round) flat against the ceil-
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ing and slide it around until you can
see the center speaker's tweeter in the
mirror with your head in its normal
listening/viewing position.

The mirror is now on the ceiling's
prime reflector. Mark the spot (non -
permanently!) and cover it with a
piece of acoustically nonreflective ma-
terial as big as you can manage - a
foot square is okay, 2 feet square is
better. The egg -carton -profiled foam -
rubber stuff that things like expensive
cameras are sometimes packed in is
ideal (with the knobby side out, of
course), but you can use anything else
that might absorb and break up sonic
reflections: actual egg cartons, a square

of cardboard painted with adhesive
and dusted with styrofoam "peanuts,"
a flattish chicken -wire cage filled with
old sweaters. whatever. I almost guar-
antee you'll hear a dramatic improve-
ment in dialogue clarity, intelligibility,
and smoothness - and cleaner,
"deeper" musical sound as well. How
to implement a permanently livable
absorber/diffractor I leave up to you;
you'll probably want to replace your
makeshift one with Sonex foam (es-
sentially, the eggy stuff) or a fabric
acoustic panel once you've experi-
enced the difference. Ambitious types
can repeat this exercise for the left and
right speakers as well.

VIDEO TWEAKS
TWEAKING YOUR PICTURE is a more limited field, but not an empty one.
Obviously, the best picture -enhancing move you can make is to buy a bigger,
better video display system - but that is far from "free," so we'll pass it by for
now. Tuning up the one you already have is highly recommended, however.

lA SCREEN TOO FAR
First is the question of viewing dis-
tance: You're probably sitting too far
away. Theoretically, to get something
even remotely resembling a theatrical
field of vision, you need to sit about 6
feet from a 32 -inch TV or about 9 feet
from a 45 -inch rear -projection set.
That's too close for most folks, but
closer is usually better. Find the clos-
est comfortable position, where the
video scan lines are not too obvious,
and work from there.

8 BACK OFF!
Next, set up the screen itself. Most
TV's are set far too bright and with far
too much chroma intensity (the "col-
or" control), usually to compensate for
bright room light. Try dimming the
lights a little (or a lot) and turn both
the contrast (or "picture") and color
controls down until brightly lit scenes
look realistically vivid but not over-
bearing and garish. Now turn the
brightness (or "black level") control
down until dim scenes begin to lose
their black -to -gray definition, then
back up just enough to regain it fully.
And if your set has a comb filter in its
color decoder (pretty much standard in
high-performance models nowadays),
try turning the sharpness (or "detail")
control all (or almost all) the way down.

You should now be seeing a clearly
superior picture relative to what you

started with. For more - much, much
more - on monitor setups, buy (or
beg or borrow from a friend or a help-
ful dealer) a copy of the laserdisc "A
Video Standard" from Reference Re-
cordings (LD-101), which includes
reams of useful information, scores of
invaluable video (and audio) test sig-
nals and patterns, and lots of worth-
while advice.

9 LIGHTING
Another word about room lighting:
Less is more. That is why TV produc-
tion studios are always crepuscular:
Dark rooms enable the low -intensity
pro video monitors, which are more
correct chromatically than most home
models, to work properly. Try tweak-
ing your TV for a room with no direct
lighting except a 40 -watt lamp on ei-
ther side of the screen (as far apart as
possible). With no reflections on the
screen, and low but adequate ambient
light, you give the set a fighting
chance to present its best image.

LOW COST
UPGRADES

THERE ARE A FEW low-cost home the-
ater refinements that are usually well
worth trying. Many more are low-cost
relative only to the price, say, of a
weekend in Bermuda, but are still
highly recommended.

VIDEO INTERCONNECTS
Though I'm not a strong booster of
high-priced designer wire for hi-fi,
video interconnects can sometimes
make a subtle difference because vid-
eo's several -megahertz bandwidth rep-
resents a stiffer transmission challenge
than audio. You don't have to go hog
wild, but better video interconnects
may give you better performance. If
you have a laserdisc player with dual
video outputs you can easily AB
wires: Use different cables to connect
the outputs to Video 1 and 2 inputs on
your TV, and then switch between the
two inputs to compare brightness, col-
or definition, and detail. Cost: $10 to
$50 (and up).

10 5, OR NOT TO S
The five -pin mini -DIN S -video con-
nectors provided on many modern
TV's, laserdisc players, and S -VHS
and Hi8 VCR's hold another potential
edge. Sometimes (though not nearly as
often as people tend to assume) the 5 -
connection will provide a clearly su-
perior picture. It depends largely on
the relative performance of the comb
filters in the source component and the
TV. If your source and video monitor
are both so equipped, it's worth mak-
ing the experiment. But don't be sur-
prised if there's little or no difference,
or if, especially with laserdisc players
or long cable runs, the S -video con-
nection actually looks worse. That's
why you need to look before you leap.
Cost: free if a decent S -cable came
with your components; $15 to $75 for
good aftermarket S -cables.

CLEANING UP
It almost goes without saying that
your tape -based sources - VCR's and
audio cassette decks - should be
cleaned regularly and kept in tiptop
order. If you don't already own the
proper accessories, see your dealer at
once. Cost: $20 to $40. If your main
VCR has seen heavy service for a year
or two with no particular attention,
consider taking it to a technician for a
thorough cleaning and tune-up. That
will cost $50 to $75 but can be worth
every penny in like -new playback.

REMOTE POSSIBILITIES
A well -designed, full -system universal
or "learning" remote control won't do
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a thing for your audio or video repro-
duction, but it can do a great deal for
your own attitude. Some main -system
components come with good remotes;
many do not. A wide variety of after -
market models are available: Look for
good ergonomic design elements such
as well -delineated key groups with
varying sizes and shapes to make by -
feel operation easy. Many of these re-

motes are preprogrammed with all the
codes you'll need, and several feature
"macro" capabilities that enable one -
touch operations: For example, a sin-
gle key could be programmed to turn
on the system, select the laserdisc in-
put and Pro Logic mode, adjust the
volume to your normal listening level,
and commence playback. Cost: typi-
cally $30 to $100.

NOT -SO -LOW-COST UPGRADES
Now TO THE FUN PART: buying neat stuff. A home theater offers even more up-
grade and add-on opportunities than a straight audio system. Choose well, and
you can make big strides in improving audio/video performance.

14 CENTER UP
If your system doesn't include a high-
performance center speaker, run right
out and buy one. Consider a model
made to match the sound of your main
left and right speakers, if those are
"keepers." But if a new center speaker
would mark the first step on a long,
gradual upgrade path, pick out a top-
notch model you like and plan from
there. Remember, the center is the sin-
gle most important speaker for repro-
ducing movie sound. Cost: typically
$150 to $500.

15 GET SURROUNDED
A pair of good dipole (or other spe-
cialized -design) surround speakers can
truly open your ears on well -produced
movie and TV soundtracks. And if
your room layout lends itself to proper
placement, a spookily realistic experi-
ence of sonic envelopment awaits you.
There are dozens of excellent surround
models, both Home THX-certified and
not. Cost: $250 to $1,000 a pair.

1 0 BEAM UP
Consumer video's highest -quality
source delivers the best picture and
sound - and convenience. Yes, laser -
discs are relatively expensive ($25 to
$45), and rentals are much tougher to
find than for videocassettes. And yes,
digital videodisc (DVD) is coming -
someday. But if you want the peak ex-
perience that your home theater can
supply right now, laserdiscs are still
the way to fly. Virtually all current la-
serdisc players are "combi" models
that double as very good audio CD
players as well. Cost: $400 to $1,000
and up.
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11 GET DOWN
If your system sounds great but lacks
the bone -activating deep -bass grunt of
the best cinemas, an easily integrated
powered ("active") subwoofer is the
answer. Many powered subs, includ-
ing some very powerful, extended -
bass designs, are surprisingly com-
pact. Cost: $500 to $1,200 and up.

1 8 POWER UP
Many a home theater could benefit
from additional audio amplification.
There are now a huge variety of power
amplifiers configured to make aug-
menting a receiver -based home theater
system easy and nearly as many that
are ideal for ground -up refits. When it
comes to power, the more the merrier.
Cost: $400 to $1,200 and up.

NOT -EVEN-
REMOTELY -
LOW -COST
UPGRADES

19 THINK BIG
There is no single addition you can
make to a home theater that carries
more impact than a big screen. Let's
face it: The picture dominates our con-
sciousness most of the time, and a big-
ger picture is more, well, dominating.
Big -screen TV's have improved sig-
nificantly in the past five years or so
while almost holding the line on price.
So before you reflexively choose an
under -$1,000 30- to 32 -inch direct -
view screen (the most popular choice,
and by no means a bad one in terms of
performance and value), check out
some 40- to 60 -inch rear -projection
models, especially the new -generation
"widescreen" designs that can entirely
fill their displays with today's letter -
boxed laserdiscs and tapes. Such a set
will cost two to five times as much,
but the difference in impact is immea-
surable. Cost: $2,000 to $5,000.

20 MATCHED SETS
Once you've heard the real thing, it's
hard to go back, so the best advice is
not to audition the high -end stuff until
you're ready to shop seriously. A
matched -design five -speaker -plus -sub -
woofer surround system with plenty of
amplifier power is a dramatic thing.
There are both Home THX and non-
THX systems that truly push the enve-
lope, and many of them are surprising-
ly livable size -wise. Cost: $1,800 to
$6,000 and up.

21 FLIP ON THE BIRD
RCA's remarkable DSS small -dish
(18 -inch) digital satellite system -
soon to be marketed by Sony, too, and
eventually by Toshiba, Panasonic, and
a host of others - is impressive. It's
not perfect, but it delivers picture and
sound that in many respects rival, or
even beat, laserdisc. And for those
without access to cable, or for whom a
big dish is out of the question - well,
say no more. In addition, DSS is hard
to beat for convenience and variety. It
ain't cheap, however (at least, not yet).
Cost: $800 to $950 installed, plus
about $21 to $70 per month.



SHOPPING SMART
A low -stress guide to buying better

BY BERNARD R. KINGSLEY

you've looked at brochures, talked with friends, read
articles in STEREO REVIEW, and drooled over ad-
vertisements. Now you are ready to shop for that

new piece of hi-fi equipment. Your biggest fear, at this point,
is the salesperson. The fact is, a large number of customers
are anxious and unhappy about dealing with sales staff, and
the stores know it.

Salespeople are, in the minds of many, slick pitchmen
who will push merchandise you don't want so that they can
earn big commissions. But unless you plan to shop through
a catalog (more and more of us do), you are likely to end up
dealing with salespeople, and the experience can be surpris-
ingly helpful as long as you (and they) follow some simple
guidelines.

Greeting and Qualifying
Sales staff will begin contact with you by trying to estab-

lish a good basis for communication. Only the most inexpe-
rienced will ask, "Can I help you?" because the knee-jerk

3 reaction is almost always, "No, I'm just looking." True, you
r, may believe that the sales staff will keep you from exploring
ithe merchandise, but good salespeople will offer to guide
iyou to a range of products you might be interested in. One
salesman I met had the perfect answer to "just looking." He

A.

said, "Great. You can touch these, too, and really get a feel
for what the product can do."

You should know that you were selected by the salesper-
son in a very unscientific manner. Most stores have an "up"
system, meaning that salespeople take turns approaching
new customers. Only the busiest stores will allow contact
with anybody who happens to be available.

The fact that you have wound up paired with a particular
salesperson does not mean you must deal with him, howev-
er. If you feel that you and the salesperson just don't hit it
off, "shop around" for a different one. You might even ask
the manager to assign a salesperson to you after a brief dis-
cussion of your needs. That would later offer you the advan-
tage of being recognized as a serious customer.

Successful salespeople try to find out what the customer
wants, and you are therefore likely to be asked some ques-
tions. The process is called qualifying the customer, and you
can help yourself if you are willing to open up a little and
disclose certain things.

You might be asked about the kind of music you listen to,
the components you have in your system now, and the size
of room you listen in. That information reveals both what
you need and what you want. Price is tricky. Most cus-
tomers don't want to disclose their budgets, but you can

Successful

salespeople

try to find

out what the

customer

wants.



SHOPPING SMART

If a component

has many

more features

than similarly

priced models,

ask where

compromises

were made.

save a lot of time if you give a
range and ask to see several models
within that range.

Features, Features
Many electronic components are

priced according to features (not
necessarily quality), and it will help
if you give some indication of
what your preferences are. The fact
is, manufacturers are able to build
almost any product to sell at almost
any price. An autoreverse cassette
recorder with plenty of bells and
whistles can be priced at $49.
There is certainly a market for such
a deck, but not among people who
are serious about sound and con-
struction quality.

Perhaps the biggest frustration salespeople have is that
many customers forget quality and concentrate almost en-
tirely on features. Remember to think about both. The whole
purpose of buying a high-fidelity component is to get good
sound. If a product is loaded with features while competing
models at the same price have far fewer frills, you should
wonder where compromises were made. There are few se-
crets to building audio components, and no one manufactur-
er has a lock on efficient production.

Your listening session should be with music you typically
listen to. If the salesperson has done a good job, he or she
will already have prepared for that. It's best, of course, to
bring your own CD's.

Objections
Most customers don't buy anything, and usually the sales-

person doesn't have a clue as to why. Much of a sales pre-
sentation involves finding out just what a customer is ob-
jecting to. "I want to look around some more" doesn't tell
the salesperson where he failed. Be direct. If you are look-
ing for other brands, different features, or a better price, say
so. Such feedback not only helps you focus on your product
choice, but it also informs the sales staff, the retailer, and ul-
timately the manufacturers about what the public's prefer-
ences are.

Negotiating
Negotiating price is more common in other countries, so

it comes as no surprise that foreign nationals in the United
States tend to haggle as they do in their own countries. What

might surprise you is that they are often quite successful.
Don't assume that the price quoted is the final price. Even
mass -market stores will discount at times if the purchase is
significant (they won't discount that $49 deck). Stores will
discount to keep a customer, to meet a sales budget, or to
clear out remaining inventory.

Discounts are more likely to be available at the end of a
month (to meet a sales budget), and usually only managers
are allowed to reduce price. Discounts can range from 10 to
25 percent on most items. Accessories and speakers may be
discounted even more, since they tend to have higher profit
margins. Accessories can come into the sale as a bonus, too.
If the dealer won't budge on the price, try to get some acces-
sories included. Throwing in a free case of tapes with a tape
deck or a set of stands with speakers can improve the value
to the customer and thus make a sale.

The key to negotiating is to make it clear that you are
ready to buy now. Few managers will bargain unless it is
certain that you are willing to put money on the table if you
are presented with a meaningful discount.

Making It Long -Term
Electronic equipment has become highly reliable, but

everything built by man is bound to break sooner or later. At
the time of sale, make yourself familiar with the warranty
and the service facilities. If there isn't a service department
you should definitely inquire as to how the store plans to

The key to

negotiating is

to make it

clear that you

are willing to

buy now.

handle future problems. Stores with
lots of service may not always have
the lowest prices, but they may
nonetheless offer the best value.

Building relationships with deal-
ers and salespeople can make buy-
ing hi-fi equipment much more re-
warding. The most successful sales
counselor I have ever known was
a guy named Frank who seldom
looked for customers on the sales
floor. It never ceased to amaze me
that so many customers came in
asking for Frank. Customers knew
that they could rely on him to direct

them to good products and to help them later with service
problems. Frank was not only successful, he was happy in
his job. I bet his customers were happy, too.

Bernard R. Kingsley has worked as a sales counselor and
sales manager for a number of consumer -electronics retailers.
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Why you should pay $349 for this radio.

Obviously, it better not be just

another radio. This one isn't. Quite

simply, the Bose® Wave® radio gives

you sound that's richer, more natural,

more lifelike than you've ever heard

from a radio. Many people think it

actually sounds more like a stereo sys-

tem. It's no exaggeration to say you

have to hear it to believe it.

Finally, Bose sound
from a small radio.

The Wave® radio is from Bose,

one of the world's leading makers of

audio equipment. A few years ago, we

undertook the task of getting Bose -

quality sound from a small radio. To

do it, we used our patented acoustic

waveguide speaker technology. Just as

a flute strengthens a breath of air to fill

an entire concert hall, the waveguide

produces room -filling sound from a

small enclosure.

Touch a button and hear

your favorite music come

alive in rich, lifelike

stereo sound - do,7.?

sound that

lets you

hear every note the way it's meant to

be heard. Which is why it's well worth

$349. No matter what kind of music

you enjoy, the Wave® radio will truly

VCR to make your favorite programs

and movies come alive.

increase your listening Iftaftftftio:/P'

pleasure. Consider that Popular

Science honored the Wave® radio with

a "Best Of What's New" award.

Business Week named it a "Best New

Product of 1994." And since it's small

enough to fit almost anywhere, you

can listen in your bedroom, living

room, kitchen, or any room.

Great sound made easy.
In addition to great sound, we

built in an array of easy -to -use features

no other radio gives you. Operate the

radio from

across the

room with

the credit

ca7d-sized

remote con-

trol. Pre-set

your favorite six

AM and six FM

stations and switch

between them at the touch

of a button. Bring great sound

to your favorite recordings by con-

necting the Wave® radio to your CD or

cassette player. Or connect your TV or

Enjoy six easy payments
and free shipping.

We don't expect you to take

our word for how good the Wave®

radio sounds. You really have

to hear it to believe it. The Wave®

radio is available directly from

Bose. Use the toll -free number or the

coupon to request more information.

Or call to try

out the Wave®

radio in your

home for

fourteen days, satisfaction guaranteed.

If you love it, keep it. If not, return it

for a refund of the purchase price. Call

today and enjoy the convenience of six

easy payments. We'll even pay the $15

charge to ship it to your door.*

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. RPIF2A,

or send the coupon today.

You've had a lot of radios-small

radios, portable radios. It's time you

owned the best -sounding radio-the

Bose Wave® radio.

-Call 1-800-845-BOSE,-
ext. RPIF2A.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Name (Please print)

Address

City

Daytime telephone

State Zip

Evening telephone

Mail to: Bose® Corporation, Dept. CDD-RPIF2A,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168, or
fax to 508-485-4577.

I99 B. eurpuramun. covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. Price n stibtect to change without notice.
'Installment payment plan and free shipping otters expire ()anther 31, 1n9 3.



uated in three phases. Phase One start-
ed with inspecting each speaker anC
performing a knuckle -rap test - sim-
ply tapping the enclosure to disclose
unwanted cabinet -esonances or
ringing grille. Then iet the speakers
up in my listening ro_in and measured
frequency response (on -axis and 30
and 45 degress off -axis), sensitivity (at
1 meter with a 1 -wart input), and im-
pedance to get a feel for their perfor-
mance. Measurements were made with -
the speakers placed both on stands.
away from the wall and on the Hoer
next to the wall (to ..2.auge the effects
of boundary reinfcrcement on bass
response). Of course, I also listened tog
each speaker pair playing a variety of
music ranging from classical to pop Z,
to rap.

Phase Two consisted of a battery of l,
frequency -response measurements and 5
listening tests conducted outdoors. a

is hard enough to build a lou
speaker that's able to reproduce the

intricacies of music accurately, lei
alone one that sounds good and can be
left outside in all kinds of weather. A
true outdoor speaker should be able to
withstand the effects of rain. wind-
blown dust, heat, cold, humidity, salt
(in coastal areas), airborne pollutant,
(in cities), and ultraviolet (UV) rays.
not to mention assorted insects, birds,
and four -legged critters. In other
words, it must be made of materials -
like aluminum and special plastics -
that resist corrosion and tolerate tem-
perature extremes. Otherwise. drie--
cones and surrounds will crack ()-
melt, voice -coil formers and other crit-
ical components will be thrown out or
whack, metal parts will corrode, glues
will break down, and enclosures will
deteriorate.

Given the challenges of building a
speaker that can withstand all the ele-
ments in Mother Nature's arsenal, we
wondered how many outdoor speakers
actually live up to their name. Can you
really leave them outside all the time?
Even in the winter? We were also anx-
ious to find out how all-weather

L Z±A-LC±
speakers stack up in terms of sound
quality. To shed some light on these
questions, we chose ter models - out
of more than a hundred on the market
today - and put them through their
paces, indoors and outside. The test
candidates were selected with an eye
toward variety il,ted performance,
styling, and price - ranging from
$159 a pair to a still -reasonable $499
a pair.

The contenders: B.Q.C. America's
Adatto ($159 a pair), Bose's Model
151 ($299 a pair), the Boston Acous-
tics Runabout II ($250 a pair), JBL's
ProIIIAW ($330 a pair). the NEAR
AEI. -1.4 ($450 a pair), Parasound's
Nomad 10 ($499 a pair), Pioneer's
CSL-70E ($369 a pair), the Polk Au-
dio AW/M5 ($450 a pair), the Rockus-
tics Econorock ($400 a pair), and So -
name's MB20 ($399 a pair).

All but two speaker pairs were eval-

By Tom Nousaine
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BOSTON ACOUSTICS
RUNABOUT II

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
paintable off-white polypropylene -resin
with epoxy -coated steel grille; sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: C -bracket
supplied

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 41/2 -inch
copolymer woofer with rubber
surround, 3/4 -inch dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth,
80 Hz to 20 kHz; sensitivity, 90 dB SPL;
impedance, 8 ohms; recommended
input power, 5 to 50 watts

DIMENSIONS: 8.1/4 x 5741 x 61/4
inches (H x W x D)

WEIGHT: 5 pounds

WARRANTY: 1 year

PRICE: 5250 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Boston Acoustics,
Dept. SR. 70 Broadway. Lynnfield,
MA 01940

Eight of the speaker pairs, those meant
for wall -mounting, were successively
installed 10 feet apart in two locations:
directly under a soffit, facing out to-
ward the patio in my backyard, and 3
feet below the soffit and about 6 feet
from the ground, so that they were in
the middle of the wall. The speakers
were mounted on either side of a slid-
ing glass door. The wall to which they
were fastened ends in a corner at the
right, where it adjoins a 5 -foot -long
wall (2 feet away from the right speak-
er position). A wooden -slat privacy
fence butts up against the 5 -foot wall.
Following the manufacturers' recom-
mendations, I placed the other two
speaker pairs, the Rockustics Econo-
rock and Pioneer CSL-70E, out in the
yard. Each stereo pair was spaced 10
feet apart, the Econorocks sitting on
the ground and the CSL-70E's elevat-
ed on stakes. These two speakers were
tested in only one location.

For the listening tests, I was seated
12 feet away on the patio, equidistant
from each speaker in the pair under

test. I evaluated the speakers in terms
of spectral balance and definition (the
ability to play cleanly and sound nat-
ural), spatial rendition (or imaging, the
ability to locate sounds accurately in
space), and dynamics (the ability to
play loudly with grace.)

Phase Three involved taking one
speaker from each of eight pairs to a
local lab, where they were frozen,
baked, and sprayed with water in an
effort to gauge long-term durability
(see "Life Testing" at right for the re-
sults). When the torture tests were
complete, I compared the frequency
response of each environmentally chal-
lenged speaker to that of its sibling.
We excluded B.I.C. America's Adatto
and Parasound's Nomad Ten from this
round of testing because the Adatto is
not designed to withstand temperature
extremes and the Nomad Ten was a
preproduction prototype.

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
RUNABOUT II

One of three "indoor/outdoor"
loudspeakers from Boston
Acoustics, the midprice Run-

about II is described as being "ideal
for decks, patios, or indoor use." Its
41/2 -inch woofer and 3/4 -inch tweeter
are housed in a polypropylene -resin
enclosure with a paintable off-white
finish and an epoxy -coated steel grille.
The sealed cabinet is sturdy and
acoustically inert. A hard rap on its
side returned a dull thunk (and sore
knuckles) with no hint of ringing, and
when I accidentally dropped one of
the speakers onto a cement patio stoop
from a height of 8 feet (ouch!), it sur-
vived without a scratch. Signals enter
the Runabout via a recessed pair of
gold-plated binding posts, and the
speaker comes with a pair of epoxy -
coated -steel C -brackets that accom-
modate either vertical or horizontal
mounting and provide a full 180 de-
grees of swivel action.

In my listening room, the Runabout
II proved to be an excellent -sounding
speaker, though it was a bit shy in the
bass department. Response was almost
perfectly flat from 200 Hz to 20 kHz,
even when measured 45 degrees off -
axis. As with most speakers that have
a small woofer, its low -frequency out-
put was restrained below about 200
Hz, but moving the speakers next to
the wall extended output to below 90
Hz. Sensitivity clocked in at a respect-
able 91 dB. Although Boston Acous-
tics rates the speaker for 8 ohms, the
impedance hit a minimum of 3.6

LIFE TESTING
There are two ways to predict how well a

speaker is going to hold up under direct

exposure to the elements. You can stick it

outside and simply monitor its performance

over a period of time, or you can take it to a

laboratory that specializes in "accelerated

life testing." If you've got a year or two to

spare, the first approach might provide a

fairly reliable reading on the speaker's

resilience. Then again, if you happen to hit

an exceptionally mild summer or winter, it

might not. That leaves accelerated life

testing as the most practical means of evalu-

ating the longevity of outdoor speakers.

Since most of the speakers in our test

group are covered by a five-year warranty,

we arranged to have one speaker from each

of eight pairs (excluding BIC America's Adatto

and Parasound's Nomad Ten) subjected to a

series of accelerated life tests. Conducted at

International Jensen's R&D facility in Schiller

Park, Illinois, the tests were designed to

simulate five years' worth of intermittent

exposure to water and temperature extremes

common in the U.S. Each speaker was

exposed to four cycles of a 2 -hour rain bath

(250 cubic centimeters of water per minute

for an hour, followed by an hour of play

with an 8 -watt input). Temperatures were

cycled between -20° and 120° Fahrenheit for

8 hours. And, finally, each speaker was

"soaked" at 100 -percent relative humidity

(RH) at 100° F for 16 hours, then dried at

120° F at 20 percent RH for 8 hours.

Although this lineup of tests may have

been less stringent than those imposed by

some of the manufacturers themselves - we

didn't do UV, dust, or salt -spray tests, for

example - I was impressed when the

post-test frequency -response measurements

for all eight models turned out to be identical

to the measured responses of their uncooked

siblings. Furthermore, none of the battered

speakers looked any different. No fading,

cracking, peeling, or rusting.

Beyond the rigors imposed by harsh

weather, another factor that's guaranteed to

affect the longevity of all-weather speakers is

incoming power. It's all too easy to pump

too much juice into a pair of outdoor speakers

because It's hard to gauge actual volume

levels outside. That's why it's always a good

idea to stick fairly close to the recommended

amplifier power limits. - T.N.
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ohms, so avoid wiring a couple of
Runabouts in parallel unless you're
sure your amplifier can handle a 2 -
ohm load.

Installing the Runabout II's outside
was easy: I secured each bracket using
two drywall screws and locked each
speaker into place by tightening the
plastic twist -grip -capped screw on
each end of the bracket. Of all the
mounting systems supplied with the
test candidates, I found the Runabout's
brackets to be the easiest to use.

Out on the patio, the Runabout II's
high -quality delivery remained largely
intact - even with the response
anomalies introduced by wall/soffit
reflections. And, as with most of the
speakers in the test group, midwall
mounting was superior to soffit
mounting, reducing colorations signif-
icantly. Low -frequency response was
adequate down to roughly 60 Hz, and
the sound remained clear and articu-
late with only moderate vocal col-
orations. The overall presentation was
"alive" and possessed a true hi-fi feel,
with great balance and excellent de-
tail. Of course, real bass was pretty
much absent, so orchestral recordings
sounded somewhat thin.

The Boston Acoustics Runabout II
lives up to its indoor/outdoor label,
providing excellent sound quality both

BOSE MODEL 151

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
black or white molded polypropylene
with stainless -steel grille; vented

MOUNTING HARDWARE: none
supplied; optional SM- I surface -mount
bracket ($44 a pair) and FM -I flush -
mount marine bracket ($99 a pair)

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 41/2 -inch
Kevlar-composite full -range with
silicone -coated rubber surround

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth and
sensitivity not given; impedance, 4 ohms;
recommended input power, 10 to 80 watts

DIMENSIONS: 6 x 9 x 6 inches
(H x W x D)

WEIGHT: 41/2 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $299 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Bose Corp., Dept. SR,
The Mountain, MA 01701-9168

777

on the patio and in the living room.
My only complaint: the one-year war-
ranty seems a bit skimpy.

BOSE MODEL 151
Beyond temperature extremes
and direct exposure to rain,
Bose's Model 151 "environ-

mental" speaker is also rated to with-
stand the ultracorrosive effects of salt
water. Its 41/2 -inch full -range driver is
housed in a tough polypropylene cabi-
net with a painted stainless -steel grille
and two recessed binding posts in the
rear. While the enclosure is acoustical-
ly solid - my knuckle -rap test re-
turned a nice dull clunk - I got the
grille to ring slightly with a firm
whack. The only mounting provisions
are a pair of threaded inserts on top of
the speaker's cabinet; two different
brackets are available as options.

In my listening room, the Model
151's response sloped downward from
around 300 Hz and extended out to
about 12 kHz measured on -axis. The
bass was pretty thin until I moved the
speakers next to the wall, which ex-
tended response down to roughly 100
Hz. Off -axis response began rolling
off above 8 kHz at 30 degrees and
above 3 kHz at 45 degrees. Sensitivity
registered a healthy 91 dB. Impedance
drooped to a minimum of 3.7 ohms.

While you could use simple wire
straps or L -brackets to mount the
151's, I used Bose's optional SM-1
bracket assembly ($44 a pair). I af-
fixed each bracket to the wall behind
my patio using a couple of drywall
screws. Then I fastened a curved fix-
ture to the top of each speaker cabinet
using the supplied machine screws. Fi-
nally, I slipped the speaker fixture into
the wall bracket and used another pair
of machine screws to tighten things
down. (The bracket has a dozen screw
slots, which allow you to adjust the
angle of the speaker.) The installation
was pretty straightforward, although I
had to fiddle a bit with the last two
screws to get them in.

Outside, the Bose 151's proved to
be less sensitive to placement than
most of the other test candidates. In
other words, when I moved them from
the soffit to the midwall position, the
changes in measured response weren't
as dramatic as they were with most of
the competition. Sound quality was
smooth and easy, particularly at the
midwall location - which, by the
way, is where Bose recommends
mounting the speakers. Vocals were
only slightly colored, and saxophones

POLK AUDIO AW/M5

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
black or white polymer with plastic
grille; sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: integral
pivo;ing bracket

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 61/2 -inch
mineral -injected polyoletin woofer, I -inch
dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth, 50 Hz to
23 kHz; sensitivity, 91 dB SPL:
impedance, 8 ohms; recommended input
power, 20 to 125 watts

DIMENSIONS: 131/4 x 81/4 x 9
maw, sWx D)

WEIGHT: 9 pounds

WARRANTY: 2 years (can be extended to
5 years by mailing warranty card to Polk)

PRICE: $450 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Polk Audio,
Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore,
MD 21215

and trumpets were only a tad squeaky.
Although overall sound quality was
not quite hi-fi, it was still very satisfy-
ing. Imaging from my preferred patio
seat was better than with any other
speaker in the group, most likely a
byproduct of the 151's relatively di-
rectional radiation pattern. The 151's
also exhibited excellent dynamic con-
trol - that is, no buzzing or rattling
under normal operating conditions.

In the final analysis, the Bose Model
151 was the most versatile speaker of
the lot. Between its compact size and
marine rating, you should be able to
use it just about anywhere without
reservation.

POLK AUDIO AW/M5
Polk Audio's AW/M5 is the all-
weather version of the compa-
ny's M5 home speaker. The

wedge-shaped polymer enclosure
housing its 61/2 -inch woofer and 1 -

inch tweeter is described as impervi-
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SONANCE MB20

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
paintable black or white ABS plastic
with painted stainless -steel grille; sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: plastic
nail hanger supplied; optional MB Swivel
Mount ball -joint bracket ($130 a pair)
and MB C Mount bracket ($88.75 a pair)

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 61/2 -inch

polypropylene woofer with
treated urethane surround, I -inch
polycarbonate dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency
response, 65 Hz to 20 kHz t3 dB
(anechoic); sensitivity, 89 dB SPL;
impedance, 8 ohms; recommended
input power, 5 to 75 watts

ous to water and UV -resistant to pre-
vent fading, cracking, and warping.
The woofer is on a sloped baffle above
the tweeter, but the speaker can also
be mounted with the tweeter on top or
horizontally (in a corner). The sealed
enclosure is totally inert. Knuckle raps
were greeted with a dull thunk, and
the press -fit plastic grille never uttered
a peep. The cabinet has spring -clip
speaker -wire connectors around back,
and its integral pivoting bracket ac-
commodates just about every imagin-
able mounting scenario.

Indoors, the overall sonic character
of the AW/M5 was smooth and ex-
tended. Low -frequency output fell off
quickly below 100 Hz but was extend-
ed to around 60 Hz when I moved the
speakers next to the wall. Sensitivity
was 87 dB. Falling on the low side of
Polk's 8 -ohm rating, impedance bot-
tomed out at 4.8 ohms.

The AW/M5's integral mounting
bracket is clever and relatively easy to
install as long as you check out the
manual beforehand. After removing
two plastic pegs to separate the brack-
et from the enclosure, I fastened the
bracket on the wall next to my patio
using a couple of screws. Then I re-
united the cabinet and bracket by in-
serting the plastic pegs back into their
respective holes -a task that requires
a light touch and a little patience be-
cause you have to line up the pegs (on
the back of the cabinet) while holding
the speaker against the wall.

From under the soffit above my pa-
tio, the AW/M5's sounded decent, but
reflections from the side wall and sof-
fit muddled things a bit. Vocal col-
oration, for example, was noticeable
but not overwhelming. The speakers
sounded better with midwall mounting

DIMENSIONS: 13 x 83/6 x 81/2 inches
(H x W x D)

WEIGHT: R1/4 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $399 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Sonance,
Dept. SR, 961 Calle Negocio, San Clemente,
CA 92672-6202

and better still (read: most natural)
when I simply set them on the patio
with their backs to the wall. Vocals
were cleaner, and bass was stronger
and tighter. Although the AW/M5's
were able to play satisfyingly loud in
all of the positions, they could be
pushed only so far before rattles and
buzzes materialized, most noticeably
on a jazz track featuring bowed string -
bass lines.

Thanks to its flexible mounting
bracket and generally clean sound,
Polk's AW/M5 speaker can be used
virtually anywhere - inside or out.

SONANCE MB20
The MB20 is one of five "in-
door/ outdoor" speakers avail-
able from Sonance, the compa-

ny best known for its extensive line of
in -wall speakers. It packs a 61/2 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter in a "wa-
ter-resistant" ABS-plastic enclosure

that is paintable and available in black
or white. Incoming speaker wires are
secured by a pair of spring -clip con-
nectors on the back of the cabinet.
While the MB20's sealed cabinet ap-
pears solid, the ol' knuckle test pro-
duced a hollow knock - and a metal-
lic ring (courtesy of its steel grille)
when I rapped harder. A nail -hanger
mounting plate with two slotted screw
holes is supplied.

In my listening room, the MB20's
output extended down to about 50 Hz
and exhibited an upward -sloping char-
acteristic that flattened out off the
main axis. Although its response curve
was fairly uniform, it didn't fall within
the ±3 -dB window specified by So-
nance. Sensitivity measured 86 dB,
and impedance reached a minimum of
7.1 ohms, making the MB20 suitable
for parallel hookups.

The supplied nail -hanger plate pro-
vides a simple yet effective mounting
system, although I wouldn't trust it to
hold the speakers during a hurricane.
First I secured the plate to the back of
the speaker using two screws. Then I
simply hung the speaker on a couple
of screws I had put in the wall. There
was one minor complication: I had to
enlarge the "nail" holes slightly, which
probably wouldn't have been neces-
sary if I had used a nail or a different
type of screw. Optional mounting
brackets are available from Sonance if
you want a more permanent installa-
tion or need a bracket that lets you aim
the speaker's output.

Although its output was plagued by
interference patterns (mostly from
side -wall reflections) in both the soffit
and midwall locations, the MB20
sounded as good outside as any other

JBL PROIII AW

.4t

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
black or white die-cast polypropylene
with painted metal grille; vented

MOUNTING HARDWARE: none supplied;
optional MTC-8 L -bracket ($20 a pair),

MTC-2 angled swivel bracket ($69
each), and MTC-3 ceiling bracket ($99 each)

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 5 -inch
polymer -laminate woofer, I -inch titanium -
dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth, 65 Hz to
27 kHz; sensitivity, 87 dB SPL; impedance,
4 ohms; recommended input power,
10 to 100 watts

DIMENSIONS: 91/4 x 61/4 x 5544 inches
(H xWx D)

WEIGHT: 4-1/4 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $330 a pair

MANUFACTURER: JBL, Dept. SR, 80
Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797
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ROCKUSTICS ECONOROCK

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
crushed stone and resin: sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: none supplied

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: coaxial 8 -inch
polypropylene woofer with rubber surround
and I -inch polycarbonate tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency
response, 65 Hz to 20 kHz ±8 dB;
sensitivity, 92 dB SPL; impedance, 4 ohms;
maximum input power, 70 watts

PRICE: $400 a pair

DIMENSIONS: 16 x I41/2 x 9 inches
(H x W x D)

WEIGHT: 2 1 'A pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

MANUFACTURER: Rockustics,
Dept. SR., 15400 E. Batavia Dr.,
Aurora, CO 80011

speaker in the lot except Boston's
Runabout II. Bass extended down to
50 Hz, but it was a bit boomy and not
quite as natural -sounding as the rest of
the spectrum, which was clean and
well balanced for the most part. Vocal
colorations were minimal, and there
was plenty of musical detail. Interest-
ingly, when the MB20 was driven into
overload, distortion invaded male and
female vocals well before the woofer
protested.

The Sonance MB20 is billed as an
indoor/outdoor speaker, but it really
performs best outdoors.

JBL PROM AW
The ProIIIAW, the outdoor ver-

sion of JBL's Proill minispeak-
er, has a professional, bullet-

proof look about it -a look that sug-
gests it could survive a fall from the
top of the Sears Tower. Designed to
"withstand the rigors of the outdoor
environment," the matte -black poly-
propylene cabinet houses a 5 -inch
woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter. The
spring -clip connectors on the back of
the cabinet have such a tight grip that
you can actually swing the speaker
around by the cables (don't try this at

home). A small port on the speaker's
baffle has an internal screen to keep
those pesky bugs out. The knuckle test
produced only sore knuckles, thanks
in part to the thick rubber gasket that
separates the metal grille from the en-
closure. No mounting hardware is pro-
vided, although JBL offers three op-
tional brackets.

Indoors, the ProlHAW's response
was smooth and nicely balanced out to
20 kHz measured on -axis. Bass fell off
quickly below 200 Hz without wall re-
inforcement. Moving the speakers
next to the wall filled the gap down to
about 100 Hz. Sensitivity was 90 dB,
and impedance hit a low of 3 ohms.

JBL didn't provide any mounting
hardware, so I simply hung the speak-
er on a hook screw - definitely not a
permanent mounting solution.

Like most of the other speakers in
the test group, the ProllIAW sounded
best when it was mounted midwall,
which greatly minimized the colora-
tions produced by soffit reflections.
Overall, the speaker was quite clean
sounding, delivering a tight center
image and lots of detail. Of course,
there was no bass to speak of, but it
was able to play very loudly without
breaking up.

JBL's ProlIlAW is a very flexible
speaker that should find a home in
most outdoor applications.

ROCKUSTICS ECONOROCK
Nowfor something really dif-

ferent -a speaker that looks
like a prop from the set of The

Flintstones. Set by itself on the patio,
the Econorock doesn't look quite like
a real rock (its perforated "grille" is
plainly visible), but I'm sure its
crushed -stone and resin exterior will
fool plenty of people when it's in a
garden or among shrubs. Described as

"weather and waterproof," it's one of
fifteen all-weather speakers available
from Rockustics, a company specializ-
ing in rock -like outdoor speakers that
sell for $300 to $1,800 a pair. The
Econorock has an 8 -inch coaxial driv-
er and is designed to sit directly on the
ground. Speaker -wire connections are
handled by a stripped pair of wire pig-
tails that protrude from its base. Con-
trary to the manufacturer's claim that
one Econorock weighs less than 10
pounds, the samples I tested weighed
about 19 and 21 pounds, respectively.
These rocks are solid, so I gave my
battered knuckles a rest.

Sitting on the carpeted floor of my
listening room -a sight to behold -
the Econorocks played down to 60 Hz
with authority. Low -frequency repro-
duction was smooth and natural, mak-
ing the Econorock the best bass per-
former of the test lot. Even so, pipe -
organ recordings were still out of the
question. On -axis response exhibited
considerable roughness above 1 kHz
- most noticeable was a large peak at
3 kHz. Sensitivity was below spec at
87 dB and impedance dropped to 3.8
ohms at its lowest point.

Although most Econorock owners
have the speakers professionally in-
stalled, any reasonably handy person
should be able to handle the job.
Rockustics even provides an 800 num-
ber for technical support. Other than
joining bare wires together and bury-
ing or hiding the speaker cables, in-
stalling the rocks requires nothing
more than picking the best -sounding
location for each speaker.

The Econorock's low -frequency
performance was nearly the same on
the grass as it was on the carpet - ro-
bust down to 60 Hz. There was also a
peak at 3 kHz, and the response was
pretty uneven overall. Still, the col -

NEAR AEL-1.4

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
black, white, or beige (special
order) high -density polyethylene with
plastic gri]le; vented

MOUNTING HARDWARE: optional
U -bracket ($40 a pair) and hanging bracket
($32 a pair)

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 51/4 -inch
aluminum -alloy woofer with rubber surround,
1 -inch titanium inverted -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth, 48 Hz to
25 kHz; sensitivity, 90 dB SPL; impedance,
4 ohms: maximum input power, 150 watts

DIMENSIONS: 14 x 8 x 5 inches (H x W x D)

WEIGHT: 12 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $450 a pair

MANUFACTURER: New England Audio
Resource (NEAR), Dept. SR, 12 Foss Rd.,
Lewiston, ME 04240
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PARASOUND NOMAD TEN

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
black or white glass -filled polypropylene
with painted steel grille; sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: integral
ball -joint swivel bracket

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 61/2 -inch
polycarbon woofer with rubber surround,
I -inch soft -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
36 Hz to 20 kHz ±2.5 dB; sensitivity,
89.5 dB SPL; impedance, 8 ohms; maximum
input power. 120 watts

DIMENSIONS: 121/4 x 81 x 8 inches
(H x W x D)

WEIGHT: 83/4 pounds

WARRANTY: 2 years

PRICE: $499 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Parasound, Dept. SR,
950 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111

orations were subdued out of doors, so
the rocks sounded fairly open and
clear. But when they were driven hard,
the high frequencies sounded pinched
and squawky. On the plus side, there
was no buzzing or rattling, even when
I pushed the rocks way beyond their
recommended 70 -watt limit.

I was pleasantly surprised by the
Econorock's performance - especial-
ly at the low end.

NEAR AEL-1.4
The folks at NEAR (New Eng-
land Audio Resource) take the
outdoor speakers they make

very seriously - so seriously that they
have been known to attract attention at
Consumer Electronics Shows in recent
years by playing a speaker while it's
completely submerged in a clear barrel
filled with water. The AEL-1.4, one of
six all-weather speakers from NEAR
that range in price from $318 to
$1,200 a pair, teams a 51/4 -inch woofer
(the same one used in the water demo)
and a I -inch tweeter in a high -density
polyethylene enclosure with a pair of
binding posts on its back panel. When
subjected to the knuckle -rap test, the
cabinet emitted a slightly hollow
thunk but the plastic grille was silent.
No mounting hardware is supplied,
but NEAR offers optional brackets.

Indoors, the AEL-1.4's output was
rather lackluster in the bass depart-
ment, with rolloff starting at 300 Hz.
When I moved the speaker next to the
wall, however, its output extended
down to about 60 Hz. At the other end
of the frequency spectrum, response
began rolling off gently above 8 kHz.
Sensitivity was 89 dB, and impedance
hit bottom at 3.7 ohms.

I secured the AEL-1.4's to the wall
behind my patio using the optional U-
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bracket ($40 a pair) -a task that in-
volved fastening the bracket to the
wall using drywall screws and the
bracket to the cabinet using two sup-
plied machine screws, one on each
side. The hardest part of the job is
keeping the l2 -pound speaker steady
during installation, so as not to deform
the soft -metal bracket.

Outside, the AEL-1.4's response
was affected by the same interference

PIONEER CSL-70E

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
paintable black or white Lexan with
stainless -steel grille; sealed

MOUNTING HARDWARE: ball -joint
swivel bracket supplied; optional
CPL -S536 garden stake ($45 a pair)

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 41/2 -inch
woofer with rubber surround, 1/4 -inch
tweeter (both made of graphite -
reinforced polypropylene)

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth. 75 Hz to
22 kHz; sensttR11), 88 dB SPL, impedance,
8 ohms; recommended input power,
10 to 150 watts

DIMENSIONS: 101/4 x 51/2 x 81/2 inches
(oval, HxWx D)

WEIGHT: 51/2 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $369 a pair

MANUFACTURER: Pioneer Electronics
Technology, Dept. SR, 1800 W. Holt Ave.,
Pomona, CA 91768

patterns that plagued all of the test
speakers. Vocal colorations were fairly
strong at the soffit location but im-
proved when the speakers were placed
midwall. Depending on my listening
position and the program material, the
image sometimes wandered from side
to side. Low -frequency performance
was above average for the test group,
and the AEL-l.4's were able to play
very loud with excellent impact, al-
though the presentation got hard and
metallic as the speaker approached its
power -handling limits.

PARASOUND NOMAD TEN
parasound's Nomad Ten is the
flagship in a new five -model
series of "surround/outdoor"

speakers that range in price from $120
to $499 a pair. Described as "com-
pletely weatherproof and ideal for pa-
tio or pool installations," it combines a
61/2 -inch woofer and a I -inch tweeter
in a glass -filled polypropylene enclo-
sure with a pair of gold-plated binding
posts on its back panel. Unfortunately,
the Nomads we received were prepro-
duction prototypes, so they didn't
have the integral ball joint bracket that
will appear on the final version, which
should be in stores by now. A rap of
the knuckle on the side of the cabinet
returned a soft, hollow clunk.

Indoors, the Nomad Ten's measured
response rolled off below 200 Hz and
had a I 2 -dB peak at 12.5 kHz. Bass
response dipped down to about 50 Hz
when I moved the speakers next to the
wall. Sensitivity was 87 dB, and im-
pedance fell to 6 ohms.

Since Parasound didn't provide any
mounting hardware, I used a bracket
from one of the other speakers to se-
cure it to the wall outside. On the pa-
tio, the Nomad Ten had the best bass
response after the Econorock, but it
tended to lapse into fuzzy distortion
when played loudly enough to over-
come traffic noise. There was also
some vocal coloration, and detail was
below average compared with the
competition. But the Nomad Ten's
biggest sonic limitation outdoors was
in the dynamics department. That
would not be a problem, however, if
the speaker were used indoors for sur-
round duty in a home theater setting.

PIONEER CSL-70E
From Pioneer Electronics Tech-
nology, a division of Pioneer
that specializes in speakers,

comes the oddly styled CSL-70E,
which looks like a prop from the set of



USING
SPEAKERS

OUTSIDE
Where you put outdoor speakers has

a big effect on performance. The tests

I conducted showed that wall -mounting a pair

of speakers about 10 feet apart and 6 feet

from the ground provides decent lateral

coverage for a relatively large area. But while

mounting a pair of speakers out in the open

can provide surprisingly clean reproduction.

it can also produce dead spots - which

might be a welcome thing at parties.

Soffit -mounting is the option most people

find appealing because it puts the speakers

up and out of the way and shields them from

direct rain and sunlight. But from a sonic

standpoint. it has its problems. Sound

reflected from the overhang can create strong

interference patterns. And the closer the

speaker is to a corner. the more interference.

In my backyard. the combination of

reflections off the soffit and the nearby wall

produced response errors on the order

of y.:15 dB. The result: Singers often sounded

like they had colds. and saxophones and

trumpets sounded squeaky.

Another interesting sonic condition

materialized in my patio listening tests. The

aluminum siding on neighboring houses

created a slap -echo effect. At one point,

synthesizer thwacks "walked" over to the

neighbor's place and back. One way to avoid

this problem is to place the speakers out in

the yard, facing away from the Joneses.

The other general problem with outdoor

speakers is that it's really difficult to get

decent bass outside. Our tests revealed that

soffit and midwall mounting provided sig-

nificant bass reinforcement (usually above 60

Hz), but that effect was usually muddled by a

huge boost around 200 to 300 Hz. Even the

Rockustics Econorock. with its 8 -inch woofer.

was pretty much out of the bass game by 60

Hz. The moral to this story: Outdoor speakers

can sound acceptable with a good deal of

rock and pop music. but you can forget about

pipe -organ music or gut -thumping rap.

Despite these sonic maladies, I was

pleasantly surprised at how good many of

the patio -challenged speakers sounded. All

were able to play loudly enough to be

easily heard. and their sound, more often

than not. was surprisingly clean.

the 1960's TV show Lost in Space.
Part of the six -model Garden Speaker
series, with prices ranging from the
$299 to $2,000 a pair, the speaker is
touted as being "totally weatherproof
and waterproof' and ideal for use in
bathrooms, saunas, and other high -hu-
midity environments. It squeezes a
41/2 -inch woofer and a 3/4 -inch tweeter
into an oval enclosure made of Lexan
(an extremely hard plastic). The cabi-
net, which passed the knuckle test
with no hint of resonance, is equipped
with a pair of gold-plated binding
posts and a removable ball -joint -type
swivel bracket.

In my listening room, the CSL-
70E's response was somewhat erratic
and rolled off quickly below 300 Hz.
Moving the speakers next to the wall
helped bass response somewhat. Re-
sponse was strong beyond 20 kHz, but
there was considerable roughness in
the midband. Sensitivity was 88 dB,
and impedance hit an easy -to -handle
7.6 ohms at its lowest point.

In addition to the standard swivel
bracket, Pioneer supplied the optional
CPL-SS36 garden -stake mounting
posts ($45 a pair) with my review
samples, and I chose that mounting
method for this evaluation. Using the
garden stake is a piece of cake once
you figure out how to bolt it onto the
speaker cabinet (the instruction manu-
al is a bit hard to follow). Once that's
done, you simply scope out the best -
sounding locations and slam the stain-
less -steel stakes into the ground.

The CSL-70E's open -yard response
exhibited a "floor -bounce" notch at
300 Hz and considerable reinforce-
ment around 125 Hz. Response at 100
Hz was down 10 dB compared with
midband frequencies: Sonically, there
was zero bass, but the overall presen-
tation was amazingly open (bass re-
sponse would improve with soffit
or wall mounting). Although vocals
sounded reasonably natural, the speak-
er's overall tonal balance was too jan-
gly, squawky, and tinkly for my tastes.
On the other hand, it did play quite
loud without distorting.

B.I.C. AMERICA ADATTO
By far the cutest - and least ex-
pensive - speaker of the test
lot, B.I.C. America's Adatto is

a "weather -resistant" model that com-
bines a 41/2 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch
tweeter in an ABS plastic enclosure
with a painted steel grille, spring -clip
speaker -wire connectors, and four
well -placed nail hooks. Right up front,

B.I.C. AMERICA ADATTO

ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION/TYPE:
AB& plastic composite with painted steel
grill!: vented

MO iNTING HARDWARE: integral
nail 1,, 4

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: magnetically
shie ded 51/4 -inch woofer with rubber
surrqund. I -inch polyamide-dome tweeter

SPE:IFICATIONS: bandwidth, 70 Hz to
20 Id-Iz; sensitivity, 88 dB; impedance,
8 ohms; recommended input power,
5 to 50 watts

DIMENSIONS: 9 x 61/4 X 6 inches
r WxD)

WEIGHT: 43/4 pounds

WARRANTY: I year

PRI:E: $159 a pair

MANUFACTURER: B.I.C. Amenca,
Der. SR, 883 E. Hampshire Rd.. Stow,
OH 44224

the company recommends bringing
the speaker inside during temperature
extremes and avoiding direct exposure
to water. The knuckle -rap test pro-
duced a slightly hollow sound with no
ringing.

In my listening room, the Adatto ex-
hibited the kind of upward -tilted re-
sponse curve that's common among
small-woofer/small-cabinet speakers.
Off -axis response was excellent, sug-
gesting that the Adatto could be
pressed into duty as a surround speak-
er. Sensitivity was 88 dB, and imped-
ance hit a low point of 4.4 ohms.

Outside, since no mounting bracket
was involved, I simply hung the Adat-
tos from a couple of screws in my
wall. No fuss, no muss - just be sure
to take these babies down when the
high winds kick up.

From the soffit position, the Adatto
played down to 65 Hz or so - sur-
prising for such a small speaker - but
it was a real boomer. Midwall place-
ment got rid of most of the boom,
however. In the higher frequency
range, horns sounded squeaky and vo-
cal colorations were evident.
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TO BUILD THE WORLD'S
BEST SUBWOOFERS, WE

WENT BIPOLAR. AGAIN.
At Mirage, we've proven the
sonic superiority of Bipolar
loudspeaker design. Now
we're proving it once again
with our powerful new line
of Bipolar subwoofers.

41/1"4,

From the compact 100 -watt
BPS -100 to the flagship
250 -watt BPSS-210, all four
feature dual bass drivers in a
unique Bipolar configuration.
This eliminates transfer of low
frequency energy to the floor,
a major source of coloration in
single driver subwoofers.

All feature our new "Auto -On"
circuitry. And, for the ultimate
in outboard control convenience,
combine any of them with one
of our LFX-Series of external
crossovers.

From the original Bipolar
explorers comes the world's
first complete line of Bipolar
subwoofers, the ideal means of
adding dramatic new depth to
both audio and home theater
systems. Track one down and
explore the possibilities
yourself.

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUOSPEAKERTM 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX IG5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1500
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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HOW TO SELECT THE IDEAL PARTNER

By Edward J. Foster

Moelecting any piece of audio electronics is a
personal affair, but I suspect that it is more
personal when choosing a CD player than
when choosing other components. (I'm pur-

posely excluding loudspeakers from the argument, even
though choosing one is unquestionably subjective, because
speakers are not strictly "electronic" devices.) The problem
with finding the right CD player is that there are few hard
facts to work with. When you're shopping for an amplifier,
you can focus on the numbers - rated power, distortion,
noise, and so on - but CD specifications are so similar that
they seldom serve as the basis for selection.

Today, CD players are bought largely because of what
they do for you - that is, on
their lineup of features -
rather than on how good they
sound because, by and large,
they all sound pretty good.
This consistency of perfor-
mance stems mainly from
the development of relative-
ly low-cost digital -to -analog
(D/A) converters capable of
the sort of linearity and dy-
namic range that once re-
quired careful tweaking dur-
ing manufacture to achieve.

That's not to say that there
are no quality differences

among CD players or that a $99 toy will sound as good as
an esoteric player going for ten times as much. But the sonic
differences in the middle ground - the region that most of
us mine - are subtle, to say the least. In this area, selection
usually becomes nine parts features to one part specs. So,
what do you look for when selecting the ideal CD partner?

First, examine your lifestyle. Are you the kind of person
who plays discs from beginning to end and selects each one
individually as the spirit moves you? If so, a changer could
be more of a hassle than a blessing; single -disc players are
faster and easier to load and unload than changers and are
usually a darned sight quieter in operation. But if you're the
organized type who chooses a full evening of music the mo-

ment you return from work, a
multidisc CD changer is the
obvious choice.

You can put away any

The Technics SL-PD987 five -disc carousel changer ($250) has an

ID Scan mode. which previews the loudest passage of each song on a

disc for 10 seconds. and a pitch control with a ±12 -percent range.

concern that a CD changer
requires settling for inferior
sound. Sure, any particular
changer may or may not
match the sound quality of a
topnotch single -disc player,
but there's no technical rea-
son why it couldn't . . . or
shouldn't. Once a changer
loads a disc into playing po-
sition, it operates no differ-
ently from the typical single -
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disc system. And if you take comfort in numbers, you'll be
happy to know that in this country changers outsell single -

disc players by a substantial margin. You'll be in good com-
pany if you choose one! So the question now becomes,
which type of changer makes the best mate for your
lifestyle? There are four candidates to choose from. In order
of historical debut, they are: the magazine or cartridge
changer, the carousel, the "stocking" changer, and the con-
sumer "jukebox."

Magazine Options
Pioneer introduced the six -

disc magazine changer many
years ago, and it remains the
most popular for automotive
use. If you have one in your
car, you may want to stick
with the format at home sim-
ply for the convenience of
swapping magazines between
car and living room. Of
course, the two will have to
use compatible magazines;
some accommodate six discs,
some ten.

Changer magazines make
it easy to categorize music by
"type" - country music in
one, for example, hard rock
in another, background in a
third, and so on. You can
leave the discs in the maga-
zine and pop the one that
suits your mood into the
changer. That makes for fast
and easy loading ... once the
discs are in the magazine.
Therein lies one of the nega-
tives of the magazine format:
Loading and unloading CD's
is a bit of a hassle. If you're
not the type to organize your
music collection and keep the
discs loaded, there's little
point in choosing this kind of
changer. If you do keep the
discs loaded, you'll need a
spare magazine for every half
dozen discs in your "active"
collection, and that can add a
buck or two a disc in costs.

Magazine changer mecha-
nisms usually take longer to
swap discs than a carousel or
"stocking" mechanism, al -
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Kenwood's DP -M5570 "6+1" changer ($230) has a six -disc cartridge

and a single -play drawer for on -the -fly operation. It feat.ires dual 1 -bit

D/A converters and a twenty -track program memory.

Onkyo's DX -C320 carousel changer ($330) has a platter that

accepts six discs. You can change three discs without interrupting

playback and store a forty -track playback sequence in memory.

Fisher's DAC-2403 Studio 24 changer ($300) uses a vertical carousel

that holds twenty-four CD's. The company recently introcuced a sixty -

disc version of the changer called the Studio 60 (not shjwn. $500).

though they're certainly faster than a single -play machine.
That brings up a second consideration regarding this type of
changer. With many magazine changers, playing a single
disc is a nuisance; you have to find an empty magazine (or
at least an empty slot in one) and load the disc before you
can play it - not exactly instant gratification!

If you're the impatient type, check out a "6+1" changer
from JVC or Kenwood. These have a single -disc tray as

well as a six -disc magazine,
so you get the best of both
worlds. Although you're gen-
erally limited to six or ten
discs per magazine, Pioneer
has players that handle two
(PD-DM802) or three (PD-
TM3) six -disc magazines at
once - great for parties.

Some magazine changers
feature multimagazine mem-
ory. Once you've "told" the
player which discs are in a
particular magazine - and
even which tracks of which
discs are your favorites - it
recognizes that magazine
whenever it's loaded and re-
calls your programming

preferences. Of course,
the player has no way of

knowing if you've changed
discs in a magazine, so the
system works best for those
with a stable lifestyle.

Calling All
Carousels

If organization isn't your
forte, you may be happier
with a carousel changer.
Judging by the numbers,
Americans aren't all that or-
ganized, because carousels
are the most popular type of
CD changer in this country.
You'll find a wide selection
of carousels that handle five
discs (in some cases six) at a
time. The CD's are placed in
wells on a rotating platform,
or "carousel," which spins
about to load the one you
want. A few carousels load
from the top, but the disc tray
on most of these changers
slides out of the front panel.



It's duck soup to place
discs into a top loader, and
the disc -clamping mechanism
in this type of player can be
designed to hold the disc
more securely than the mech-
anism found in many drawer -
type front loaders. Aficiona-
dos of top -loading carousels
take that loading characteris-
tic as a sign of quality. The
problem is, you can't stack
other system components on
top of these changers, which
may preclude using them in
your setup.

Front -loading carousels are
undoubtedly the most popu-
lar CD players on the market.
Carousels swap discs faster
and more quietly than most
magazine changers, and some
permit you to load and un-
load all but one of the discs
while playing the lone sur-
vivor. One -disc -at -a -time lis-
tening is almost as conve-
nient as with a single -disc
player, and, although carou-
sels don't categorize discs in
groups the way magazine
players do, some (for exam-
ple, the Sony CDP-C745) let
you indicate your track pref-
erences for a number of discs
and store them in memory.
When the tables of contents
of these discs are next read,
the mechanism "knows" your
favorite selections.

A few years ago, Nakami-
chi introduced its first Mu-
sicBank changer, which used what the company calls a
"stocking" mechanism (no, you don't wear it; you "stock"
CD's in it). MusicBank sort of bridges the gap between
magazine changers, carousels, and single -disc players. Discs
load as they do in a single -disc system - you place them on
a tray, one at a time. The mechanism then swallows the
discs and stores them inside on a mechanical elevator that is
functionally equivalent to a nonremovable magazine. The
elevator holds up to six discs while a seventh is on the tray.
That gives a MusicBank changer the playing time of a 6+1
magazine changer without your having to buy any maga-
zines. Nakamichi's mechanism (which is also used in Mcln-
tosh's MCD7008) is faster and quieter than conventional

IM111111111111111.1111111111111111116.

In addition to holding your fifty favorite CD's in two rolling

racks.' behind its front panel. the Pioneer PD -F51 changer ($615)

can play other CD's through its single -disc slot.

Meridian's elegant Model 506 player ($1,495) uses a nonmagnetic

disc -clamping mechanisn to minimize vibration and has both optical

and coaxial digital outputs. A Meridian System Remote is included.

Besides a six -disc magazine and a single -disc tray, JVC's XL-GM800TN

changer ($850) boasts a graphics decoder and such karaoke

features as a vocal -replacement mode. a key shifter, and mike nputs.

magazines and loads more
easily, too, though not as eas-
ily as a carousel.

Jukebox at Home
If controlling five, six, or

seven discs at a time doesn't
imbue you with a sense of
power, if not even Pioneer's
three -magazine changer can
tame your appetite, you're a
candidate for the CD juke-
box - the true megachanger.
Think of it! Fifty, a hundred,
two hundred, three hundred
discs at your beck and call!
Mind -boggling, isn't it?
Compared with such sys-
tems, Fisher's twenty -four -
disc DAC-2403, or Studio
24, seems puny . . . until you
check out the equally puny
price (less than $300). Fisher
also recently introduced the
sixty -disc DAC-6015 Studio
60, which lists for $499.

If there's a trend in this rel-
atively new area, it seems to
be toward a consolidation at
a 100 -disc capacity, although
Pioneer's PD -F51 is a 50 -
disc player (actually, it holds
fifty-one discs), Denon offers
a 200 -disc system, dubbed
the DN-1200F/C, and C4
(Custom Computing of Car-
son City) has a 300 -disc
monster, the No -Touch 300.
Once you go beyond a hun-
dred discs, prices rise dra-
matically, into the $4,000 to
$5,000 range. You can even

pay a lot for a 100 -disc changer - NSM's Model 3101 lists
at over $4,000, while Proceed's CD Library tops five fig-
ures! In the more reasonable $1,000 -or -less range, 100 -disc
players are available from several companies. Pioneer offers
the $565 PD -F904 and the $740 PD -F1004, which features
an on -screen graphical interface. Kenwood has the $450
DP -J1070 and the $650 DP -J2070, which can be connected
to a computer to streamline entering disc information. Sony
has the $700 CDP-CX151 and the $1,000 CDP-CX100 and
plans to introduce the $600 CDP-CX153 this September.
And 101 -disc systems are available from Aiwa, the $650
DX-C100M, and JVC, the 51,000 XL-MC300.

With some of these systems, you can daisy -chain multiple
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changers together and in-
crease capacity further. And
even a 100 -disc system will
handle all the CD's in many
people's music collections,
so think of all the storage
space you could save. Juke-
boxes are great for custom
installations, where they can
flood every room of your
home with music that you
can select from a huge li-
brary. Some are easier to pro-
gram and operate than others;
the same holds true for disc
loading. When making an in-
vestment of this magnitude,
it's obviously wise to comb
the turf thoroughly.

Many CD player features
are so nearly ubiquitous that
you can take them for grant-
ed: the ability to program the
system to play specific selec-
tions on a disc or discs in the
order you want to hear them;
random playback of all the
pieces on a disc, in a maga-
zine, or on a carousel (or of only those you've committed to
the player's memory); wireless remote controls that put
everything at your fingertips. Others, like synchronized
copying to a cassette deck, are common but by no means

One of three 100 -disc changers offered by Sony, the

CDP-CX100 ($1.000) has a Custom File memory that lets you assign a

title, preferred volume level, and track -delete list to each disc.

The D/A converter in the California Audio Labs DX -1 p ayer ($595)

is on the same board as the transport circuit to shorten tie signal path

and help isolate digital processing from the analog output stage.

universal and usually require
"compatible" components
(that means, "made by the
same folks"). If you regularly
tape from CD's, you may
wish to look into CD players
that offer a Peak Search func-
tion. Peak Search locates the
highest signal level on the
disc and helps you set the re-
cording level to accommo-
date it. Intro Scan, another
common feature, plays the
first few seconds of each se-
lection and can be useful if
you don't know the name of
the song you want but you
can recognize the tune.

Some players have digital
outputs - via either fiber-op-
tic or coaxial cable - which
are necessary only if you
want to use an external D/A
converter or plan to make
digital dubs to DAT, DCC, or
MD. And then there are those
players that let you assign
names to your CD's, which

then appear in the display during playback -a dubious fea-
ture in my book. A good salesperson can help guide you
through the thicket, but only you can decide what you really
want from your CD partner.

THE LASERDISC CONNECTION
If you've been bitten by the home -theater bug. there's another possi-

bility you should investigate: the "combi-player." Combi-players

have a large platter that handles both CD's and laserdiscs. That

makes a lot of sense since both

types of disc are optical and are

read by a laser pickup. There

are a number of combi-players

on the market from a number of

companies including Denon.

Kenwood, Marantz, Panasonic,

Pioneer, and Yamaha. My list is

not all-inclusive by any means:

even some of the more esoteric

companies are now making

combi-players.
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Yamaha's CDV-870 laserdisc/CD combi-player ($749) eatures a

proprietary S -Bit Plus 1 -bit digital -to -analog conversion system, an

on -screen menu system, and ten forward and reverse speeds.

Some combi-plajers automatically switch from Side A to Side B

on lasersiscs, whici is great for couch -potato videophiles. With

others, you have to get up and flip the disc manually. Most systems

can play only one CD at a time:

others are the functional

equivalent of a five -disc

carousel. Soundwise. there's no

reason a combi-player

can't be equivalent to a standard

CD player, but some are

noticeably slower to respond

to commands and can be less

convenient to use in terms of

programming and track

selection. -E.J.F.
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An attractive, impervious speaker enclosure and a Longue

bracket design make PioneerS CSL-50E and CSL-70E an

ideal outdoor audio solution that is versatile enough to be

used throughout the house.

PIONEER'
The An of Entertainment
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Pioneer Electronics Technology, Inc.
LEXANT, is a registered trademark of G.E. Company

Certain species exhibit an uncanny ability

to survive - to thrive - despite the rigorous

forces of nature. Fortunately, possession of

such abilities is not limited to arthropods.

Witness the Garden Speaker series by Pioneer,

and the innovative sound and environmental

qualit es of the CSL-50E and CSL-70E.

Full -range and two-way speakers respectively,

the CSL-50E/CSL-70E represent crystal-clear

sound in an impenetrable package. Weather-

proof, bulletproof LEXAN® cabinets (both

water and air tight); stainless steel grills; gold-

plated binding posts; and graphite-reinfoced

polypropylene drivers create the perfect speaker

for outdoor audio. And an exclusive, versatile

mounting bracket and five-year warranty make

acquiring perfection even easier (mounting

bracket and hardware are included).

The CSL-50E and CSL-70E - by

design, not evolution - they thrive in any

outdoor environment.
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Collectibles
20 MOVIES YOU'LL WATCH MORE THAN ONCE

BY STEVE SIMELS
The millennium approaches and
civilization seems to be crum-
bling about our ears, but for peo-

ple who like to collect movies this is a
genuine Golden Age. The reason? Home
video, of course.

It's never been easier to collect mov-
ies at affordable prices. Facing apparent-
ly insatiable consumer demand, the ma-
jor studios are emptying their vaults of
older films at a pace that would have
seemed astonishing ten years ago. And Johnny Depp as Ed Wood

even the biggest of recent blockbusters now routinely have
their prices slashed within weeks of their initial appearance
in video stores. For movie fans with VCR's or laserdisc play -

DEAD RINGERS
Jeremy Irons is astonishing as twin
gynecologists on a slow downward
spiral into madness in horror specialist
David Cronenberg's most accom-
plished work to date. Watch it once for
the acting and then again to marvel at
the trick photography. [Media]
A FISH CALLED WANDA
Small-time thieves (Kevin Kline,
Jamie Lee Curtis) fall out over a jewel
heist, then get involved with a befud-
dled English barrister (John Cleese).
Result: the funniest film of the Eight-
ies. [MGM/UA, tape and disc]
HEATHERS
Nice girl Winona Ryder
falls for homicidal Chris-
tian Slater in this wicked
satire of contemporary
teen mores. With a pre -
Beverly Hills 90210 Shan-
nen Doherty in the role
she was born to play -
Homecoming Queen from
Hell. [New World tape,
Image disc]
THE PLAYER
A murder mystery, a black
comedy, and a poison-pen
letter to Hollywood, di-
rector Robert Altman's

ers or, even better, surround -sound home
theaters that put you in the middle of the
action (subwoofers rule!), these are
heady times indeed.

But Sturgeon's Law - that 90 percent
of everything is crap - manifestly ap-
plies as much to movies on video as to
anything else. So what's worth collect-
ing, as opposed to renting once and for-
getting? The following suggestions, in
no particular order, should provide a
good place to start - flicks famous and

not so famous, both recent and (occasionally) not so recent,
available on tape and (often) laserdisc - because all of them
richly repay repeated viewing.

brilliant comeback
film has a script that
approaches the clever-
ness of Citizen Kane
and more delicious
celebrity cameos than
you can shake a stick
at. [New Line, tape
and disc]
TOP SECRET!
Newest Batman Val
Kilmer plays (bril-
liantly) a Sixties teen Robert DeNiro in Raging Bull
idol in this who'd-have-
thunk-it parodistic cross between a

cold war thriller and an
Elvis musical from the
folks behind Airplane, Hot
Shots, and the Naked Gun
movies. Hilarious. [Para-
mount, tape and disc]
MIRACLE MILE
A young trombone player
gets the ultimate pay -
phone wrong number -
an Army missile silo oper-
ator calling with a 60 -
minute warning of nuclear
apocalypse. Haunting, fun-
ny, and weirdly moving,
courtesy of writer/director
Steve DeJarnatt. The most

regrettably overlooked
film of the Eighties.
[HBO]
THE FRESHMAN
Matthew Broderick, as
an NYU film student,
meets Marlon Brando
(doing a great sendup
of himself as The God-
father) in this enchant-
ing farce from writer/
director Andrew Berg-
man. Sublime moment:

Bert Parks singing the
Miss America song to a komodo drag-
on. [Columbia/TriStar, tape and disc]
THE REF
A crook on the lam (comedian Denis
Leary in a sensational star turn) makes
hostages out of a seriously dysfunc-
tional yuppie couple - or is it the oth-
er way around? One of the handful of
first -rank Nineties comedies so far,
and co-star Judy Davis seems to have
inherited Blair Brown's role as the
Thinking Person's Sex Symbol.
[Touchstone, tape and disc]
ROBOCOP
The most original special -effects ex-
travaganza of the last decade, director
Paul Verhoeven's half-man/half-ma-
chine movie is also (no kidding) a
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Woody and Mia in Shadows and Fog

pointed critique of capitalism run
amok. Sensitive conservatives, of
course, can just ignore all that and
groove on the titular hero (Peter
Weller) blowing away the bad guys.
[Orion tape, Image disc]
D ARKMAN
A pre -Schindler Liam Neeson is a
masked avenger in di-
rector Sam Raimi's end-
lessly inventive live -ac-
tion comic book. It's
everything the Batman
movies should've been,
but weren't. [MCA, tape
and disc]
H ELP!
The Beatles' second film
jettisoned the pseudo -
documentary approach
of A Hard Day's Night
for a riotous comic surrealism worthy
of the Marx Brothers. And the musical
sequences are still better than anything
MTV has ever aired. [MPI tape, Crite-
rion disc]
GIMME SHELTER
This 1969 documentary look at a
Rolling Stones tour that went horribly
wrong is more than just a cool concert
film with great sound. In fact, it's clos-
er to a rock-and-roll Greek tragedy
with art direction by Hieronymous
Bosch. (ABKCO. tape and disc)
THIS IS SPINAL TAP
Rob (Meathead) Reiner's mock docu-
mentary on the decline and rise of a
clueless English heavy-metal band re-
mains one of the sharpest insider paro-
dies ever made. Plus, you can play
Spot the Celebrity Guests for what

Liam Neeson (right) in Schindler's Lis

seems like forever. [ColumbiafTriStar
tape, Criterion disc]
GOODFELLAS
A life in the mob, courtesy of director
Martin Scorsese, with amazing ensem-
ble acting - by Robert DeNiro, Joe
Pesci, Ray Liotta, Paul Sorvino, and a
host of others - plus visual sequences
that will take your breath away.
[Warner Bros., tape and disc]
S CHINDLER'S LIST
A wrenchingly powerful film on a
daunting subject (the Holocaust) by a
filmmaker (Steven Spielberg) nobody
had previously pegged as anything
more than a gifted showman. On some
level I still can't believe he brought it
off, but there's not a minute of it that
isn't superlative. [MCA, tape and disc]
S HADOWS AND FOG
Woody Allen, as a quintessential Little

Guy, on the run from
nameless figures of op-
pression in a beautifully
photographed sound -
stage evocation of East-
ern Europe in the Twen-
ties. Think Kafka with
better jokes - much,
much better jokes, like a
cameo by Madonna.
[Orion tape, Image disc]
ED WOOD
Tim Burton's celebra-

tion of everybody's favorite cross -
dressing Z -movie director is. among
other things, a sweetly funny ode to
total artistic failure. Martin Landau, as
the dying Bela Lugosi, is so good he
should have gotten his supporting -ac-
tor Oscar at the wrap party. [Touch-
stone, tape and disc]
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE
And while we're on the subject, here's
the real Ed Wood's masterpiece(?).
Clearly, the greatest flying -saucers -on -
strings movie of all time. [Rhino tape,
Lumivision disc]
RAGING BULL
Still the pinnacle of DeNiro and
Scorsese's ongoing collaboration, this
riveting bio-pic on the weird, savage
life of fighter Jake LaMotta isn't just
the best boxing movie ever made -
it's one of the best American movies
period. [MGM/UA, tape and disc]
RED ROCK WEST
Unemployed schmo Nicholas Cage
drifts into a desert town and gets mis-
taken for a hitman in director John
Dahl's elegant homage to film noir.
Dennis Hopper, as the real killer, adds
yet another portrayal to his extensive
gallery of memorable screen pyschos.
[Columbia/TriStar, tape and disc]

and a
Few classics to
consider . . .
ALEXANDER NEVSKY.
Restored version of the
Eisenstein/Prokofiev landmark.
[BMG, tape and disc]

B EAUTY AND THE BEAST.
Jean Cocteau's surrealist
fairy tale. [Homevision tape,
Criterion disc]

THE BRIDGE
ON THE
RIVER KWAI.
David Lean
World War II
epic. [Colum-
bia/TriStar,
tape and disc]

CHILDREN OF PARADISE.
The French Gone With
the Wind. [Homevision tape,
Criterion disc]

CITIZEN KANE. Orson
Welles, and enough said.
[Turner tape, Criterion disc]

THE GODFATHER SAGA.
An American family.
[Paramount]

N APOLEON.
Abel Gance's
silent master-
piece. [MCA,
tape and disc]

S TAGECOACH.
John Ford's Old West,
never better. [Warner Bros.,
tape and disc]

YOJIMII O. Akira Kurosawa's
Samurai western. [Homevision
tape, Criterion disc]
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CURRENT RELEASES

The Tokyo Quartet Plays Debussy And Ravel
The Tokyo String Quartet recorded
the Debussy and Ravel quartets in
the late 1970's for CBS, and in 1983
the foursome, by then with the
American Peter Oundjian as first vi-
olin, participated in an Angel re-

cording of Ravel's Introduction and Alle-
gro. All three of those works are included
in the quartet's superbly played and beau-
tifully recorded new RCA Victor CD.

The Debussy performance is a revela-
tion. The Tokyo players give us the requi-
site refinement and color, but they add a
muscularity and forthright rhythmic im-
petus that send a welcome gust of fresh
air through the proceedings. The opening
bears out Debussy's fres decide ("very
decisive") indication for the first move-
ment, telling us that we are in for a real
listening experience. The following assez
vif ("pretty lively") movement is delight-
fully prickly, and the slow movement is
both poignant and dramatic, reaching its
peak at the quasi -recitative for viola.
There is passionate urgency in the finale,
the fres modere ("very moderate") mark-
ing nothwithstanding.

Ravel's feline aspect is brought to the
fore in the opening movement of his
quartet. It all feels like velvet, even in the
spiky second movement and certainly
throughout the slow movement, until the
cello recitative breaks in and paves the
way for a gorgeously fierce finale.

While the two quartets were recorded
at Princeton University in 1992 and 1994,
the Ravel Introduction and Allegro goes
all the way back to a 1988 New York stu-
dio taping. The work is a display piece
for the pedal harp, and harpist Heidi
Lehwalder is front and center here, with
superstars James Galway (flute) and
Richard Stoltzman (clarinet) as her wood-
wind collaborators. The result is sonically
ravishing - crystal clear in texture with-
out ever sounding brittle. For me this CD
is unalloyed pleasure from start to finish.

David Hall

DEBUSSY: String Quartet
RAVEL: String Quartet; Introduction
and Allegro
Lehwalder, Galway, Stoltzman,
Tokyo String Quartet
RCA VICTOR 62552 (65 min)

z

Elvis Costello,

Cover Boy
[eave it to Elvis Costello to do the
cover album thing the right way.
Usually, when a pop star resorts to an
album of hand-picked favorites it sig-
nals a soft spot in the artist's career,
and the songs are unfailingly obvious

and familiar (thereby minimizing the risk
of a flop).

Costello's just -released "Kojak Vari-
ety" is different. For one thing, he's so
prolific that the album sat on the shelf for
five years, waiting for a brief break in his
creative output. He didn't choose a bunch

of easy marks, either. The best-known
song here, from a rock fan's perspective
- well, it's a tossup between / Threw It
All Away, a track from Bob Dylan's coun-
trified "Nashville Skyline" album, and
Days, a Kinks single from their glorious,
pastoral British period (the best-known
song, period, is probably Ray Noble's
pop standard The Very Thought of You).
From there, though, "Kojak Variety" gets
really obscure.

But Costello's not just being perversely
anticommercial; he's simply picked songs
that mean something to him. His choices
amplify his recurring obsessions: the mu-
tual hurt in the unending war between the
sexes, a supplicant's need for reassurance
that a lover won't leave or betray him, the
overriding sense that love is a pitched
battle that makes losers of us all. Actual -
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BETzMNIN
ly, the vintage relics he's chosen could
pass for lost outtakes from "This Year's
Model" based on their titles alone: Pour-
ing Water on a Drowning Man, Running
Out of Fools, and Must You Throw Dirt
on My Face, a Louvin Brothers country
song that he turns into a Memphis -style
soul ballad by drawing out the inherent
pain beneath the surface.

Another aspect of "Kojak Variety"
that's consonant with the Costello per-
sona is its sheer, hard -charging sense of
edge -driven fun. Costello loves old blues-
spined rockers like Little Willie John's
Leave My Kitten Alone (recorded but nev-
er released by the Beatles, except on
bootlegs) and Little Richard's Bama
Lama Bama Loo, and he approaches them
here in a style reminiscent of the old
Who coinage, "maximum R&B." Hidden
Charms, a Willie Dixon number recorded
by Howlin' Wolf, is taken at a shuffle
tempo, with cheesy underwater organ ef-
fects enlivening the sense of some
smooth -talking hepcat paying homage to
his main squeeze.

The album opens with a suitably per-
verse choice, Strange, an obscurity by
R&B madman Screamin' Jay Hawkins.

Elvis Costello: a tribute to Telly Savalas?

Costello leaves in the take's false start
(now, is that any way to begin an al-
bum?), which serves as a tip to the barn-
storming fun and games that await the in-
trepid listener. Another strong, offbeat se-
lection is Fifties hipster Mose Allison's
Everybody's Crying Mercy, whose blan-
ket putdown mirrors Costello's own dry,
curmudgeonly world view.

Rockers have been doing records like
this one since Bryan Ferry's "These Fool-
ish Things" in 1974; in fact, these days
they're glutting the market. But "Kojak
Variety" is something special: oxymoron-
ic as it sounds, it's the most original al-
bum of covers ever made.

Parke Puterhaugh

ELVIS COSTELLO
Kojak Variety
Strange; Hidden Charms; Remove This
Doubt; I Threw It All Away: Leave My Kitten
Alone; I've Been Wrong Before; Everybody's
Crying Mercy; Bama Lama Bama Loo;
Must You Throw Dirt on My Face: Pouring
Water on a Drowning Man; The Very
Thought of You; Running Out of Fools;
Payday: Please Stay; Days
WARNER BROS. 45903 (54 min)

Rattle's Subtle Liszt
Simon Rattle - now Sir Simon to
you, fella - has always been some-
thing of an enigma to me. For years
the British press praised him as the
greatest thing to happen to the sym-
phony orchestra since the invention

of the valve trumpet, and I would play his
recordings and find my attention flagging
after 5 minutes. But with his new dream
recording of Liszt's A Faust Symphony, I
finally get it. In his debut recording with
the Berlin Philharmonic, Rattle elicits the
notoriously temperamental band's best
playing on disc since the death of Herbert
von Karajr-

The FJulantics found the Faust legend
irresistiule, and it inspired Liszt, archest
of arch -Romantics, to write his orchestral
masterpiece; Bartok ranked A Faust Sym-
phony "among the outstanding musical
creations of the nineteenth century." It is
quite unusual, if not unique, for a pro-
grammatic work, in that it does not try to
convey the story of Goethe's drama in
musical language but rather evokes the
personalities of the three protagonists:
Faust in tense, complex, turbulent lines,
Gretchen with aching tenderness, and
Mephistopheles in a scherzo marked alle-
gro vivace, ironico.

Dynamically, this is about as subtle and
nuanced a performance as one could hope
for. The brass has never bloomed more
thrillingly, and the strings maintain an
ideal inner clarity even at the most agitat-
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ed moments, yet there is a judicious sense
of balance throughout. This is a piece that
all too easily slips into bombast, and it is
a measure of Rattle's brilliant musician-
ship that the delicate passages for solo
winds and strings in Gretchen's move-
ment are just as exciting as the Me-
phistophelean sound and fury. The live

recording, made in the Berlin Philhar-
monic last year, has breathtaking immedi-
acy and beguiling warmth. Jamie James

LISZT:
A Faust Symphony
Seifert; Berlin Philharmonic, Rattle cond.
EMI 55220 (69 min)

Linda Ronstadt Comes Home
Ever since the early Seventies, Linda
Ronstadt has been one of popular
music's most versatile singers, dis-
tinguishing herself first as a com-
pelling interpreter of the singer/song-
writer period and going on to re-

cord albums of rock and soul, country
and folk, adult contemporary, classic pop
standards, mariachi music, and even
opera. Yet her biggest influence is as a
big -voiced California country rocker, and
in the Nineties a number of country fe-
males, including Trisha Yearwood and
Martina McBride, have cited Ronstadt as
an inspiration for both her emotional
depth and her tonal purity.

With her new album, "Feels Like
Home," Ronstadt returns to the country -
accented folk and rock she premiered in
1974 with "Heart Like a Wheel." Her ex-
ceptional soprano has deepened and taken
on additional colors since then, and her

Ronstadt: a contender again

phrasing has gotten more adventurous.
Producer George Massenburg goes a tad
over the line here with a gauzy, over -or-
chestrated version of Neil Young's After
the Gold Rash, where Ronstadt is joined
in trio vocals by Emmylou Harris and
Valerie Carter, but on the whole "Feels
Like Home" is her best album in many
years.

The biggest surprise of the record is a
mandolin/bluegrassy treatment of Tom
Petty's The Waiting. Sung full -tilt, as op-
posed to Petty's more subtle reading of
the lyrics, the song seems less a quiet de-
claration of joy and release than a shout -
it -to -the -world exaltation. While "Feels
Like Home," titled after Randy New -
man's hymn of thanks for a loving rela-
tionship, is a bit too reserved and low-key
in its choice of material (the closest Ron-
stadt comes to a cut -loose, rock -out rave-
up is on Matraca Berg's Walk On), it's an
inordinately pretty record, from Ronstadt,
Harris, and Claire Lynch's magnificent
harmony vocals on the A.P. Carter coun-
try -folk offering Lover's Return to the po-
etry of David Olney's Women 'Cross the
River to the ongoing sense of loss on The
Blue Train, previously recorded in a less
pristine, more aching version by Maura
O'Connell. Guest instrumental perfor-
mances by fiddler Alison Krauss, man-
dolinist David Grisman, and slide gui-
tarist Roy Rogers add yet another level of
superior musicianship.

Aside from merely making good mu-
sic, though, Ronstadt has done something
else with this album - she's taken her-
self out of the "inspiration" class and
made herself a contender again. Welcome
back, songbird. Alanna Nash

LINDA RONSTADT
Feels Like Home
The Waiting; Walk On; High Sierra; After
the Gold Rush; The Blue Train; Feels Like Home;
Teardrops Will Fall; Morning Blues; Women
'Cross the River: Lover's Return
ELEKTRA 61703 (40 min)

NOW ON CD

 BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS:
Rock the Joint! The Original Essex
Recordings 1951-1954. SCHOOLKIDS
1529. Long -out -of -print singles predating

Haley's move to Decca and his Rock Around
the Chr I ,ticce,

 GEORGE JONES: Sings the Hits
of His Country Cousins. RAZOR & TIE
2064. The great country singer's 1962 covers
album, featuring Peace in the Valley.

 JIM MORRISON/THE DOORS:
An American Prayer. ELEKTRA 61812.
From 1978, a posthumous poetry and music
collaboration now fleshed out with three
bonus tracks, including new music by the
surviving Doors.

 THE REIVERS (Original Motion -
Picture Soundtrack). COLL \1131A/
LEGACY. From the 1970 Steve McQueen
film, the score that garnered John Williams

his first Academy Award nomination.

CLASSICAL
 BIRLIOZ: Symphonie
Fantastique; Lelio; Les Nuits d'ite; La
Mor de CI' -oatre; Roman Carnival
Overtur , other works. Soloists;
London 8) inpliony, BBC Symphony, New
York Philharmonic, Boulez. SONY SM3K
64106 (three CD's). Recordings conducted by
Pierre Boulez from 1968 to 1977.

 DIBUSSY: La Mer.
RESP10111: Pines of Rome;
Fountains of Rome. Chicago Symphony,
Reiner. RCA VICTOR 68079. "Living
Stereo" recordings from 1959 and 1960.

 MAHLER: Symphony No. 9.
Columbia Symphony Orchestra; Walter.
SONY SM2K 64452 (two CD's). Part of
Sony's Bruno Walter Edition, this set
includes a "talking portrait" of the conductor
and a "working portrait" drawn from his
rehearsals for this 1956 recording of the
monumental Mahler Ninth.
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RAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/BUSI
TER FURNITURE/CAR STEREOS/RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
RITY/PERSONAL PORTABLES/CLOCK RADIOS/PORTABLE COM

Receivers

Teac AG -V1050
Remote A/V Stereo Receiver

arts per channel 6 audio inputs. 2 vide
,totorized volume control Headphor

 Juartz PLL synthesized tuner knot-
txtIon memory *Mir List Price $319

.ce$ 14995 ("LA

Sherwood RX-1010
was/ channel e  mon presets

Sherwood RX-2030R

Sherwood RX-4030R

Technics SA-GX 190
- watts!coanne-

JVC RX-31 7
Jtarim '179"

Technics SA-GX390
'21 995

99995

$129"
'159"
'179"

I11.1

A-411

Aiwa NS -X2700
Mini Component System

 , war annul Vp. arao.
.per AM/FM . crepe.
D player Double cassette de, .3-wa

eakers *Remote control mo.
List Price $400

2 1 99 5 (AM( NsX2700)

Craig HS -2001 9 29"
RCA RP8593

Panasonic SC-DH30
,../1TM

JVC MX -C33

Denon D-200

Aiwa NSX-5200

$199"
921995

$35995

$74995

CALL

.411.1111.6.1

ow

Yamaha NSA -838
3 -Way Speaker System

:cousuc suspension desn'  - :n

erro-fluid cooled midra,
ower rating 10-140 watl!

MI, Iat Price $1,'D

$9995/pair
Technics SB-LX50-Bic

oair $1 1993
Aiwa TS -W5

snow each $14995
JBL Pro III

nay Mini SP°' pm- $1 49"
Recoton W-410

loorc pa $199"
Recoton W-440

pa - 51 9 9"
Pinnacle AC -650 '199"

Receivers
RATED BEST BUY

0 0 0 CM1

Sherwood RV -6030R
Surround Sound Receiver

Mtr List Price S610 00

ice $329"
Sherwood RV -4050R
KO walls RI Ch, 'e $21995
Sherwood RV -5030R
85 watts per char ce emote $24 9"
Technics SA -G X490 $249"foowarts r 2. 80 4, 11,

Technics SA-GX690
000 watts f 2 100  4 Home

JVC RX-815V
toiby Pr

Technics SA-TX1000

532995
539995

$799"

33/45/78 -,

SPEEDS!

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

78 r.p m. Aut if g
,t Synchronous m.  'note

*External power scppiy
Stanton cartridge Mfr. List Price $129.9n

*e$29995 180)

Teac P-595
!Able. semi -auto. Bell -Drive. we canndoe s8 9"

Aiwa PXE850
Tuintable, includes car.

Technics SL-BD22K
Semi -auto. Belt-Dnve. pitch control

Teac EQA-110
.Equalizer. 10 -0 .

Teac ECIA-220

Technics SH-GE70

S1 1 995

'1 29"
'69"
$89"

'189"

Design Acoustics PS 1010
Bookshelf Speakers

3,oa. ... .-
producing expeilen1 bass in a compa
*Point Source design provides an excel
stereo image 'Black or oak Affs

List Price $639$34995/pair
Design Acoustics PS66-BK, 5159"
Cerwin Vega L7

pa, $1 69°
Celestion MP1
indoor Offt88),, e -ant wfbradets pair $26995
Bose' 301* -IIIDries

- ,kY Parr $3 1 8""
JBL 4312 -Bic
sxxx, Monitors. 3 -way. 12' woofer pair $499'5
Cerwin Vega AT15

aer Pair s599"5

Compact Disc Players

RCA CD -1051M
Compact Disc Player

 '.' ai size .9 -key remote control 2 -digit LED
Play 2x oversampling Dual 16 -bit D/A

':verters 20 program memory 1 year parts
. ,bin warranty Waist Price $169.95

$8995
Teac PD -D880

,ousel Changer. remote $1 39"
Technics SL-PG450

 :,rarnming, remote $1 4995
Sherwood CDC -5030R 914995
Magnavox CDC74517

Technics SL-PD787
I sc Changer. front -loading

JVC XLM-415

(RCA CC '

'149"
'169"
921995

1111====1111111

Audio Technica 3R950
Universal Mount Phor o Cartridge

_rung luicc 1-16 grants

$2995
Ifiss$6195

(AT

Audio Technica PT300
mint. elliptical styluS

51995
Audio Technica PT600

,ersal mount, elliptical stylus '24"
Stanton 500ALMP

53695,clarcl mount. for DJ . 2 -pack

Stanton 880ELMP
,Parc' mount. Deluxe C.. 2pa, $7995

Ortofon CCPRO Kit $89"
Ortofon CCE-Kit 59995

Aiwa AD -S950
3 Head Cassette Deck

'onion dual capstan drive Ant
dizer 'Oozy S B 8 C Dolby 1-1A-Pr0 Fin
selector Counter zero return Music sensc

'udes remote control
Wt. List Price $499

e$32995
Teac V-375

-mter mounted mechanism . 574"
Aiwa AD -F450

tiX-Pro !'-35 remote $1 4995
Teac R-550.s fry 1102;' 91 59"
Technics RS-BX501 9 99"

932995

'79995

Technics RS -DC 1 0
Dow cow,

Teac V -8030S
 (15.3 motor DolOy 8 L HA

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

e rile!
CALL TO ORDER

MUSIC REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE
Great Legends of Rock

THE BAND 
vim -14N 61.Ed

The Band
Live At Watkins Glen

Beach Boys: 20 Good Vibrations
Greatest Hits CAP 29418 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99
Badfinger: The Best of Badfinger

CAP 30129 CD $11.99
Cassette $7.99

Jimi Hendrix: Band of Gypsies
CAP 96414 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99

GREAT LEGENDS OF SONG

at $999CD $599CAS5EITE

Spotlight on Keely Smith .CAP 80327

Spotlight on Bobby Darin .CAP 2851:
Spotlight on Nancy Wilson . CAP 2851r.

Spotlight on Peggy Lee CAP 2853:.
Spotlight on June Christy CAP 2853

Spotlight on Mel Torme CAP 999

Tose W -515R
Dual Cassette Deck With Auto -Reverse

 Deck *1 features auto -reverse playba
 Dolby B Normal 8 high-speed dubt
Dontinuous playback

Ust Price S179 9,

Our $8995
(TEA W515,

Technics RS-TR262 $i 59" eerse. Dolby BiC/HX-Pro

Technics Riti-TR373 7 99,
. ,,,to -reverse. Dolby 5/CP-Ix

JVC TDW-309
Dual auto -rev, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro.Mt'

Sherwood DD -6030C
Oual auto -rev. Dolby :

Technics RS-TR575
.'0 -rev. Dolby DCAIX-Pro

Teac W -8000R
 ,54. auto -rev. pitch. Dolby BIC *429"

919995

SE KABUL ESPANOL

rrgOTIUSIC
Pa.MIWWORI,D,

OREMPITOLL MOO
8180For PHONE' ORDERS ONLY

;FFCII4IYASAtlY7ITRE IN THE USA1100M 221
Outside U.S.A.

24 HOURS A DAY

1-718-417-3737 4 - --Ck
JAR Music World, Dept. SR0795, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept Of Consumer Affairs License 8 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617



PUTERS/PRINTERS/MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT

IUS1C®
UMW

a - a a - I

New On Laser Disc

in
VAMPIRE

Interview
With A

Vampire
LETTERBOXE0

$3499
LASER

On sale lbw July 31.1995

ALSO NEW ON LASER Disc:

Forrest Gump ,LTX or P/S) $39.99
The Professional -1994 (LTX) $29.99
Wyatt Earp Director's Cut (LTX/CAV) $129.99
Drop Zone (LTX or P/S) $39.99
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein (LTX) $34.99

New On VHS

Stsokoto Tarn Lukas

CLIENT

The Client

sig99
MN. VHS

On sale thru July31.1995

ALSO AVAILABLE ON VHS:

The Making of Jurassic Park $8.99
Jurassic Park (LTX or P/S) $11.99
Double Impact $17.99
Nowhere To Run $11.99
True Lies $17.99

Hewlett-Packard HP 200LX
Palmtop PC

PON/e $67995,P c

Atwater 901

Franklin MWD-440
. - .

Franklin SM-1000
,king Spanish Ms'

Sharp YO-370CP
1281( Electronic Organizer

Casio SF -7900
BOSS. DM, K $i 1955
Sharp ZR5000FX Zaurus

$4995
59995

59 995

$59995

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

Sony SLV-720HF
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo Recorder

4 -heads *Digital auto tracking *Tap ',IL.

;',US. programming *Cable mouse remote 
head cleaner *8-evenE1-month timer Rerhole
.1iunle control Mfr. List Price $549 95

Our

Low 299 95Si ;NPriy ce (

Samsung VR8704
.4 heads. Eleventilmonth programmas

JVC HR -J610

Sony SLV-620HF

Panasonic PV -4561

JVC HR-VP618
 OCR Plus. 4 ha,' '.name control

Sony SLV-770HF

$22995

'274"
527995

'299"
$32995

534995

- _rat' ---
Ov c=sis

Gemini CD9000
Dual CD Player

Perfect for the DJ 18 -bit with 8 tin
-versampling Pitch control *Effects '

 ack mountable  110/220 volts for world,
t se Mfr. List Price 51375.00

,d_gr $79995Price o -imp cog000

Ness UL36
Pin Spot Light. includes lamp. boas. s29"
Ness MB012
12' Mirror Ball

Gemini PIAX-15A
Disco Mixer Si 0995

Gemini MB -460
15' woofer S1 795°

Audio Technics AM400 $19995
0.1 Miner. oo,ce changer

Gemini PMX4000
-DJ Mixer, E0.2phon0/5-line $25495

$3 7 95

Cameras

Nikon OneTouch Zoom Kit
35mm Camera with 38-70mm Power Zoom-: angle view to 7'Ce ,

' touch Aulo zoom flashRed-Eye Reduction
automatic film operation *Focus lock  Sell-er'
ncludes case. Kodak Gold liim S Inhrum batter,

-)Pie $14995
Minolta AF -101R

'4995-r us auto hash

Olympus Infinity Mini
59995

Olympus SuperZoom 3000

Olympus IS -10
ornpao Zoom Les Reftx SLR

536995
Minolta Maxiuum 400si Kit 539995
Nikon N90s
 ss,m SLP unra tart ausolos & to;us o CALL

(ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

I

TV/Laser Disc/Camcorders

JVC AV26BM4
26" Stereo TV/Monitor

.,dec input  180 -char, ads
mote control 450 lines of horizonra
iution AN input Variaole audio output

Mfr. List Price $699.95

$39995
Panasonic CT -20S12 95

Stereo TWMcns .,ste -diLW U
P is LX -H170

Disc Player. shun:,S32905
Panasonic LX -H670 $42995s auto -Reverse Laser Disc Plays'

JVC GR-EZ1
oact VHS. 3. power zoom. 539995

Sony CCD-TR70
-, Camcorder. lox zoom $57995

Panasonic PV -1Q405
C Camcorder. 12x pc,.

5699,5

Maxell Audio/Video Tape
maxell.
SAVE 52 FROM
SINGLE TAPE

PURCHASE

Maxell R-1 20DM
Digital Audio Tape

'.'. la! particle tape with .'-we binder
'om Micro -smooth ta.,. mace HIg;
ISIOrl housing for greaior dependability

98/2-pk.
(Men 1412011M Ore

Maxell UD35-90 $749

Maxell XLII60-5ANV
issette. 251n Annw Pk iinc 1-F  '7 99

Maxell XLIIS-90-3+1
 -son High Bias Cassette. or -1st -FREE) 4 PF S799

Maxell PAXS100/SPK
-,hunt Metal Cassette 5-0'14"

Maxel T-120HGX/4-PK
-s High Grade. Gold Series 4.0,9995

Maxell P-120G)U4PK
standard grade 12; 4pi, 91399

Digital Stanan 5001
Multimedia Desktop Computer

With 75MHz Intel Pentium ProcessorvL8840MB hard du,.
aCa 5,ME3 PAL'

44MB limey in,.
DouNle-
CD -PC

:44 -
sound car

died speakers & microphone 14
-Dddem *Answering rnhine ' r '

$179995
Digital 15" Color SVGA Monitor
clot pitch. 1024 x 768 non -interlaced resolution,

are display $399.95 (DEC FR PCXPV Rh

COMP) as]

MONITORS

PRINTERS

AMERICAS

1 -STOP

COMPUTER

MULTIMEDIA

SOFTWARE

PE RIPFIE PALS

AudioSource Specials
Atid ioSetirt

AudioSource AMP One
Power Amplifier

Mr List Price ;349 9:i

S24995
AudioSource EQ-8/11 $9995
AudioSource E0-11

$11995
AudioSource E0-12

819995
AudioSource SS Five

Amp5Mers$29995
AudioSource SW Four
.'swer ealts

AudioSource S55001
.,come P-  Ickage 939995

7.KOSS

Koss ESP/950
Electrostatic Headphones

-
arrying t.,<I1, )rpew ,1"
,e response from 8Hz to 35 000Hz

A';, $49995ih ce s  1S

Koss HV/Pro
..f re 8 balance :$""

Sennheiser HD -320
.,s iightweigM. dual plugs

Sennheiser HD -340
for portables A home stereo

Koss Pro4AA
Pro Headphones. closed'eai

Sennheiser HD -52011

$4995
58 995

$7 9 95

S8 9 95

$9 9 95

Sennheiser HD -5601I
-41 bass sons s $1 4995

JIM Catalogue

For FREE Catalogue, Please Mail in:
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180 Write To

J&R Music World
Department SR0795

59-50 Queens -Midtown Expresoway
Maspeth, NY 11378

'TAME

-:)DRESS

1e

vomm CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEPID MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD, VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To: JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0795, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal 8 business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping handling & insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to S500; 4% for orders over $500 to $1000; 3% for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or to Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no COD's. NY residents, please add sales lax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PIC-ORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 JAR Music World CIRCLE NO 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD



RECEIVERS

K NWOOD KR -V7070
225 WATT PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
 5 Channel AN Receiver
 20 AM/FM Station Presets
 4 Surround User Presets
 System Remote Control

DENON AVR-2500 ... PRO LOGIC RECEIVER 699
JVC RX-815VTN . PRO LOGIC RECEIVER 379
KENWOOD KRV-8070 ... PRO LOGIC RECEIVER 479
SONY STR-D915 ... 110 WPC PRO LOGIC 349
TECHNICS SAGX-490... 110 WPC PRO LOGIC 249
SHERWOOD RV -6030 TOP RAM RECOVER
YAMAHA RXV-590 PRO LOGIC RECEIVER ,,, 449
YAMAHA RXV-690 PRO LOGIC RECEIVER 549

CD CHANGERS

Y A MAHA CDC -655
5 DISC CAROUSEL REMOTE CHANGER
 PDM D/A Converter  Variable Analog Output
 Synchro Play  Index Search
 Intro Scan* 20 -Track Program $249
 Random Play  2 Repeat Modes

DENON DCM-340 . 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 199
DENON DCM-460 . 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER. 299
JVC XLM415TN 6 CD MAGAZINE CHANGER . 189
KENWOOD DPM-5570 6+1 CD CHANGER REMOTE 189
SONY CDP-C445 . 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 219
TECHNICS SLPD-887 5 CAROUSEL CD CHANGER 169

TAPE DECKS

SONY TCWR-665S
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK
 Dual Autoreverse  High & Normal Speed
Dubbing  Dolby' B C S NR
& HX PRO  Auto Record $249Calibration  MPX Filter

AIWA ADF-850 .. 3 HEAD TAPE DECK 229
DENON DRW-660 . DUAL DECK 199
KENWOOD KXW8O7OS DOLBY' S DECK 229
PHILIPS DCC-170 DCC RECORDER 499
YAMAHA KXW-282 . DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK 249

AUDIOPHILE D/A CONVERTER
D/A CONVERTER
 6 -Input Digital To Analog
Convertor  20 Bit DAC's MSRP$1395699

AUDIOSOURCE AMP 1 160 W POWER AMP . 249
HARMAN KARDON 23.. AUDIOPHILE REMOTE TUNER 299
THORENS TD -180 TURNTABLE

YAMAHA 10S6A10701i'lin I MCIEgiSPOR IN STa2191

1111-800
394.6283

CALL FOR THE BEST PRICES AND FOR BRANDS & MODELS NOT LISTED!

THE ULTIMATE HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
PIONEER CLDA100

IINTERACTIVE HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
LASER PLAYER
 Laserdisc Based Home
Entertainment System  Plays
3" 5", 8" & 12" Laser Discs &
cb's  425 Line Resolution

 Full Function
Remote Control
PIONEER PAC -S10
MEGA LASER
DISC PACK
 Gives you Total Control
of SEGA Format Software
(CD.LD.ROM,CD-G)

BEST BUY !
2 PIECE
ENTERTAINMENT 10

PACKAGE

YAMAHA
NSA -635
100W 3WAY
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS
 8" Woofer
 S" Midrange

$7 9 PR.
SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
ADS MS3 100W TOP RATED POWERED SUB . 999
ALLISON AL -115 150W BOOKSHELF 149
ALTEC LANSING MODEL 83 3 Way Bookshelf 129
APOGEE SLANT 6 RIBBON SPEAKERS IN STOCK

ADVENT
LEGACY III
200WATT FLOOR
STANDING SPEAKERS
 1' Ferrofluid-Filled
Soft Dome Tweeter
 10" Woofer

$249PR.
SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
BOSE AM3 SIII.3 Piece Acoustimass System 399.96
BOSE AM4 4 Piece Acoustimass System 449.96
CERWIN VEGA HT -12 12' 150W Subwoofer 549
CERWIN VEGA L -7B Top Rated . 169
CELESTION MODEL 300 SPECIAL BUY

CERWIN VEGA
VS -120
250 WATT SPEAKERS

V WooferDesT'12"With
Bass Reflex Design
 4" Midrange
 1" Dome Tweeter

$399 PR.

LARGE SELECTION OF IN WALL SPEAKERS
JBL  KEF  ADS SONANCE  ETC

AUDIOSOURCE SW -4 150W 12 Powered Sub 399
CELESTION MP -1 ladoor/Outdoar Satellite
HARMAN KARDON THIRTY BOOKSHELF 399

VELODYNE
F-1000
POWERED
SUBWOOFER
 10" Driver  100 Watt
Arnphfier

Voice Coil 699 EA.
 2"
CELESTION CSW 100 W Poaaed Sub EA 399
HARMAN KARDON CS -5 Center Channel EA 129
VELODYNE F-1200 100W Powered Sub EA 899

BOSE vs -loo
100W CENTER
CHANNEL SPEAKER
 Dual Tuned -Port
Design With 4""
Shielded

Driver $79 EA.
Full -Range

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
JBL J-50 100 Watt 2 Way Bookshelf 79
J8L L-7 TOP 0, THE LINE TOWER CALL
181 LX -E990 3 Way Floorstanding CALL
JBL LC -310 3 Way Floorstanding ,, 249
JBL MUSIC SPECIALS IN STOCK

FISHER DCS-993
24 CD/DUAL DECK REMOTE MINI SYSTEM
 100 Watts Per Channel  5 Band Graphic

 8" 3 Way Basslex Speakers 11
Equalizer  Autoreverse

Ref
Cassette

 Remote Control

AIWA NSX-5200 3 CD Dual Deck Remote 399
AIWA NSX-D737 3 CD Dual Deck Remote 529
BOSE LS -12 LIFESTYLE HOME THETRE SYSTEM IN STOCK
KENWOOD UD-552 3 CD Dual Deck Remote 649
YAMAHA CC -70 3 CD Dual Deck Remote 699

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
PATTERN 100
POWERED SUBWOOFERISATELLITE SYSTEM
 Vented Subwoofer  Dual 61 u" Woofers
 2 Satellites With Two 3" Drivers  60 Wattt
Amplifier  Rotating
Dual -Enclosure
Satellites  Biampli-
fication For Sub -
woofer & Satellites
 Magnetic Shielding

10 DAY REFUND POLICY
30 DAY IN HOME SPEAKER AUDITION

SE HABLA ESPMIOL  ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

WE WILL
ANY ADVERTISED PE IN THIS MAGAZINE GUARANTEED !

3 PIECE
SPEAKER W
SYSTEM

rREE
35mm CAMERA
AND BINOCULARS
WITH ANY PURCHASE OVER $200

Expires 8/1/95

CAR STEREO

KENWOOD KDC-5003
DETACHABLE -FACE AM/FM CD
 25 Watts x 2 Pre Amp Out
 24 AM/FM Presets  Four -Bit $249DAC  8x OS  Dual Illumination
BLAUPUNKT CDC-6RF 6 CD Changer WORKS WITH ANY UNIT

KENWOOD KRC-601 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 249
SONY CDX-5290 AM/FM DETACHABLE CD 249
SONY XFIC-610 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 299
SONY CDX-71 10 CD CHANGER 289
TOSHIBA TX -204 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 119
CAR INSTALLATION KITS AVAILABLE
INSTALLERS .... CALL FOR PRICES I

SON CDX-51 RF
10 DISC CD CHANGER W/FM MODULATOR
 Trunk Mountable  1 -Bit Pulse

Filter  Digital Servo Control $299D/A Converter  8X OS Digital

BLAUPUNKT VELOCITY SERIES FULL LINE IN STOCK
JBL GT-C9615 . 3 WAY 6X9' PAIR 99
MB QUART 8M-215CX.02 . 51/4' Component PAIR CALL
SOUNDSTREAM GR-1102 2X55W/1X1WW/X-OVER 199
BAZOOKA - MTX - HIFONICS - BEL FULL LINE IN STOCK

SONY
KV-32S15
32' STEREO
PIP TV

1 -Tuner Picture -In -
Picture  Sleep Timer
 Caption Vision

$799
MITSUBISHI
MITSUBISHI
PANASONIC
SONY KV-27V15
SONY KV-329003

PROJECTION P -I -P 2199
STEREO .... 1299

549
Picture -In -Picture 599
STEREO P -I -P 1249
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POPUIRRMUSIC
TERRY ANDERSON

You Don't Like Me
ESD 81012 (39 min)

Performance: Rip this joint!
Recording: Low-fi that works

Terry Anderson wrote Battleship Chains
for the Georgia Satellites and later co -

wrote most of Satellite frontman Dan
Baird's superb 1993 solo album. His own
solo debut is very much in the same vein -
gutsy, lyrically amusing Stones-ish guitar
rock, not at all profound but an absolute de-
light nonetheless. Recorded more or less as
a one-man show in the artist's low -tech
home studio, "You Don't Like Me" reveals
that Anderson can do a mean imitation of
Mick Jagger and Keith Richards (often in
the same song, as in the addictive Weather
or Not), and there's nary a track here where
the roar of overdubbed guitars is less than
impressive. Basically, it's "Exile on Main
Street" without the angst, and one of the
best records I've heard this year. S.S.

JANN ARDEN
Living Under June

A&N1 '18 (4; mini
Performance: Impressive

Recording: Very good
hirty-two-year-old Canadian Jann Ar-Wden's

second album, "Living Under June,"
has already reached double -Platinum status
and won three Juno awards at home, and
with good reason. Arden, a singer -songwrit-
er with a strong pop sensibility, crafts smart,
provocative songs about complex human
relationships and sings them in a wise,
knowing soprano that suggests a less histri-
onic Ann Wilson or a more grounded Julia
Fordham. Whether writing turbulent songs
of romantic love (Looking for It [Finding
Heaven J, Could I Be Your Girl), addressing
a cad of a suitor (Insensitive), or reporting
the rigors of apartment living (the title
song), Arden is usually nothing short of ex-
quisite. She makes up for her one misstep

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

The late Frank Zappa wore many hats
during his career - composer, band-

leader. satirist, guitarist, anticensorship
crusader - but he won my heart in par-
ticular for perhaps the greatest album
title of all time, "Weasels Ripped My
Flesh." So I am gratified to report that
virtually al of Zappa's recorded output
(nearly sixty albums, including "Wea-
sels" from 1970) has just arrived on CD,
courtesy cf Rykodisc. All were remas-
tered by Zappa himself before his un-
timely death in 1993, and most feature
revamped artwork by the original de-
signer, Cal Schenkel. Pick hit: "We're
Only in It 'or the Money," in a cleaned -
up version of the original 1968 mix (the
first CD reissue featured updated rhythm
tracks that most fans disliked). S.S.

- a duet with the lachrymose Jackson
Browne on Unloved, a song only the writer
should sing - with the extraordinary It
Looks Like Rain, a retro-torch song to burn
a hole in the sky. A.N.

ALEX CHILTON
A Man Called Destruction

ARDENT 1507 (37 min)
Performance: Party music

Recording: Fine

5emioticians, deconstructionists, obfus-
cators, and other make-work specialists

of the rock -critic trade will either pooh-
pooh "A Man Called Destruction" as trivial
entertainment or fall all over themselves
trying to explain what Alex Chilton is really
signifying with the message -free rhythm
'n' rock he's now purveying. Those folks
would save themselves a lot of worry lines
if they'd just put on the record and have
some fun for a change. Because the implicit
message of this album is, simply, that mes-
sage music sucks - that several decades of
progressive rock and politically correct roll
have produced an indulgent school of pre-
tension that's derailed rock from its glori-
ously anarchic origins.

Somewhere outside this circus stands
Alex Chilton, playing his guitar and singing
in time -tested Southern fashion. He's back
on the Ardent label, scene of his youthful

triumphs and tragedies with Big Star, and
this is his strongest solo work to date. He's
into the New Orleans R&B groove thing
more than ever, and the six Chilton origi-
nals here offer solid proof of creative re-
newal. The three songs that close the album
flat-out groove: You're Lookin' Good, Don't
Know Anymore, and Don't Stop, Chilton's
best straightforward rocker since, well, ever.
Strewn amid all that is an eclectic batch of
covers ranging from boss R&B by the likes
of Chris Kenner and Jimmy Reed to more
eccentric fare like the falsetto -filled Jan and
Dean hit New Girl in School and, best of
all, a hilarious Italian beat -music tune of
early -Sixties vintage about what it means to
be a rebel (II Rehelle).

In short, the entire album is danceable
(in an old -school style), loose, funny, and
alive. Get it while it's hot. And the hell with
P. J. Harvey. P.P.

010R011 MICAS
LIBERTY 28329 (36 min)

Performance: Stylish
Recording: Very good

B"'
how things have changed in Nash-

ville! Used to be, if you had any higher
learnin', like Whispering Bill Anderson,
you kept it to yourself, lest somebody think
you'd gotten above your raisin'. But these
days George Ducas, one of Music City's
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POPULAR MUSIC
more noteworthy young hat acts, lays it out
plain in his bio: "BA in Economics, Vander-
bilt University."

Don't hold that against him, even if
you've already figured he doesn't look quite
at home in that cowboy hat. Texas born and
California cured, Ducas has a knack for
writing good, clear lyrics (none of that
cheesy word -play stuff) and music that au-
thentically harks back to Bakersfield and
'kicker Texas towns in the Fifties and Six-
ties. On his latest album Ducas marries his
self-possessed vocals with ten cross -gener-
ational songs he co -wrote with Nashville
tunesmiths. At their best they evoke the
retro-rock and honky-tonk of contemporary
hillbilly Dwight Yoakam (Kisses Don't Lie,
It Ain't Me) and suggest what Buck Owens,
Roy Orbison, and Ernest Tubb might have
sounded like performing in the Nineties.

With the help of producer Richard Ben-
nett (Steve Earle, Emmylou Harris), Ducas
forges a hip guitar -and -pedal -steel -washed
California shuffle sound, switching into
dance -hall (not line -dance) mode for Tear-
drops and paying homage to classic weep-
ers on My World Stopped Turning. There's
a touch of attitude here, to be sure. But hey,
where would Yoakam (skinny legs and all)
be without it? Ducas is one newcomer
worth watching. A.N.

CLIVE ORIOSON
People & Places

COMPASS 4227 (62 min)
Performance: Underwhelming

Recording: Fine

Clive Gregson used to front a terrific lit -
tle pop -punk outfit (Any Trouble) that

made two terrific albums on the lamented
Stiff label. But since he was kind of geeky
looking and wrote a lot of fairly petulant
stuff about his lucklessness in love, he got
typed as a junior Elvis Costello, and that
was the end of that. Later, Gregson did yeo-
man service in Richard Thompson's touring
band, and since then he's made a series of
increasingly folky records, often with fel-

1

Ducas: college - In the hat

low Thompson alumnus Christine Collister.
Unfortunately, this latest installment finds
his fire pretty much out. Gregson remains
an expressive singer, and he still gets off
a good line or two (see Mary's Divorce, a
song from the husband's point of view
which I wanted to like more than I actually
did). But the overall impression left by
"People & Places" is just a sort of generic
wistful melancholy. Wait for some New
Wave obsessive to reissue those Any Trou-
ble albums. S.S.

GUIDED BY VOICES
Alien Lanes

MATADOR 123 (41 min)
Performance: Great
Recording: Awful

The members of Guided by Voices have
some of the best fake English accents in

the history of rock-and-roll. Never mind
that they're really from Dayton, Ohio, and
fronted by a fortyish high-school teacher.
Listening to the twenty-eight songs on
"Alien Lanes" one can hear traces of the
Move's reedy vocals and great guitar sound,
lOcc's wise -ass attitude, the Soft Boys'
punk -psychedelic fancies, the Kinks' jaded
romanticism, and the Rutles' profundity.

But GBV albums really don't resemble
anybody else's, and that's both a blessing
and a curse. At their best they upend the
whole idea of what a record ought to sound
like. The songs are over when they're over,
whether that's 2 minutes or 18 seconds,
and they're spliced together so that the flow
of melodic hooks never lets up. And the
group's use of cheap recording equipment
gives them a unique sonic personality that
matches the cut -and -paste songwriting.
Still, "Alien Lanes" sometimes carries things
too far - GBV really didn't need to record
one song while the garbage truck was going
by, to dub scratchy -record noises on anoth-
er, or to leave in all the obvious tape glitch-
es. It may be time for them to sell out just a
little and make a real record; Lord knows
the songs are worth it. Brett Milano

THE HIGH LLAMAS
Gideon Gaye

DELMORE 007 (55 min)
Performance: Smile!

Recording: Shimmering
Sean O'Hagan, formerly of the Irish band
Microdisney, is the driving force behind

the High Llamas. "Gideon Gaye" is a fanci-
ful excursion into realms of late -Sixties pop
at its most ambitious, when the sky was the
limit and the musical imagination of a gen-

eration seemed boundless. O'Hagan -
who sings and plays guitar, piano, organ,
glockenspiel, and Moog synthesizer - un-
abashedly derives his principal inspiration
from the Beach Boys' resident genius, Bri-
an Wilson and his never -completed orches-
tral -pop masterwork "Smile." (Note: Capi-
tol Records is slated to issue a boxed set of
the "Smile" sessions; keep your fingers
crossed, everybody.)

The album title is a pun on one of the
song titles, Giddy and Gay. Those two
words, "giddy" as in playful and "gay" in
its original meaning, describe the ornate
musical sand castles O'Hagan has con-
structed with the High Llamas. In some
places, especially The Goat Strings, the
group's inspiration comes almost too close
to the original for comfort. But for most of
its nearly hour-long length, "Gideon Gaye"
is a near -perfect evocation of a pop nirvana

that few have been able to reach. This is an
album for the head (and headphones); put it
on and let the music carry you off into a
maze of enchantment. P.P.

CHRIS ISAAK
Forever Blue

REPRISE 45845 (40 min)
Performance: More variety

Recording: Good
Retro-rockabi I I y, Roy-Orbison-worship-

ping balladeer Chris Isaak returns from
the relative failure of "San Francisco Days"
with an album that keeps his trademark
dreamy blue mood intact while veering
somewhat out of the sameness that marred
that last record. The songwriting in "Forev-
er Blue" never really gets completely off
the ground, but Isaak offers some badly
needed tempo changes this time out, and
David Lynch isn't ready to pop out of the
opening strains of every cut. Change Your
Mind may sound like the hallucinations of
somebody going down in a heroin overdose,
but Somebody Cryin', Believe, and Don't
Leave Me pretty much play it straight. After
that, it's an odd bag. The title song could
have been recorded in the 1920's, and Coin'
Nowhere, without the quasi -American Indi-
an war dance, might have been a contender
for either the Beatles or the Stones, which
is a feat in itself. Odd factoid: Gracing Grad-
uation Day is a delicate electric -guitar solo
from one John Morgan, a nineteen -year -old
Navy seaman Isaak heard noodling in a gui-
tar shop and recorded on a weekend pass.
Who says miracles never happen? A.N.
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ELTON JOHN

Made in England
ROCKE I \ NI) 526 155 (53 min)
Performance: Decent recent Elton

Recording: Glossy
What does Elton John have against rock-
and-roll these days? More power to

him for becoming one of the more likable
adult/contemporary acts around, but recent
pickings have been slim for those of us who
always thought that The Bitch Is Back is a
better song than Candle in the Wind.

"Made in England" is something of a
comeback for John, at least when compared

with the smarmy Lion King soundtrack.
The fact that most of the songs have one -
word titles tips you off that this one's meant
to be a big statement, and the tunes are in-
deed his strongest in a long while. Bernie
Taupin's lyrics all relate to real life for a
change, and Paul Buckmaster's string ar-
rangements lend some welcome "Madman
Across the Water" overtones. The twelve -
string driven Please and diehard -pop num-
ber Pain both prove that Elton's not out of
steam just yet, and the title track is a me-
lodic strut that harks back to his Seventies
heyday. On the other hand, songs like Cold,
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House, and Belfast are the kind of maudlin
ballads that have clogged up too many of
his recent albums. And the opening Believe
comes across as an obvious attempt to write
his own version of John Lennon's Imagine.
It does work, but I Wanna Hold Your Hand
is still a better song. Brett Milano

KOIRNIR, RAY & GLOVER
Blues, Rags & Hollers
RED HOUSE 76 (52 min)

Performance: Remarkable
Recording: Vintage but excellent

Back in the early Sixties Koerner, Ray &
Glover were the first white American

kids to do authentic (or what was billed as
authentic, anyway) folk blues. This album,
originally released on a tiny audiophile la-
bel and then picked up by the fledgling
Elektra in 1963, was a bona fide under-
ground classic - for a while, a copy of it
seemed to be in at least one dorm room at

every college in America. For this reissue
(it's been out of print for over twenty years)
the original stereo master has been used for
the first time (Elektra thought the separa-
tion was too wide), and songs originally cut
for reasons of LP length have been restored.
Back when this was new, I thought it was
kind of dry and academic sounding, at least
vis-à-vis the real thing. In retrospect, how-
ever, these guys not only knew what they
were doing but also brought a great deal of
their own personalities to a style of music
they clearly loved a lot; you can hear the
fun they're having, and it's infectious. An
extremely welcome return. S.S.

ANNIE LENNOX
Medusa

ARISTA 25717 (47 min)
Performance: Don't rush right out

Recording: Very good
On the follow-up to "Diva," ex-Euryth-
mic Annie Lennox's solo debut, the

queen of the funny hair and clothes goes
traditional, recording an entire album of
covers, or, as she puts it, "a selection of
songs I have been drawn to for all kinds of
reasons." While this record isn't as techno-
heavy as what Lennox did with the Euryth-
mics, it's closer to the sound she got with
guitarist-keyboardist-producer Dave Stew-
art than the barrage of synths and drum ma-
chines that characterized "Diva."

Lennox takes some real chances on "Me-
dusa," reprising, for example, the Persuad-
ers' Thin Line Between Love and Hate, on
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which she achieves something luminous,
especially with a wild and passionate har-
monica sound dancing around the melody.
But on several songs, such as No More "I
Love You's" and a ridiculously ornate and
pompous remake of A Whiter Shade of
Pale, she's simply too mannered to produce
much emotional response. And her version
of Paul Simon's Something So Right is too
chanteusey for consumption outside a Liza
Minnelli supper -club performance.

That said, Lennox does credible covers
of the Temptations' 1969 hit, I Can't Get
Next to You, and Neil Young's Don't Let It
Bring You Down. Just don't expect too
much of her excursions into R&B/funk, es-
pecially Take Me to the River and Train in
Vain. A whiter shade of pale, indeed. A.N.

THROWING MUSES
University

SIRE/REPRISE 9457% (49 min)
Performance: Strong
Recording: Very good

BELLY
King

SIRE/REPRISE 945833 (45 min)
Performance: Artful

Recording: Very good
where's a family -tree connection between

these two albums in that Tanya Donelly,
the leader of Belly, used to be a member of
Throwing Muses, among the earliest (and
still the best) of the female -fronted alterna-
tive bands. In Bright Yellow Gun, the open-
ing track on the Muses' "University," singer
Kristin Hersh confesses, "I've got nothing
to offer but confusion." Maybe so, but con-
fusion has never sounded so deliriously
bracing. The album is like an out -of -control
amusement -park ride; you've got no choice
but to strap in and go with it, leaning this
way and that in response to Hersh's emo-
tional force fields and forward -thrusting
tempos. From the controlled fury of Start to
the mystical seaside evocations of Crabtown,
"University" is an entrancing record - one
that takes great pains to encode life's
strangeness in a musical context shot
through with excitement and wonder.

On the strength of "King," Belly is get-
ting the same sort of attention claimed by
the Breeders last year. Donelly takes a
kitchen -sink approach that is artful and in-
teresting; it's not as diamond -hard as Throw-
ing Muses, but the sensibility is just as keen.
Some of the tracks here are better if just ab-
sorbed than if studied at close range, while
others are out-and-out killers. Red unfolds
in sections: a sweetly sung, waltz -like thren-
ody, a martial guitar -and -drums -fueled blow-
out, and an even faster uptempo bit that re-
solves the whole brief, dazzling suite. Don-
elly's crystalline soprano cuts through it all,
alternately conveying vulnerability and de-
termination on such tracks as Seal My Fate,
which moves from a sweet, strummy alter-
na-folk melody to a lively, full -bore band
assault. Overall, Belly gets high marks for
their mood -drenched songcraft, and Donel-
ly arguably possesses the purest voice of
any of the female bandleaders currently
making waves on the alternative side of
the dial. P.P.

JAll
GARY BARTZ

The Red and Orange Poems
ATLANTIC JAZZ 82720 (59 min)

Performance: Inspired
Recording: Very good

Since the late Sixties, alto saxophonist
Gary Bartz has demonstrated eclectic

taste, but whether he aimed his horn at
R&B, the classical world, or whatever was

going around at the time, the fundamental
ingredient in his mix was jazz. "The Red
and Orange Poems" is all jazz, an album of
characteristic diversity that may well be his
best to date. With tasteful tinctures by trum-
peter Eddie Henderson and French-hornist
John Clark (both of whom solo with gusto)
and strong foundations by pianist Mulgrew
Miller, bassist Dave Holland, and drummer
Greg Bandy, Bartz is radiant. Energy and
creativity so permeate this release that I
recommend it as the perfect disc to play for
skeptics who think the contemporary jazz
scene is on a treadmill. To some extent, it
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POPULAR MUSIC
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THE BUT OF FRANK'S AVALON
VARESE SARABANDE 5594 (44 min)
If this spawns a Vol. 2 - say, "The Best
of Frankie's Beach Movie Years" - then
Nietzsche was right: God is dead. S.S.

THE BAD MAMMAS
Kisses 50C
WATERDOG 9501 (37 min)
Chicago's smartest pop rockers - still
the closest thing we have to a homegrown
version of Squeeze - return with another
fab collection of heartfelt, tuneful mus-
ings on issues large and small (and, come
to think of it, a more consistent album than
anything Squeeze has done in years). Pick
hit: A Mindless Pop Song, which is assur-
edly anything but. S.S.

500 NATIONS
(Original Motion -Picture Soundtrack)
EPIC 66990 (65 min)
Peter Buffett's impressive score for the
TV miniseries 500 Nations succeeds ad-
mirably in conjuring up the white man's
view of the life and times of Native
Americans. It's very Hollywood, and if it
recalls Dances with Wolves, that's proba-
bly because Buffett worked on that film
as well. Excellent sound, too.

William Livingstone

ROBYN HITCHCOCK
Invisible Hitchcock
RHINO 71840 (70 min)
Long -overdue reissue of Robyn Hitch -
cock's equivalent of the Who's "Odds and
Sods" - which means it includes a hard -
to -find EP plus various rare B-sides and
other ephemera, all of it vastly entertain-
ing and sui generis. This guy's so good
the British should nationalize him. S.S.

HYPERACTIVE
Inner Strength
HUSNOCK 6002 (40 min)
Brilliantly played and produced punk-
metal-hiphop-reggae-jazz fusion from an
integrated band from the wilds of New
Jersey. Think the Red Hot Chili Peppers
with a real groove and a better singer -
indie rock rarely comes as eclectic, ac-
complished, or impassioned as this. A ma-
jor find. [$12 postpaid from MJN Produc-
tions, 9 Morton Court, Lawrenceville, NJ
08648.1 S.S.

THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER
Tonin'
ATLANTIC 82661 (52 min)
Another (yawn) covers album, this time
centered around Top -40 fare from the
Sixties, with special guests like Frankie
Valli (who shows up for a Four Seasons
remake). Mostly overproduced and charm-
less, with numerous demerits for a dese-
cration of Brian Wilson's sublime God
Only Knows, rendered here with all the
unctuous show -biz insincerity of Joe Pis-
copo's Frank Sinatra imitations. S.S.

THE METERS
Anthology - Funkify Your Life
RHINO 71869 (two CD's, 144 min)
All the hits and more by the instrumental
combo (including Art Neville of the you -
know -who Brothers) that was to New Or-
leans what Booker T and the MG's were
to Memphis - the most influential cats
around. Great stuff, assembled with Rhi-
no's usual care. S.S.

MOOT
Everything Is Wrong
ELEKTRA 61701 (47 min)
Because this new album from the over -
celebrated dance/trance maven is unusual-
ly wide-ranging stylistically (New Age
noodling, a bona fide punk song complete
with guitars), some people are hailing it
as a breakthrough into a whole new genre.
Personally, I think it's more like Mike
Oldfield without the laughs. S.S.

MUSICA ANIMA WITH PATRICK
STEWART
The Compleat Four Seasons
AMERICAN GRAMAPHONE 801 (51 min)
Including recitations of the poems origi-
nally published with Vivaldi's most popu-
lar composition was a bad idea. Not only
have the poems lost a lot in translation,
but the portentous delivery of Patrick
Stewart (a.k.a. captain of the Starship You
Know What) doesn't help a bit. A record-
ing only trekkies could love. W.L.

MUSIC FOR A BACHELOR'S DEN
IN NI -PI
DCC 079 (44 min)
Like the cover says, "15 seductive selec-
tions" from the Golden Age (late Fifties,
early Sixties) of audiophile make -out mu-
sic. Among them: Martin Denny's kitsch-
ily exotic Quiet Village, Jackie Gleason's
nostalgic Theme from "The Honeymoon-
ers," and Nelson Riddle's actually quite
brilliant Theme from "Route 66." Loads
of fun. S.S.

is. But with sax players like Bartz, Joshua
Redman, James Carter, and Ivo Perlman
around, there is indeed a light at the end of
the evolutionary tunnel. , C.A.

ERROLL

GARNER

MOgition &

ERROLL GARNER
Magkian/Gershwin and Kern

TFLARCHIVF 81317 (76 min)
Performance: Glorious Garner
Recording: Ears will be pleased

When Erroll Gamer surfaced in the For-
ties he didn't sound like anyone who

had come before him. The Garner style still
creeps up in the playing of the current gen-
eration, but no one has managed to recap-
ture the full flavor. Garner was a prolific re-
cording artist whose extraordinary creativi-
ty was refreshingly spontaneous; when he
sat down at the piano (usually on a stack of
telephone directories) the magic poured
forth with such ease and precision that sec-
ond takes were rarely needed.

A new Telarchive CD combines two al-
bums previously released on Gamer's own
Octave label: "Gershwin and Kern" and
"Magician." According to the notes, these
tracks date back to the Seventies (Garner
died in 1977), but something tells me that
the Gershwin/Kem tribute was made in the
previous decade. That, of course, is of little
consequence to the average listener. What
really matters is that these recordings are
once again available, that the CD is filled to
the brim, and that careful attention has been
paid to the sound quality. CA.

DIZZY GILLESPIE
The Complete RCA Victor Recordings

RCA/BLUEBIRD 66528 (two CD's. 129 min)
Performance: Seminal

Recording: Okay
This collection of seminal bebop belongs
in every jazz record library, and I envy

anyone hearing it for the first time. In addi-
tion to material recorded under Gillespie's
name in the late Forties (big band as well as
small group), it also offers delightful exam-
ples of his embryonic work of the late Thir-
ties with Lionel Hampton and Teddy Hill,
plus a 1949 Metronome All Stars session on
which Miles Davis and Fats Navarro join
Gillespie in the trumpet section (Charlie
Parker and Lennie Tristano are also on
hand). My own favorites among these re-
cordings are George Russell's Cuhano Be
and Cuhano Bop, actually a groundbreak-
ing two-part work for big band that sought
and found a common element in Chano Po-
zo's Cuban chants and Stravinsky's Rite of
Spring. A young Johnny Hartman's Perry
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POPULAR MUSIC
Como -influenced vocals and jive like Hey
Pete! Let's Eat More Meat are yours at no
extra charge. F.D.

JOE HENDERSON
Double Rainbow: The Music of Antonio

Carlos Jobim
VI-RVI- 527 222 int min)

Performance: Bosse with brains
Recording: Excellent

Ir he news that 1 find this collection of An-
tonio Carlos Jobim songs the most sat-

isfying of Joe Henderson's three Verve al-
bums should be tempered by the news that I

found his earlier tributes to Billy Strayhorn
and Miles Davis lacking in vitality (a mi-
nority opinion, to be sure). The dilemma fac-
ing the tenor saxophonist and his producers
is that (apparently) he no longer writes, and
garden-variety standards fail to provide him
with as much gristle as his own structurally
inventive originals used to. Although com-
poser homages like this one strike me as
only a short-term solution, I have to admit
that Henderson and Jobim prove to be a sur-
prisingly good match. Bossa nova can be
bland, but Henderson avoids the trap by
digging into those Brazilian rhythms in-
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stead of attempting to glide over them the
way most jazz soloists do.

Henderson's solos are both lilting and
brainy, and this material allows him to dis-
play his lovely flute -like altissimo to ex-
tremely good advantage (as might be ex-
pected, there are token nods to Stan Getz).
There are two different rhythm sections here;
the one with coproducer Oscar Castro -Neves
on guitar may be more idiomatically suited
to the task at hand, but Henderson taps a
deeper vein of lyricism in the company of
Herbie Hancock, Christian McBride, and
Jack DeJohnette. F.D.

NICHOLAS PAYTON
From This Moment

VIRVI, 5-'71173iB7 min)
Performance: Remember the name

Recording: Good

ew Orleans's Nicholas Payton, twenty -
UM one, is the latest neo-bopster to find a
home at a major label courtesy of Wynton
Marsalis. As with so many of today's new
stars, the big spotlight may be catching him
prematurely; he has yet to find his own
style, and there are rough spots here and
there on this debut album. But "From This
Moment" is a fine start nevertheless and
bodes very well indeed. Payton's varied in-
fluences give him prepossessing versatility;
there are flashes throughout of Miles and
Dizzy, but he can also go farther back, as
on Taking a Chance on Love, which he
gives a decidedly Roy Eldridge-ish treat-
ment that brings out the Garner in pianist
Mulgrew Miller. The youthful sextet fea-
tures guitarist Mark Whitfield and vibist
Monte Croft, with Miller steering a rhythm
section completed by bassist Reginald Veal
and drummer Lewis Nash. Seven of the
twelve tracks are originals, revealing Pay -
ton's considerable talent in that area as
well. Reserve a place for him. C.A.

Payton: a fine start
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CI. AMC AL MUSIC
BARRIOS: Music for Guitar

David Russell
TEAR(' 80373 (70 ilunl
Performance: Charming

Recording: Excellent
Wonderful "primitive" art - I'm think-
ing of the Frenchman Henri Rousseau

or the American Grandma Moses - is rarer
in music than in the visual arts, but it oc-
curs. Agustin Barrios Mangore, born in Par-
aguay in 1885, was a guitar virtuoso who
spent his life touring in Latin America and
creating a body of charming and idiomatic
music that has recently had a big revival.
The charm and the romantic qualities are
made up in about equal measures of naivete
and sophistication. Barrios wrote this music
for himself to play, and it was meant to
please and astonish. It does both.

Glasgow is about as far as you can get
from Paraguay and still be on the same
planet, but these grateful and elegant little
pieces are neatly turned by David Russell,
who, indeed, hails from Scotland. His tech-
nical brilliance is breathtaking, and there
is a certain reserve in his playing that gives
these pieces a rather Classical feel and keeps
the kitsch from the door. Even without ex-
tracting the last ounce of sentiment and
showmanship, he makes a good case for
this music. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas No. 15
("Pastorale"), No. 17 ("The Tempest"),

and No. 26 ("Les Adieux")
Gerhard Oppu/

RCA 61969 (65 min)
Performance: Bracing

Recording: Vivid
We've already had complete recordings
of the piano music of Brahms and

Grieg from Gerhard Oppitz, and this new
disc looks like the start of an integral sur-
vey of the Beethoven sonatas. If so. it may
well prove to be a stimulating one. While

the Oppitz recordings that I've heard in the
past have struck me as the work of an
unquestionably skilled player who didn't
bring much to the music in the way of fresh
illumination or enlivenment, he exhibits an
altogether different level of involvement in
his Beethoven. There are humor and fanta-
sy in the "Pastorale," brilliance to burn in
"The Tempest," and an uncommonly suc-
cessful combination of these qualities in
the way he conveys the imagery of "Les
Adieux."

The impact of this hour -plus with Bee-
thoven is cumulatively bracing. Oppitz
seems to be having the time of his life im-
mersed in music he really cares about and
understands. The vivid recording, occasion-
ally tending toward brittleness, seems per-
fectly matched to both the exuberance and
the depth of these provocative, richly en-
joyable performances. R.F.

BORODIN: String Quartet No. 2
STRAVINSKY: Three Pieces

for String Quartet
SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartet No. 3

Lafayette String Quartet
DORIAN 90201 (72 min)

Performance: Caring
Recording: Very good

Jnudging from the way the carry off this
cannily chosen all -Russian program, I'd

say that the four young women who make
up the Lafayette String Quartet - currently
based in Victoria, British Columbia - will
bear careful watching over the next few
years. The cello opening of Borodin's pop-
ular D Major Quartet sounds a bit tentative
for my taste, but the performance gains
strength and cohesion as it moves along
through the sprightly scherzo, the ever -pop-
ular nocturne, and a neatly turned and spir-
ited finale. The Lafayette players negotiate
the complex rhythms and colors of the acer-
bic, even gnomic 1914 Stravinsky pieces
with aplomb and gusto.

The Shostakovich Third Quartet, from
1946, provides the greatest substance in the
program. Its five movements run the gamut
from in -your -face clowning to unrelenting
tragedy, with echoes of the Seventh and
Eighth Symphonies as well as of the "dances
of death" elements in the E Minor Piano
Trio. The mournful quasi-passacaglia fourth
movement is one of the composer's major
chamber -music achievements. The whole
work is performed here with deep compas-
sion and understanding. Add in the first-rate
sonics (from the Troy, New York, Savings
Bank Music Hall), and to me this CD is
worth its weight in gold. D.H.

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

GREAT DANE

Baritone Bo Skovhus

The "three tenors" may still be the
hot item for light classical enter-

tainment. but in the more serious
song literature the baritone is definite-
ly having his day. After the success of
the American Thomas Hampson, the
Russians Dmitri Hvorostovsky and
Sergei Leiferkus, and the German
Wolfgang Holzmair comes a young
Dane, Bo (recently shortened from
"Boje") Skovhus, who's been signed
by Sony Classical to an exclusive con-
tract to record lieder. His first Sony
CD, "Eichendorff-Lieder." released
earlier this year. contains settings by
Wolf and Korngold of poems by the
nineteeth-century German Joseph von
Eichendorff. A second CD, of Schubert
lieder, is scheduled for June release.

But even baritones have their lighter
side, and Skovhus's can be sampled
in a new recording of Lehar's operetta
The Merry Widow on Deutsche Gram-
mophon, where his Count Danilo is
paired with soprano Cheryl Studer's
"widow." Skovhus makes his Tangle -
wood Festival debut this summer in
Orff's Carmina Burana.
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BRAHMS: Symphony No. 4; Handel
Variations (orch. Rubbra)

Cleveland Orchestra, Ashkenazy
LONDON 436 853 (71 min)

Performance: Heartwarming
Recording: Exemplary

The recording of Vladimir Ashkenazy's
Cleveland Brahms cycle was stretched

out over a three-year period (1990-1992),
and this latest installment has turned out the
best. He has the tempos just right in the
Fourth Symphony, beginning at the very
first bars, where he communicates a fine
sense of lift and momentum. There is no
laboring in the denser portions of the first -
movement development, and there's a

splendid work -up to the movement's cli-
mactic ending. The Cleveland strings are in
gorgeous form in the slow movement, and
its ensemble woodwind passages have a
fine bite and body. The scherzo could use a
touch more pizzazz, but it is by no means
sleepy. The passacaglia finale packs a tre-
mendous wallop. Of the various digital re-
cordings of the Brahms Fourth, this is one I
can really live with.

The 1938 orchestration by the British
composer Edmund Rubbra of Brahms's Op.
24 Variations and Fugue on a Theme by
Handel will sound more than a bit outré to
those who have grown up on the mar-
velously pianistic original, but, on its own
colorful terms, it does work (and it's con-
siderably less garish than Schoenberg's or-
chestration of the Op. 25 Piano Quartet).
Ashkenazy has recorded the Handel Varia-
tions in the original, and that knowledge in-
forms his treatment of the orchestral ver-
sion. This is a fine disc - go for it! D.H.

CHOPIN: The Four Ballades; Two
Waltzes; Nocturne in F Major; Three

Mazurkas; Two Etudes
Murray Perahia (piano)
SONY 64399 (61 num)

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Superb

After spending two years or so undergo-
ing treatment and surgery for an injury

to his right hand, Murray Perahia has re-
sumed his recording activity for Sony with
a stunning Chopin collection. The dozen
pieces on this disc may well add up to this
pianist's finest hour in any recorded reper-
tory so far. He seems to achieve a new level
of vitality in embracing the sheer physicali-
ty of the music - its rich colors and rhyth-
mic inventiveness - as well as its more
subtle expressive nuances.

The big items here are the four ballades,
each in its way a concise, self-contained
drama. Perahia responds with a poetic fire
as well attuned to this Romantically evoca-
tive music as Classical poise was to his per-
formances of the Mozart concertos. Indeed,
it is because that Classical poise is very
much operative here that the freedom in his
playing seems to enhance the music's in-
nate elegance as well as its drama. The gen-
erously applied (but tasteful) rubato is sim-
ply part of the language here - nothing
more and nothing less than what a phrase
demands in order to be heard in its own
voice.

The ballades are followed with even more
concise (I cant imagine calling them "lit-
tle") miracles of perfection in the form of
two "grand waltzes" (the false Brillante in
E -flat Major, Op. 18, and the Waltz in A -flat
Major, Op. 42); the F Major Nocturne, Op.
IS, No. 1; three mazurkas (Op. 70, No. 3, in
F Minor, Op. 17, No. 4, in A Minor, Op. 33,
No. 2, in D Major); and two of the Op. 10
Etudes (No. 3, in E Major, and the spark-
ling No. 4, in C -sharp Minor). All grandly
sustain the level of interpretive inspiration
and performing brilliance already noted; it
is all sorcery, and the distinguished record-
ing does full justice to it. R.F.
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DEBUSSY: Images for Orchestra
ELGAR: Enigma Variations

Berlin Philharmonic, Levine
SONY 53284 (67 min)
Performance: Elegant
Recording: Gorgeous

An oddball repertoire pairing, this one!
But when you get down to it, mixing

mature Debussy with Elgar's first master-
piece is no stranger than Debussy's own
combination, in the Images pour Orchestre,
of a Spanish -flavored masterpiece (Iberia)
with two fascinating but lesser pieces sub-
tly imbued with English and French folk
elements (Gigues and Rondes de Printemps,
respectively). And the idea of the Berlin
Philharmonic performing this quintessen-
tially French and British music adds yet an-
other touch of incongruity - in the event, a
bold and delightful touch!

In terms of James Levine's interpreta-
tions, Gigues floats out of the loudspeakers
with as transparent a texture and as clean a
line as any Debussy recording I have heard
in recent years, and those same qualities
permeate the rest of the Images, especially
the slow movement of Iberia. But the outer
movements of Iberia are lacking in rhyth-
mic impetus and tension, and while there's
lots of atmosphere in the festive third move-
ment, I miss the untrammeled jubilation
that should mark its final pages.

There are many satisfying things in the
Elgar, notably the fine sostenuto line in the
famous "Nimrod" section (Variation IX)
and the apt gauging of its crucial climactic
point -a hurdle for almost all interpreters.
The wonderfully blustery, self -celebrating
finale doesn't quite come off, however.
That cavil aside, the sound of this live re-
cording in Berlin's Philharmonie hall is of
demonstration quality, especially in the De-

bussy. There is applause after the end of the
Elgar. D.H.

MOZART: Serenade No. 13 "Eine
Kleine Nachtmusik"); Concerto for Flute
and Harp (K. 299); Sinfonia Concertante

for Violin and Viola (K. 364)
Soloists; Cleveland Orchestra, Dohnanyi

LONDON 443 175 (78 min)
Performance: Elegant

Recording: Consistently fine
AII of our orchestras give their principal
players, and the concertmasters in par-

ticular, opportunities to perform as concerto
soloists, but few provide opportunities for
them to record in such roles. The Cleveland
Orchestra, which became one of the notable
exceptions early in George Szell's twenty-
four -year tenure, continues that laudable
tradition here, and with a good deal of
poignancy.

In a warmly affectionate note, conductor
Christoph von Dohnanyi advises us that
Daniel Majeske, who died of cancer in No-
vember 1993, had been a member of the
Cleveland Orchestra for thirty-eight years
and its concertmaster for nearly twenty-five
- longer than any of his predecessors. The
sober, darkly lit 1991 recording of the Sin-
fonia Concertante, with the orchestra's
principal violist, Robert Vernon, as co -solo-
ist with Majeske, is a memorial of real sub-
stance.

Fittingly, it is coupled here with another
double concerto, for flute and harp, in
which principals of the orchestra are again
soloists - in this case the flutist Joshua
Smith and the harpist Lisa Wellbaum. The
slighter but engaging work is agreeably set
forth, and a stylish account of the always
welcome Eine Kleine Nachtmusik serenade
at the beginning of the generously filled
disc makes it the equivalent of a full con-
cert program. Dohnanyi has the orchestra
sounding pretty big and bluff for such ma-
terial, but elegant nonetheless, and the
sound quality is consistently fine. R.F.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Sadko
Soloists; Kirov Opera Chorus and Orchestra,

Gergiev
PHILIPS 442 138 (three CD's, 172 min)

Performance: Impelling
Recording: Very good

ecorded live, this performance of Rim-
Rsky-Korsakov's 1890's operatic fantasy
- a real melodrama - is distinguished
throughout by a taut energy and intensity,
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properties as much of the score itself as of
this realization, that make it nearly irre-
sistible. The libretto is a typical fairy tale,
taking Sadko, in a quest for fame and for-
tune, away from his wife and native city
and into the Kingdom of the Sea and the
willing arms of the Sea Princess, then back
to terra firma, domestic happiness, and
popular recognition. The music, now highly
dramatic, now seductively lyrical, varies in
its efficacy, often being truly moving but
sometimes little better than a circus -band
ditty, yet Rimsky's melodic gifts and telling
orchestration always carry it along.

The performance is topnotch. The large
chorus, which has a major role in the opera,
sings with both fervor and conviction, its
music rousing and expressively appealing
by turns. The orchestra is especially note-
worthy, crisp in attack, soaring in line, and
vigorously theatrical. Always in sure con-
trol, conductor Valery Gergiev obviously
understands and admires the work.

The soloists are similarly dedicated. Vla-
dimir Galusin is commendable as Sadko, a
grueling role that amounts to a test of vocal
prowess, using his stalwart tenor to fine ef-
fect. As Volkhova, the Sea Princess, Valen-
tina Tsidipova is entrusted with many of the
most haunting melodies in the opera; her
clear, floating soprano enhances them. Sad-
ko's wife, Lyubava, is movingly sung by
mezzo-soprano Marianna Tarassova. The
Venetian Merchant of baritone Alexander
Gergalov and the Indian Merchant of tenor
Gegam Grigorian provide arresting cameos
in Tableau IV (the celebrated Song of In-
dia's original context). Sergei Alexashkin's
full-bodied bass sonorously portrays the
powerful Sea King. R.A.

SCHUMANN: Symphonies No. 3
("Rhenish") and No. 4

Chamber Orchestra of Europe. Hamoncourt
TELDEC 90867 (57 min)
Performance: Refreshing

Recording: Good
5chumann's original 1841 version of the
Symphony No. 4 is the major justifica-

tion for yet another recording of these fa-
miliar masterworks. It was actually the sec-
ond of his canonical four symphonies in or-
der of composition, but he took it into his
head a decade later to revise the orchestra-
tion, and to some degree the musical con-
tent as well. As played here, the original
has a much more transparent texture, free
of the woodwind doublings that have tend-
ed to make the music sound beefy. The
transitional material linking the slow intro-
duction to the main body of the first move-
ment is quite different from what we're
used to, as are the initial pages of the finale,
where the reprise of the militant theme
from the first movement is given a single
blunt proclamation.

Conductor Nikolaus Hanioncourt stress-
es the lyrical aspects of both the "Rhenish"
and the Fourth Symphony, with decided
legato emphasis throughout and a soft-ped-
aling of the obsessive rhythmic figuration.
There is no high drama here, not even in
the so-called Cathedral Scene of the "Rhen-
ish." This is Schumann with a light hand,
and in its own way it's refreshing. D.H.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 11
("The Year 1905")

Vienna Symphony. Inbal
DENON 78920 (62 min)

Performance: Exceptional
Recording: Impressive

Achilling wide-screen sonic picture of
the savage Tsarist repression of the

January 1905 protest gathering of workers
and citizens before the St. Petersburg Win-
ter Palace. the Shostakovich Symphony No.
I I was composed when memories of the
Soviet putdown of a similar protest in Hun-
gary were still fresh, which has led recent
commentators to infer a subtext embodying
the composer's own protest against tyranny.
Certainly that element comes through in the
words of the revolutionary songs that thread
their way through all four movements.

I have found Eliahu Inbal's previous
Shostakovich performances from Vienna
just a cut below the best of the competition,
but in No. I 1 he comes out very near the
top for my money, thanks among other
things to an exceptionally vivid recording.
His reading of the work is tauter than usual,
but not at the expense of atmosphere or dra-
ma. The raw terror in the second move-
ment, which depicts the massacre, is singu-
larly well conveyed here; the orchestral

playing as well as the recording make an
enormous impact. The performance as a
whole has a concentration and fervor miss-
ing in Inbal's earlier readings. Of the cur-
rent digital recordings of the Shostakovich
Eleventh, this is the one to get. D.H.

STRAVINSKY: The Rake's Progress
Garrison, West, others; Gregg Smith Singers;

Orchestra of St. Luke's. Craft
MUSICMASTERS 67131 (two CD's. 128 min)

Performance: Subtle and satisfying
Recording: Just fine

he twentieth century's most elegant mar-
riagee of words and music, at least in our

own language, is The Rake's Progress, which
brought together two utterly divergent yet
equally great creative personalities. It was a
strange match: the revolutionary, endlessly
inventive Igor Stravinsky and the savagely
sardonic English poet W. H. Auden. This
excellent new recording of the opera, led by
Stravinsky's disciple, Robert Craft, reveals
just how magical a collaboration it was.

Auden and his partner, Chester Kaltman,
crafted a dark, ironic morality tale based on
a cycle of paintings by the eighteenth -cen-
tury English painter William Hogarth that
chronicled the dissolution of a vain, silly

STRAVINSKY
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country boy who goes to London and sinks
into a life of sin. When they turned the fin-
ished libretto over to Stravinsky in 1948, he
wrapped his enormously pliant musical
imagination around a sensibility that was
foreign both to his earthy Russian soul and
to his decades of schooling in the lyrical
French tradition.

Yet the opera, composed in Hollywood
to a libretto written in Greenwich Village,
is in many ways very American, and it is
satisfying to hear an all-American cast sing
it. There are no big -name stars here, but the
principals bring to the piece all the wit and
passion one could wish for. Tenor Jon Gar-
rison, as the anti-hero Tom Rakewell, milks
the part's humorous pomposity in the early
acts, yet he also brings out genuine pathos
in the finale in Bedlam. Jayne West, as his
sweetheart Anne Truelove, sings the fa-
mous first -act monologue, "No word from
Tom," with a shimmering, silvery soprano
tone that is nicely captured by the clear, un-
obtrusive recording. No musician has a
greater claim to be the definitive Stravinsky
interpreter than Robert Craft - no guaran-
tee of a good performance, of course, but
here he elicits a sensitive, surefooted perfor-
mance from the Orchestra of St. Luke's. J.J.

WANNER: Lohengrin
Jerusalem, Studer, Meier, Moll, Welker, others;

Vienna State Opera Chorus;
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Abbado

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
437 808 (three CD's. 211 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Mostly good

IIhe Vienna Philharmonic gives conductor
Claudio Abbado gleaming sound and

tonal refinement throughout this recording.
His approach to the famous Act I Prelude is
less impressive for its transcendent lum-
inosity than for a transparency that reveals
Wagner's contrapuntal wonders, and there
is an urgency to his reading that I welcome
in this opera, especially in the Bridal Cham-
ber Scene; the performance falters only in
the Act II Finale, where the vocal textures
are not sufficiently clarified.

Tenor Siegfried Jerusalem is a first-rate
Lohengrin, eloquent in his lyric scenes,
where he delivers his long phrases with fer-
vor and poetic insight, though his voice it-
self lacks sensuous appeal. After an accept-
able but not really distinguished first act.
soprano Cheryl Studer's Elsa gathers strength
and comes completely into her own in Act
III. In the second act, the innocence she
projects contrasts effectively with the biting
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tones of mezzo-soprano Waltraud Meier's
subtly venomous Ortrud.

Vocally, the performance gets off to a ster-
ling start with the resonant and clearly fo-
cused baritone of Andreas Schmidt as the
Herald and the opening lines of the volumi-
nous and always dependable bass Kurt
Moll (King Heinrich). These artists main-
tain their excellence later on, though Moll
is denied sufficient presence in the prob-
lematic Act II Finale. The cast's weak ele-
ment is the Telramund of baritone Hartmut
Welker; a seasoned artist, he does no seri-
ous damage and asserts himself well in the
ensembles, but at forte levels his tone loses
steadiness and becomes effortful at the top.

Overall, this is certainly a recommend-
able Lohengrin, but the earlier sets under
Rudolf Kempe (Angel) and Georg Solti
(London), both also with the Vienna Phil-
harmonic, are still strong contenders, espe-
cially Solti's, which offers the brilliant Elsa
of Jessye Norman, a stronger Telramund,
and Placido Domingo in the title role. G.J.

Collection
MICHEL LEGRAND

Four Piano Blues: American Piano Music
ERATO 96386 (77 min)
Performance: Stellar

Recording: Close, direct
This certainly seems to be the heyday of
the classically inclined popular musi-

cian. First came Gershwin, then Bernstein
(who was actually a popularly trained clas-
sical musician). Nowadays Keith Jarrett
records Bach, Andre Previn performs just
about anything, and Michel Legrand here
takes on a astonishing array of American
composers, from Gottschalk and MacDow-
elI to Amy Beach and Scott Joplin to Mor-
ton Gould, Copland, Barber, and Bernstein
to Conlon Nancarrow and John Cage - al-
most all of it with great success.

One more or less expects Legrand to take
to Gershwin, Bernstein, and even Copland.
The Gottschalk, Nancarrow, and Gould
pieces on this CD, every one a tour de force.
are dazzling in their brilliance. More sur-
prising are the pieces by the ultra -Roman-
tics: the gorgeous and quite original Impro-
visations of Amy Beach, the late Romanti-
cism of MacDowell's New England Idylls,
and the dramatic style of Barber's Ballad,
Op. 46. Most astonishing of all is the Cage
Bacchanale, his first prepared -piano piece,
from 1938, which sounds quite spirited and
bluesy in this bravura performance. What is
truly surprising is how easily and naturally
Cage (admittedly, early Cage) fits in with
the company; perhaps it takes a Frenchman
to point out how clearly Cage belongs in
the main line of American composers.

Only the Joplin rags (The Entertainer,
Maple Leaf Rag) do not come off. Subtlety
is not Legrand's strong point, but these per-
formances lack tenderness, brilliance, and,
most unforgivably, rhythmic verve; they are
pounded out in a pedestrian manner. Other-
wise this is a generous helping of goodies,
well chosen and dashingly served up. E.S.
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B ACH: Flute Sonatas
Galway; Moll: Cunningham
RCA VICTOR 62555 (75 min)
Both kinds of Bach flute sonatas are here,
the three for violin and keyboard with ful-
ly written -out parts and the three for solo
flute with keyboard accompaniments im-
provised over a bass. Flutist James Gal-
way is no Baroque specialist, but, genial
as always, he strikes a compromise be-
tween a pure period -style performance
and a modem virtuoso reading, putting
everything on the same lively even keel.
The performance is reverent, but to me it
lacks Galway's usual personal flair with-
out offering quite enough go -for -Baroque
to compensate. E.S.

B EETHOVEN: Coriolan Overture;
Quartet No. 11 (arr. Mahler);
Symphony No. 7
Indianapolis Symphony, Leppard
KOSS 2215 (72 min)
The overture and symphony receive de-
cent but undistinguished readings under
Raymond Leppard - no competition for
either the big star conductors or the best
of the original -instruments crowd. The
acoustic surround is a bit tight, but the
sound is clean. Mahler's string -orchestra
expansion of the Op. 95 quartet fares bet-
ter acoustically, but Yuri Bashmet's Mos-
cow Soloists on RCA offer a more mal-
leable and vital interpretation. D.H.

DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata
FAURE: Violin Sonata No. 1
FRANCK: Violin Sonata
Zukeinian: Neikrug
RCA 62697 (68 min)
It may be that Pinchas Zukerrnan and his
sympathetic keyboard collaborator, Marc
Neikrug, have deliberately chosen an ap-
proach more austere than the norm for
these works, but I miss the characteristic
warmth, the sheer richness of tone, the

general sense of commitment and eager-
ness to communicate that have been Zuk-
erman's hallmarks - qualities I'd have
thought especially apposite to these
sonatas. R.F.

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto;
Violin Concerto
Argerich, Kremer; Chamber Orchestra of
Europe, Hamoncourt
TELDEC 90696 (63 min)
Pianist Martha Argerich is in her best
form here, with not only her usual electric
virtuosity and explosive playing at the cli-
maxes, but also an eloquent, deeply musi-
cal rhythmic elasticity that brings out all
the romantic impetuosity of Schumann's
Piano Concerto. The Violin Concerto does
not fare so well. Written in rough, broad
strokes, it seems even less impressive
here than usual because Gidon Kremer
and Nikolaus Hamoncourt inflate it pre-
tentiously, offering weightiness in lieu of
nuance. D. P.S.

MIKHAIL KAZAKEVICH
Plays Rachmaninoff, Brahms, Bach,
Honegger, Berg
CONIFER 51235 (63 min)
The thirty -six -year -old expatriate Russian
pianist shows a good deal of creativity in
this program, which builds on both the
contrasts and the connections between
Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Sonata,
four Brahms intermezzos, a Bach prelude
and fugue, Honegger's Prelude, Arioso
and Fughetta on the Name BACH, and
Berg's Sonata, Op. 1. While it is not all
satisfying - the Bach seems more than a
little wayward - the performances sug-
gest an imaginative musical mind as well
as gifted hands. The recorded sound is ex-
emplary in its realism. R.F.

SYLVIA MCNAIR
The Echoing Air: Music of Henry Purcell
Academy of Ancient Music, Hogwood
PHILIPS 446 081 (62 min)
Though Purcell's music doesn't always
export well, this collection of short vocal
and instrumental works, including selec-
tions from The Fairy Queen, is winningly
arranged and performed. Soprano Sylvia
McNair's lush, polished singing displays
intelligence and a discreet sense of ex-
pressivity, but conductor Christopher Hog -
wood sometimes fails to give the music
the folksy flexibility and unbuttoned high
spirits it needs. D.P.S.

LA NSF
Musk for Joan the Mad
DORIAN 80128 (66 min)
A theater piece by the Canadian early mu-
sic group La Nef, "Music for Joan the
Mad" contains moody vocal and instru-
mental music of the Renaissance. It is an
authentic tribute to the queen of Spain
known as Juana la Loca (1479-1555),
driven mad by excessive love for her hus-
band, Philip the Handsome. Excellent.

William Livingstone
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30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One
Year Warranty on ail Models.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

 Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

 Impeccable crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

* Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes -all in One cabinet.

* Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

+ Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

 Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

Enclosed back provides dust protection.

+ Compact size: 391/."H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet craws assembled.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688



Stereo Review

CO STORAGE
CONNECTION

Classified Advertisers...

Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in the
industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply
call toll -free and reserve your
space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am - 5pm EST)

In Canada : 1-212-767-5750

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.
Please send me information about the tittles
I've listed below:

Name

Title

Company/Institution

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone (

UMi
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, 9am-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product.
we suggest you contact the manufackrer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

 ALCHEMY
 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
- KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K

 NAD
 NHT
 NILES
 PARADIGM
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SANUS
 SONY
 SONY ES
 SUMIKO
 THORENS

CAMBRIDGE  MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727

Q Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NA) *
M&K * HARMAN KARDON * ONKYO * SONY ES
* CARVER * KEF * CELESTION * AUDIO -
CONTROL * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * MONS-
TER CABLE * LEXICON * GRADO * PRO-KJ *
CWD * NILES AUDIO * JAMO * VELODYNE *
SANUS SYSTEMS * THORENS * ALTEC LANS NG
* STAX * PSB * TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM *
ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SHARPVISION * HP FL -
ER * SOUND ANCHORS *. SOUND SELLER, F .0.
BOX 224, 2808 Cahill Road, Marinette, WI
54143-0224. Fax 715-735-5838, Phone
(715) 735-9002.

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 APATURE
 PSB
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 ALTEC LANSING
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS, We have all the compo-
nents you need - design books also. MENISCUS. 2575 28th St.
S.W. Wyoming MI 49509. (616) 534.9121

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.

Straight 'Falk__
"One of America's Finest

Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER

We mock 106 brands of AudioNideo and Car
Stereo. only a few gores in America can

make this statement and vinually
all of ua artlocated in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

Acurus Nakamichi
Adcom Niles Audio
a/rVs/ Onkyo
Alon Order, Integra
Alpine Phase Tech
Aragon Panama,
Atlantic Tech Parasound
Audio Control PS Audio
AudloQueat PSB
Back Rock Solid
B&W Sanus
Bell'oggeni Sennheiser
Cal Audio Lab Sharp Video
Celeation Signet
CWD Snell
Devon Sony
Dunlavy Sony ES
Esoteric Sound Anchor
Forte Straight Wire
Kimber Kable
KEF Target
Klipach Threshold
Lexicon Velodyne
McCormack VT.L.
Mirage Yamaha
Mitsubishi & 49 More
Monster Cable
M&K
NAD
NEAR M -T -W -T F -S

loaospm 1010-6pro

A II_IICO/V I3UA
913-842-1811

24th & Iowa Lawrence, KS 66046

EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE' FREE SHIPPING' MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED,
KIMBER KABLE, QUAD. SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.(8031723-7276.

BEST BUYS ON ADVENT  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  BOSE  B&W 
BOSTON  CELESTION  POLK  PS8  PINNACLE  ADCOM 
ONKYO  ROTEL  NAD  JAMO  DENON  HK & MUCH MORE!!
DAVE. S.1-800-308-0354.NJ & NY 201-997-7812

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

WE BEAT PRICES!!!-- Carver, NAKAMICHI,
Polk, B&K, Parasound, NHT, Denon, PSB, On-
kyo, KEF, Marantz, NAD, Snell, M&K, Spica, PS
AUDIO, Audio Alchemy, VELODYNE, and more!
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.



FOR SALE

Wholesale Connection
Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800

INIMEZI MINal=
JVC

RX315 Call
RX515 Call

80715 Call
Technics

SAGX470 Call
SAG9057 Call

SAGX670 Call
Kellwood

KRV5560
KRV6060 Call

KRV7060 Call
Pioneer

VSX453 Call

VSX0503S Call
VS)(IrdlIS Call

VSXD703S Call
Canna

AVR30

.111.313
JVC

XLF211 Call

XLM415 Call

XLV161 Call
Technics

SLPD667 Call

SLP0867 Call

SLPD967 Cali
Kellwood

DPAA3360 Call

DPM5560 Call
DPRA060 Call

Pioneer
P01.4423 Call
PDM703 Call

Tape
JV

TDW215 Call

TOW309 Call
TDW315 Call

Technics
RSTR232 Call
RSTR373 Call

RSTR474 Call

Kenwood
KXW4060 Call

KM Call
Pioneer

CTW403R Call

CPN503R Call

CPN603RS Call

Radar

6201 Call

6351 Call

Whist
1125WH Call

1230SWH Call

Uniden
LRO1900 Call
.7,2')Ovi l'a

RX815 Call
RX1050 Call

SAGX770 Call

SATX1000 Call

KR08060 Call
KCX1 Call

KMX1 Call

VSXD903S Call
VSXD1S Call
VSXD2S Call

Cordon
Cal

XLV261 Call

XLMC100 Call

SLP9066 Call
SLPD1000 Call

DPR5060 Call

DPR6060 Call

PDDAA802 Call
PDF100 Can

Decks

TDW709 Call

TDV661 Call
TDV1050 Call

RSTR575 Call
RSTR979 Call

KXW8060 CallI6060

CTW703FIS Call

CTWM62R Call

Detector
Bel
16a51 Call

6a5STI Call

I

1ler Call1 250SWH
121305WH Call

1 LRD9100SW Ca

I

Bose
MA3 11 Call

AMa Call

MI5 II Cal
AM7 II Cal

LS3 Cal

LS5 Cal

infinity
RS225 Cal

RS325 Cal

F1S425 Cal

RS525 Cal
RS625 Cal

SM115 Cal

SM125 Cal

Advent
Mrs Advent Cal

Baby III Cal

Prodkgy Tower Cal

Pinnacle
AC500 Call

AC550 Call

AC600 Call

IIMINISE=
JVC

MXS20 Call

MXC55 Call

M0077 Call

Kenwood
U0351 Can

U0551 Call

AIWA
NSX2700 Call

NSX3200 Call

EIBRIEIMIIMIN
KDGS40 Cal

KDGS50 Cal

KDGT7 Cal

KCIAAK70 Cal
KDMIC71RF Cal

Pioneer
DEH205 Cal

DE/445 Cal

DEH505 Cal

DEH705 Cal

CDXP1200 CalKEHP770
CDXP606 Cal

Kellwood
KDC5001 Cal

KDC6001 Cal
KDC7001 Cat

KDC9000 Cal
KDCC602 Cal
KDCC602FM Cal

Car Arnplthe
Car Speakers

DAT Recorder
Portable Available

LS12
901 CLASSIC
a 2

2 2
VS100
101MMBK

SM155
SM85
KAPPA61
KAPPAVIDEO :-..

RSVIDEO
VIDE01 Ca
SERVOSUB Call

Legacy Can

Laureate Call
Hentage Call

AC650 Call
AC800 Call
AC850 Call

MXC99S Call

I UXC7 Call
UXT1 Call

I 06751 Call
I UD951 Call

I NSX3500 Co
1 5585200 Call

JVC
KSRTa5
KSRT55 Cai,

KSRT60 Call
KSRT75 Call

CDXFM121 Call
CDXF1.461 Call

KEHP4000 Call

KEHP570 Can

Call

KRC980
KRC880
KRC580
KRC480
KRC380
KRC3006

All Models
All Models

Home.
Call

Laser Disc Player Call Moo Disc Home Portable Call

Call For Brands & Model Not Listed
HRS: Mon -Sat 9 AM - 6 PM EST Pnces subject to change. Prices
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors. MasterCard. Visa. Amencan Express and C 0.D accepted.
Products come with W C Warranty We ship UPS & FEDEX
Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills. NY 11375

I

ce, MA Rti:WSTISou ,982

omputAbilitySv" - a m. Pm(67, Sato 9m-5pm

\ I F Ka 8

Consumer Electronics 9 S TR 7.9S
K=81?

AUTHORIZED DE ^ ' rg7

Canon TOSHIBA
44111111110 SONY JVC

J.nirrsueist4

RECOTON'
Panasonic

VIDEONICS

VCRS lia CAMCOHDEFIS
HI Fl EQUIPMENT

0,0 PIONEER' JIM
Cassette Decks AN Receivers CD Players

AUDIO / MINI SYSTEMS
JIM- SONY

LASER DISC PLAYERS
/I

AUTHORIZED
AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR

tAat)
ttc ^ RV ON

ROME VDIL

1-800-348-7799
SPEAKERS

ADVENT 'ADS
ALTEC LANSING
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ATLN. TECH "13 & 0
BIC *BOSE
"CARVER
GEMINI 'HARMON KAR

INFINITY
JBL JBL PRO
JAMO 'KEF
KLH MAGNAVOX
"NHT "MIRAGE
'NAD 'ONKYO
PIONEER 'POLK

PINNACLE
'PHASE TECH

SONY 'VELODYNE
"YAMAHA

AUDIO
AIWA

'BOSE "DENON
'CARVER GEMINI
'HARMON KARDON
JVC 'KENWOOD
MAGNAVOX NAD
NILES 'NAKAMICHI
ONKTO PAFtASOUND
PHILIPS PIONEER
'PIONEER ELITE
SONY *SONY ES
SHERWOOD TECHNICS

"YAMAHA

CAR AUDIO
ADVENT
AIWA
'ALPINE
AVITAL ALARMS
CODE ALARMS
'CLARION 'CARVER
CRAIG JBL
INFINITY 'KICKER
PIONEER .P10. ELTE

PANASONIC
*ROCKFORD SONY

SHERWOOD
TOSH BA

ALTEC
BAZOOKA

BEL

FACTORY AUTHORIZED. EXCEPT:. MANUFACTURERS USA
WARRANT1ED (NON-AUTNORIZED).

ALL ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW. FACTORY FRESH WITH FULL
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY. RETURN POLICY:
14 DAY TRIAL FOR DEFECTIVES FAX (3061340-11145

PI IlithER

FHP95 ALL IN ONE
DEHM980
DEHP705, 715
DEHP6IS NEWI
DENS IS
DEH415 NEW!
DEH215 NEWI
DEQP800 NEWT
G.M.CHRYSLER
CUSTOM FIT
DEHSODH DEH4ODH
KEHP8200 WOOD
KEHP 7200 NEWI
KEHP6200 NEWI
KEHP 5200 NEW!
KEHP 4200 NEW!
CDXF M 121 STOCK
CDXF M67 NEWI
CDXP I210 12 C.D.'S
CDXP610 NEWI
CDXM30 STOCK
SHAFT HNTS CALL!
GMX304, 302
GMH100
GMX84, 62
EQ7000 EQ6S00

FULL LINE OF
PIONEER &

PREMIER CAR

VIDEO
'CANON G.E.
GO VIDEO JVC
HITACHI AG
PAN RCA
SONY SHARP

TOSHIBA

A

A
N

sizo8:3s2E8R_ovolc6E9 04.418s 0 =
All Major Brands WE SHIP ANYWHERElI 1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244 IN NH 431-8244

Bur ELECTRONICS AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
WE'LL BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE - ALL MAJOR BRANDS!

HOME THEATRE SPEAKEF SYSTEMS  AUDIO & VIDEO COMPONENTS
Projection TV 13" to 150" / :amcorders / VCR's / HiFi ' Car Stereo / Portables

CALL US !!
Let Our Knowledgeable

Sales StaffHelp

BLild

Your

HOME ENTERTAINMENT (ENTER

OVER SIXTY YEARS or EXPERIENCE IS YOUR BEST GUARANTEE

Mail Order Calls
1-800-328-0069
in NH 431-8244

We Ship To Canada

Located at: 10 Congress St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Retail Hours
Mon -Fri : 9:30-6

SAT : 10-5

Customer Service
1-603-431-6251

FAX: 1-603-427-0679
For Returns, Service or Claims

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 72 -Page Catalog with a

huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's.
Clubs & Musiciars all at
discount prices'

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mal Order Center 11:11 Monarch St.

Garden Grove. CA 92641

Retail Super Store 13410 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 92641714)-530-6760

PPRO SOUNDn. STAGE LIGHTING

h

1211:: ;.. . 41.1

0

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk,
KEF, Orkyo, PSB, Denon, NAD, Velodyne, NHT,
Snell, M&K, plus more! SOUND SHOP
360-692-8201.

SINGERS
I REMOVE 
. VOCALS

Tnlimibd7w Cost, Instantly Available
Background Musk from Original Standard
Recordims! Does Everything Karaoke
does... gives you ...-

Vocal ffunitiatoc'"
It'enrcgure & Demo Tape-.
LT Sound Dept SR -1 ' I
7988 LI Parkway 111r4lai 1Lithonia, GA 30058
24 Nou- Demo/Info Request Line (404)482-2485Est 50
When Tou Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke:

FREE!.! CATALOG with the complete line of
LINEAiTECH AUDIO for the pro DJ's & sound
lovers. Call today U.S.A. LIDARS INC. (800)
800-6226.

WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type and old JBL
Altec, Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers
David 1-800-356-41434

p PRO SOUND OUR 19th
& STAGE LIGHTING'. YEAR!



FOR SALE FOR SALE

r

FREE CAT
Send your name & address to

Sound City Inc.
Meadtown Shopping Center

Route 23 South
Kinnelon, NJ 07405

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS! ONKYO-DENON-
CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NAD-
PARASOUND- APATURE-SUMIKO-KEF-
SNELL-POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICA-
VELODYNE-PSB-CHICAGO STANDS. U.S.
products. NO GREY! Many closeout deals!
STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

FRIENDLY PEOPLE EXPERT ADVICE !(- FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
908.780.6600
FAX ORDER908-294-7480

-Athencan 8uyer's Club WholesalePricesTo The Public...

178TM-3541324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY .33  ENGLISHTOWN. NJ 07726

RX-V1070 & 870 CALL
CARvan
HR -895 CALL
INEA1011
AVFI2500 A 3003 CALL
MUM KARDON.
AVR30 8 HIT -3600 CALL
JVC
FIX -815 375
K onv000.
I6W-7060 325
HAD.
71000 8 705 CALL
NAKAO/ ICH P
AV -1

RECEIVER 283 CALL

TX-SV-9I9THX CALL
SV-717PF0 IN STOCK
PIONEER
VSX-09036 669
SONYilitgammig
 MODELS CALL
D OSE.
AM5 SII AM7 CALL
C ANS TION.
MANY MODELS CALL
INFINITY°
REFERENCE 3 295
REFERENCE 6 CALL
KLIP SCH.
MANY MODELS CALL
MIRAGE
MANY MODELS CALL

HDP18SUP159 ZERO CALL
PARADIGM*
TITAN AND IISE III CALL
POLK AUDIO.
S-8 AND LS 70 NEW
RM 3000 CALL
ASS
MANY MODELS CALLsuswoortas
SW2P CALL
VELOOYNC II MC
IN STOCK CALL

.32232=2.
YAMAHA.
CDC -645 CALL
CDC -745 CALL
CARVID.
SD/A490T CALL
HARMAN KARDON
TL -8400 BEST
HD -7525 PRICE
PIMP
502 TP
5003 RATED
NAKAMICHP
MB -2 8 TAM CALL
ONKYO
DX -C606 CALL
DX -706 CALLMAW
CLD-D503 CALL
PD -M703 CALL
SONY
CDP -C645 CALL
CDP-C 745 CALL
CDP-CX100 100 CD

ONKY
NAKAM ICH CALL
YAMMIA 608
DE NON YOUR
H. KARMA. BEST
PIONEER PRICE
SONY MINI INSCC,111.

Ilgifamm
FULL LINE CALL
ADC OW
GTP-450 CALL
GEA-555MI01 CALL
ACE -I51 A MUST
CARVUI.
TFM-55 CALL
CT -17
TEM-35

CALL

HASLER.
9270 CALL
9300 CALL
NAP
600 CALL

2700THX CALL
YAMAHA.
DSP-A20 70 CALL
DSP-A970 CALL

HI MIS RN LIDS

SONY CM/CORDON
CCD TR-400 CALL
CCO T19 -7M CALL
CCD TA-SI CALL
CCD TR-70 CALL
SONY VCR'S
SLVRI 000 S -VHS USA

SLY-920HE CALL
SLY-77048720HE CALL
EVS -7003 HI -8 CALL
SONY LASKI%
MDP-I300 CALL
PANASONIC VIOSO CALL
PROTON CALL
NIKON CAMCOSDISS
UN- 760 CALL
.11'4/C VH S.0
GEC -27 S -VHS CALL
GRAX75 MAU SIABILZIA
GPM- 70 COLOR ACARICI31

.5 %PO VCR'S
CALL FOR ALL MODELS
FIRS -6900 CALL
NRS-4900 CALL
CANON CAMCORDIAS
ES -I000 F6-8 CALL
Al DIGITAL 899
UCS5 998
ES -500 COLOR VFW FOR
ES -70 120 ZOOMa rratoc -
VMH39A-HI-8 COLOR V F
VM-E58A TOP RATED
VM-ESSA TOP RATED
VIA-H71A LATEST HI -8
CALL AK HITACHI KAI
00 VIDEO
DUAL XIX VCRS 499 998UPFICA
SRAM emiconowts
PRO -933 CALL
PRO -640 6210 BOB

USA WAFIWITY INCLUDED

CAR STEREO
CALL 908.780.6600

ALSINFAUT °TICK
S LAUPU NKr' CALL
B OSTON ACOUSTICS*
CO LL INS IN FIN ITV*
ESL* LA. SOUND
MT X.POLIC**SONY
PHASE LINEAR

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY =
WTI E A AI TI .*Y ALL MS

1=1.5,:allrratloract;rutillAtalrantrATRIMErspalolut

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -
KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Alchemy* - Mirage -
Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen - Denon -
Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent Technol-
ogy* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne - VMPS* + 29
More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-
ICS. (904) 376-8080.

RICE/YIN
RI St
O 1111/4 154.
0 517 VIN
O 111 VIA 119.
011/V11 1/4.

: row 161 10.
TIO OWN 149.
TOW 21 KM 44.

Tr: ;IQ
I CD PLATEN

jN 10
16e.
1..

611317 199

1,
41! 0541..11,

1/9.

S°Y 051 669.
IOC 699.

I MINI COMIONRITS
I sa 120 WC
1111 DO Ile.
sIDIC SW 1119.

110" /70 I..
20W . 149.
2103 KO 119.

1: I Ille
114.

s.emotosRISES
5...

esit.0145"
1611 62110 ST. 141.1.1. WY. 112114

NY RIB) 431-1027

.011.32=72RADAR
ORS

gLIPA
NS, (ALL /2511 MO
/1511 CALL 415410 RIO.
6511 154. 60011 TWA
645115 115. 6447 N.

Unidell 
201100 St 12071004 IN.

L1101100111 002201.11
1.1102100SW11.. LODINWSW124.

IS
114.

NI
SW 169.

wsons-rurie
ASK FON MOWN!

125S 96.
64. IWO In

IN

SONY.' OD PIONEER
N OXCISO 054. 02011121 . CONOCO .
(21X10(061}1D001a6r0IN. OSNIIS D INO.
VOX460

COSSOW 124. 6X415 DEW 15
CMS/. 66. 05141115 5 000 /IS 5

119. 041411115 111 NAM
144. 11111100011 5 It1.11 5

COX. IN. 61100 1,01100
COM. We. 1.12419 8 1.1100153
COMO, NIL 11.14949 l019.9..
COS71tt Mt INNO500 a 1004000
02$00 114. IltrIP.O0 S 101,4100 6
mu. Ile. 11.1.100
HMSO IM.
WC 190 ClationOC210 174.n lo INS ma CO .105 169.
ANSI° 1P19. CDC 604 149. AM 1154 149.

DO 41751.R.1r DO 0.4.9.
CO 61/S 119. CO .177 IN.
DO 51 /6 169. OM  1SS IN.
MI 7170 OM PO OK I..
MO 4110 SW. AO 271 194.
PAX 1100 IN. .18 ST 1941.

1110 210 119. 114 /100
CDC161 SW. C00/7 l/e. 1001 IN.

ELHUMNIENT
clovun lit NNW. IN.N.. IN. 1.1511 III.
Vets., 111. \Wry 11114.

Penland 119. CONS 1..

MON../M. 8-7
SUNDAY 1-6

24 1111 FAT.
(71111 1212-4621

JVC. aD pioNEER. TECHNIC.5 
CASSETTE DECKS

LAWLER NM NJ 149. KM 13 159.

.0 /04 KT 474 1114, NMI VS let
CWO 604 olt atlinCHIll
.0 504 2.2. SAW ITO WA. SOO OW OW
.5 104 22.p HO WO IN. WO MI 1119.

CLPS 104 200 SAO /90 I.. HO 1010129.

LAIR MARANO =PLATER
SW ISO 114.

(ID OW 149, WO 410 I..
(SD VISO M. 5L19 717 letlit SISCMCNON 111D IV 105.

OD 15 II.. .0 057 161.
PSO 9015 .9. 1,0 1010 205.
PLO 7045 SW ME SYSTEMS

W604S 2115. p ,, ,,, SW
SO4S Nle. SC 01111

4.1 454 We.
KX 451 Ile. AIWA 

INSCHATIES MINI SYSTEMS
PO NO sot 111.1S!OO .9 1412 Mr 10.
PD CY 012 IN. KT WO 119. NN 17 6114.

PO 11701 IN. NA MCC JO. NU /I' SW.
PO WO to. CO 50 III r0.1 70 119.
PO 61411 1St
CO 100 In.
X51 Ste.

ceueors OWLS
OW 7048 Ile.
CTW 1046 165.
CTW SOWS SS

 CeroM16111.6. evneyoderi arraperupalcerecti Pres,
e US nuoulanton toonty -DotnelOr

oNeaterc SIO 50 ca row 111.06e stereo All

handl., per uno resporrirde

CORDLESS TEL.

you.. N. 3112010 IN.
S.1110 1St SINNO 149.
519111 lee. 111,210 IN.
15A450 149. WAS.° tee.

.: ID; X40 ^ 2007011 7114mrw1n

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is wide!y
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and ow.

310 517-1700 SO. CALIF.
310 517-1732 FAX
18214 DALTON AVENUE. DEPT S
GARDENA. CA 90248

AUTNORIZED DEALER: AIM  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

AUDIODUEST  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE
CAL AUDIO LABS  CARVER  CELESTION  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  CWO

DAHIOUIST  DCM  FAROUDIA  FOSGATE  GENESIS  GRADO  HAFLER
HARM. KARDON  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INFINITY  MAIO  IBL  LEXICON

MAGNUM OYNALAB  MELDS  MERIDIAN  NAD  NESTOROVIC  NILES  ONK"O
PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROAC  PSI:

ROOMTUNE  SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  STAX  TARGET  TNORENS
TICE  UPI  ALO and more...

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturers warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
sellers state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.



FOR SALE LOUDSPEAKERS WANTED TO BUY

SEE US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO'

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Full Mfrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Only

AUTHORIZED
FACTORY (800) 36
DEALER 84344

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS! Presentation to
industry/exhibition at national innovation exposition.
Patent services. 1 -800 -288 -IDEA, Ext. SR.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We II beat an rice! 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT.

SONY
DAT 20 49
DAT-120 kso 9.99
mew 74 1199
L7508THG 3.99
JVC TI20 1.79

JVC ST120 599

MAXELL
120,,C,x 2 /9

ST -120 6.99
ST -I60 8.99
X111-90 I 69
5111-590 1.99
XLII-S100 269
I

SA -90

TDK FUJI
T-120InG 249 :- I o0H0 2

SVHS-T120 e
SAX -90 1.99 SVHS-TI60 8 Y!..
SAX -100 2.49 miwoisc74 10 9r;
DAT-I20 6.99 1-
HI -8-120 599 49

V
TAPE WORLD 22051404ST IMO /Alfas PASO 2441 1298

M4.8 6

CAR STEREO

OEM CHANGER INTEGRATION. Manual for adapting atter-
market disc changers to factory radios. Honda. Mitsubishi
Mercedes. BMW, Jaguar, Volvo. Send $24.95 to DMB, Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 7054, Edmond, OK 73083.

LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIP-
PING ON ALPINE, ADVENT, BOSTON, ADS, BA-
ZOOKA, MB QUART, PPI, INFINITY, ROCKFORD,
JBL, JL AUDIO, SONY, PIONEER, CLARION &
MORE. CALL FOR HOME STEREO. SOUND
IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY 11725.
(516) 864-6548, FAX (516) 864-6437.

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKERS
Go factory Direct

and
SAVE.

 Call for tree catalog

90 -Day
rial BRAND SPEAKERS

II Leading
edge design

for Home

Theater and traditional
systems

III Satisfaction guaranteed

Upgrades and service plus complete speaker
systems from $200 to $7,000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics 800 -ohm -1236.
STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE -82.00 (REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES, 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA FL 32703-5972.
(407)786-0623.

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE WORK.
SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE 1979. VISA/MC/
AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts ExpressT'
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644

BUY ACI SPEAKERS HASSLE FREE. Factory Direct. Money back
guarantee. ACI is the manufacturer of the renowned Sap-
phire III patented Subl subwoofers ACI Home Theater speak-
ers. Free catalogue. (608) 784-4579, 901 S. 4th St. La Crosse, W
54601.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

115

1-800-338-0531
Source Code: SRM

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES
BEST WARRANTY  GUARANTEE!
 Factory Authorized Repair

ALL Brands; JBL, BOSE, EPI.
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV, AR

More !
 Best Selection, USA Made

Surrounds. Cones, Diaphragms.
Replacement Parts.

 Foam Rot Preventative.
 DIY Sunnund Kits Save Big S

CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)
1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/DISC/AMEX.
DIY KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE,
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES!!

24 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Ohm
Full Room StereoTM Waveform FiclelltyTM

THE 3-D IMAGE SURROUND THEATER
LOUDSPEAKERS 4,04 FILMS & MUSIC I!!

90 DAY HOME TRIAUONE YEAR TRADE UP/FREE CATALOGUE
1-800-231-3458. No matter where you sit you will hear bal-
anced 3-D sonic images with Ohm FULL ROOM STEREO -
loudspeakers. All 'Ohm 3-D Theater loudspeakers also recre-
ate the WAVEFORM FIDELITY- for the accurate reproduction
of both FILMS AND MUSIC!!! AMERICAN RECORDS Inc. 409
Plandome Rood, Manhasset, NY 11030. Nationally Authorized
FACTORY DIRECT: Pricing/Mail Order Sales/Service. DISCOVER
V1SNMasterCard AMERICAN EXPRESS.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars' Ai
sizes including AR. Advent, BOSE, JBL
Surrounds. adhesive .8 instructions
S27.95/pr. BOSE 901's $67.95/pr. Una
S/H. No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!

2
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704-6

800-747-369
97-9001 24 Hr

MC/VISA

PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731 Ind make 8. model w/order

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes, record
jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers. much
more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS ROOM 641, POE
8212 COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

RECORDS AND CD BARGAINS! FACTORY FRESH OVERSTOCKS
AND DELETIONS. ROCK/POP/JAZZ COLLECTIBLES. GOOD MUSIC,
GREAT PRICES! MONTHLY UPDATE. FREE CATALOG. OFF PRICE -

MUSIC SALES. DEPT. SRC, P.O. BOX 441348, SOMERVILLE. MA
02144. 1-800-388-1386/FAX 1-617-776-2514.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LP'S. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL FANFORMATION. SASE
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98, EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538
(508)295-2508.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations, All Ma -
for Brands, One of Largest Stocks In Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE.. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE Box 31, Pelham,
NY 10803 (800) 233-CMLS

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock Jazz, Audi -
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.,

Princeton, NJ 08542.1609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road Jenkin-
town PA 19046.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBL Altec,
Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:
1-800-356-4434.

SERVICES

Symphonic Music of the Rolling Stones' (09026-62526-2) If

your CD is discolored, call 1-800-210-6184 for replacement.

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices, Quality
Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952-3916 Vlsa/MC/AmekDisc/COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN
55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

CABLE TV -New products designed and supported by the
best in the business. External activators for Jerrold Pioneer,
Scientific Atlanta living or dead! Save big! Make lots of money!
1-800-375-7022.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scientific Atlanta,
Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most mod-
els. Quality, Price & Service. Arnex/DiscNIsa/MC. Dealer
inquiries Invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-1187,
#1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS, WHOLE-
SALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS:
1-800-304-3604.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-BUY DIRECT! ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES! THE CABLE OUTLET:
1-800-203-7077.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL

US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
UNK YOUPSELF TO THE FUTURE WTIH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE
TV CONV/ RTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISAMCAMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-50-.-0095.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS! WE
BUY, SELL, REPAIR ALL MAKES/MODELS! ASK
ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE UPGRADE/
REFERRAL PROGRAM! MEMBER UNITED
STATES BUSINESS BUREAU & NATIONAL CON-
SUMER CABLE ASSOCIATION! FREE CATALOG:
800-407-4444 OR 305-428-8944!
FREE CATALOG!! NEW REVOLUTIONARY T.V CONVERTERS AND
DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE $1000S. CALL NOW. MEGA ELECTRONICS
1-800-676-6342

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! CALL THE ALTERNATIVE! 11 YEARS IN
THE BUSINESS! ALL BRANDS! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
PERSONABLE SERVICE! ASK FOR JOHN! CALL 1-800-200-8897.
ALTERNATIVE MARKETING INC., 51 MCANDREWS, #111,
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337.

VIDEO DUPLICATION CONVERSIONS

If you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes
Converted, call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336.

Msllions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry

leading titles of Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply
call toll -free and reserve your

space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am - 5pm EST)

In Canada : 1-212-767-5750



INE VD END
BY PETER W. MITCHELL

The Sound of Dolby AC -3
n the three years since Dolby Stereo
Digital (DSD) soundtracks arrived in
theaters, their sound has been contro-
versial. It can be impressively clear,
vivid, and spectacular. But to audio
critics who were familiar with the

sound of the best six -channel 70mm
films, DSD soundtracks often seemed ag-
gressive and over -bright.

DSD uses Dolby's AC -3 system of dig-
ital coding. AC -3 encodes 5.1 channels of
surround sound into a compressed bit
stream with a total data rate, in DSD, of
only 320 kilobits per second. Since CD
coding has a data rate of 706 kilobits per
second per channel, 5.1 channels of CD
code would require more than 3.5 mega-
bits per second. AC -3 shrinks that rate by
a factor of eleven. Can such aggressive
data reduction work without compromis-
ing the sound?

Based on critical listening tests at Lu-
casfilm's Skywalker Ranch, the HDTV
Grand Alliance chose Dolby AC -3 as the
North American standard for the audio
portion of digital high -definition televi-
sion. That is a point in AC -3's favor, al-
though test participants admitted private-
ly that neither AC -3 nor the other candi-
dates reproduced the test signals flawless-
ly. Imperfections were also heard during
European HDTV tests in London and
Berlin. So when Pioneer announced plans
to include AC -3 soundtracks on laser -
discs, high -end critics were skeptical.

A year ago, Dolby invited me to an
AC -3 mastering session in Hollywood
where I A/B'd the AC -3 output against
a multichannel master recording. Most
sounds were identical, but in some tran-
sient sounds the AC -3 coding added a
bright, metallic edge.

The competing DTS system added fuel
to the controversy. First the developers of
DTS demonstrated to audio critics that
theatrical DTS playback is indistinguish-
able from a discrete multichannel master
tape. Then DTS developed "Coherent
Acoustics" coding for laserdiscs. Its data
rate is 240 kilobits per second per chan-
nel, so a six -channel DTS signal has a to-
tal data rate of 1.44 megabits per second,
the same as the CD -format stereo sound-
track on a laserdisc.

When several audio critics compared

DTS with a multichannel master tape,
they found the sound virtually identical.
And when I heard a DTS soundtrack in a
high -quality home system, it sounded bet-
ter (with a more realistic sense of sur-
rounding ambience) than the same movie
in a first-rate Hollywood theater.

Since laserdiscs are already issued in
multiple editions (pan -and -scan, wide-
screen, THX), they could also be issued
in an audiophile version with a DTS
soundtrack replacing the stereo digital
soundtrack. Then AC -3 and DTS could
compete directly in the marketplace, and
consumers could decide for themselves
which technology they prefer.

Last summer Dolby's Roger Dressler
pointed out that critics had heard only the
theatrical version of AC -3, which oper-
ates at 320 kilobits per second. It was
rushed to theaters in 1992 to compete
with another system, Cinema Digital
Sound (CDS), which has since disap-
peared from the scene.

Meanwhile, Dolby engineers continued
to develop a higher -performance "con-
sumer" version of AC -3 for use in the
more revealing environment of the home
theater. That is the version of AC -3 being
used for laserdisc, and it will be the stan-

the 5.1 -channel master tape that the DTS
demo disc was made from. So we could
compare the same sounds in DTS, AC -3,
and uncompressed formats.

We began by comparing the six -chan-
nel tape with the DTS disc. They sounded
identical - no surprise, since both were
copies of the same source, and DTS cod-
ing is essentially transparent. Conceiv-
ably we might have heard a difference be-
tween the D/A converters in the Tascam
DA -88 and those in the DTS decoder, but
we did not.

When we compared the AC -3 disc, we
heard occasional differences, but they
were quite small. In most respects the
AC -3 playback sounded identical to the
uncompressed tape. Two well-known crit-
ics who have been particularly skeptical
about AC -3 were impressed by this excel-
lent result. I searched for the metallic
edginess that I had heard in previous AC -
3 recordings, but it just wasn't there. The
audible differences that did emerge were
of two types:

I. Loud high -frequency transients were
very slightly louder and brighter in the
AC -3 playback than in the discrete tape.
That may be a mild form of the transient
distortion that I noticed last year. But it
was noticeable only in direct comparison
with the tape. By itself, the AC -3 version
sounded fine.

2. Naturally complex sounds, such as
the sound of violins, had a smooth, finely
textured character on the tape but a subtly
coarser, grainier texture on the AC -3 disc.
That led me to wonder whether the AC -3
disc had gone through extra stages of A/D
conversion and back. An investigation at
Dolby revealed that it had. So the slight
graininess may be only in this one record-
ing and not on other AC -3 discs.

Dressler's promise has been validated:
AC -3 on laserdisc sounds much better

When Pioneer announced plans to include AC -3

soundtracks on laserdiscs, some critics were skeptical.

dard tor HDTV, cable, and the Toshiba/
Time Warner digital videodisc (DVD) as
well. It uses a more sophisticated and
flexible encoding algorithm and operates
at 384 kilobits per second.

How good is the consumer version of
AC -3? When the first laserdiscs with AC -
3 arrived in February, I participated in a
three-way comparison between a laser -
disc with AC -3 coding, a laserdisc with
DTS coding, and a digital tape. The laser -
discs were demo discs that contained ex-
cerpts from recent movies; both included
the same excerpt from The Mask (the
popular Jim Carrey film). The tape was a
digital copy, in Tascam DA -88 format, of

than any AC -3 playback that 1 have heard
in the past. If home theater is important to
you, put an AC -3 decoder on your shop-
ping list. As a bonus, the improved sound
of the consumer version of AC -3 will
gradually be added to the cinema version.

The difference in sound between Dolby
AC -3 and DTS is now so small that there
may be no market for DTS laserdiscs.
The real future of DTS coding may be in
multichannel CD's, providing superb dis-
crete -channel surround sound for music.
You wouldn't need to buy a new CD
player; just feed the digital output from
your existing player to a DTS decoder.
I'm thrilled at the prospect.
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Dean's List
JOCELYN EDWARDS.
Parks College cf St.Louii University
SpestaIi.st, U.S. Army Reserve

te2 Mechanic,
158th Oiation Regimat_

11**-ARENEF=TS

`.0ver $23,500 fa0 college*
:Serves near home

COMMITMENT:
1 weekend/month, plus
2 weeks/year

"$23.500 combines Montgomery GI Bill *nefits
with pay earned during a standard anlit ment

POI./



!Thor° ntry

16 mg 144' 1.1 mg n,coune av per claratte by FTC mrthod

41SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Sno<ing
By Pregnant Women May REsult in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Lcy, Birth We ght.


